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test of analog and digital electronic circuits by Automatic Test Systems (ATS). It can also be used for 
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NOPAL corresponds to the notion of a physical test a unit under test (UUT). A test consists of stimuli 
(signals) to be applied measurements to be taken and logic for selecting diagnoses depending on the 
passing or failing of one or more tests. Information about the UUT and automatic test equipment (ATE) 
may also be included in the main module. The UUT and ATE information is used for conducting various 
consistency checks and is included in the produced documentation. A module, other than the main 
module, specify functions which apply stimuli, make measurements or evaluate variables. Interfaces 
among modules are provided by referencing in one module function specified in another module. The 
NOPAL processor analyzes the specification of module for consistency, completeness and non-ambiguity 
and generate error/warning messages and a number of reports which serve as the documentation for the 
specification. If the specification is error free, the NOPAL processor orders the program events to attain 
efficiency in computer time and in use of memory. Finally, it generates a program in the EQUATE-ATLAS 
Test Programing Language. ATLAS programs, generated from modules of a specification, are submitted 
together for compilation and executed on RCA EQUATE AN-USM-410 computer controlled ATE. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE NOPAL LAN- AND P m S S O R  
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
NOPAL is a non-procedural test programming language. By 
non-procedural we mean two th ings.  F i r s t ,  the language is descr ip t ive ,  
as opposed t o  procedural languages which are prescr ip t ive .  There are no 
cammands i n  NOPAL and it cons i s t s  e n t i r e l y  of  dec la ra t ions  and equations 
or other r e l a t i ons .  Second, there is no ordering or t iming of  events i n  
NOPAL as opposed to  procedural languages where the order  and timing are 
determined by the programmer. The object ive of the NOPAL system is to  
reduce. the e f f o r t s ,  c o s t s  and r e q u i s i t e  expertise that are involved i n  
preparat ion of programs for automatic test equipment, i n  particular for 
t e s t i n g  analog system and camponents, P r i o r  t o  focusing on t h e  major 
t o p i c  of t h e  NOPAL system, it is important to  place it i n  the context of 
the role of Automatic Test Systems. 
Aut-tic Test Systeme (ATS) are perceived as an e f f e c t i v e  t o o l  for 
reducing the high cost of maintenance. Approximately 70% of maintenance 
costs can be impacted by t h e  use of ATS as indicated from t h e  following 
estimates. Labor accounts f o r  80% of maintenance costs and 87% of the 
labor  t i m e  is occupied by diagnosis and f a u l t  i so l a t i on ,  with the 
remainder 13% by the repa i r  itself. ATS are therefore  designed to  
attack the major maintenance cost items of diagnosis  and f a u l t  
i so l a t i on .  ATS are appl icable  not only t o  product manufacturing and 
repair but  also t o  maintenance of large systems such i n  
~ a ~ m u n i c a t i o n s ,  computer networks, msdicine, agr icu l ture ,  t ranspor ta t ion  
and securi ty .  
Autamatic Test Systems may be viewed as cons is t ing  e s s e n t i a l l y  of 
three main components r 1 ) the Automatic Test Equipment (ATE ), 2 ) the 
software and 3 )  the Units Under Test (WT). We w i l l  focus i n  this  
manual on the software f o r  ATS, which cons i s t s  of test programs f o r  each 
individual  UUT that is to  be maintained, A large number of programs is 
needed for the g rea t  d i v e r s i t y  of UUT's. The cos t  of  ATS software 
g r e a t l y  exceeds the cos t  of the ATE equipment itself. 
The task of a prograamer is to  analyse t h e  UUT, determine an 
appropria te  set of  tests based on which the diagnoses may be selected,  
and then prepare a program that w i l l  be used w i t h  t h e  ATE t o  perform the 
tests and produce the appropriate diagnoses. This task is complex and 
laborious. The ATLAS Test Language has  been developed as an aid to  
programming. ATLAS is a f a i r l y  low-level language which requi res  a 
great deal of user  expertise i n  t e s t i n g  and i n  the operation of the ATE. 
The user  of ATLAS must also devise algorithms that are e f f i c i e n t  i n  use 
of  computer t i m e  and memory. 
The NOPAL s y s t e m  fu r the r  facilitates the development of test 
programs. The progranrmsr produces a test program spec i f ica t ion  i n  NOPAL 
which c o n s i s t s  mainly of descr ip t ion  of tests, rather than how the tests 
are performed by a computer. It is much shor te r  and simpler than the 
respect ive ATLAS program. The user  of  NOPAL is re l ieved  of 
considerations of input/output , memory a l loca t ion  and e f f i c i ency  
considerations.  The NOPAL system conducts many checks o f  the 
correctness  of the spec i f ica t ion  and informs the programer of  any 
problema found. This produces a more r e l i a b l e  program. The NOPAL 
system schedules program events e f f i c i e n t l y  and outputs a program i n  the 
ATLAS language ready to  be used w i t h  the ATE. It also produces 
documentation and provides a methodology for updating the test programs 
throughout the l i fe  cycle of the OUT. 
E a s e  i n  s m c i f v i n q  a test prosram: The major part of a NOPAL 
-- 
spec i f i ca t ion  cons i s t s  of spec i f ica t ions  of  individual  tests. A 
descr ip t ion  of the tests and diagnoses for the UUT must be ava i lab le  
p r i o r  t o  t h e  composition of the NOPAL spec i f ica t ion .  Test  descr ip t ions  
are t y p i c a l l y  ava i lab le  i n  technica l  or maintenance manuals for the W!P 
or i n  spec i f i ca t ions  of acceptance tests. If a good descr ip t ion  o f  
these tests exists, the programer needs only t o  restate them 
individual ly  i n  the NOPAL language, Sometimes the der ivat ion of  tests 
requi res  deeper ana lys i s  of  the OUT. Such ana lys i s  can be performed 
manually or by a companion system, called the Top Pa r t  of  NOPAL. The 
latter system is based on simulation of f a u l t s  i n  e l ec t ron ic  c i r c u i t s  
and is not described i n  th is  manual. 
Once a descr ip t ion  of  the tests has been obtained, the programer 
s p e c i f i e s  khese tests i n  NOPAL, one at a t h e ,  i n  an arbitrary order. 
There is no need t o  consider t h e  order of  execution of  tests. Each test 
is r e l a t i v e l y  independent of the others. Further, a test is divided 
i n t o  r e l a t i v e l y  independent subparts . Each test contains s i x  . subparts : 
s t imu l i  t o  be applied to  the UUT, measurements to  be taken, r e l a t i ons  to 
be evaluated, logic for se l ec t ing  the diagnoses, and the respect ive 
in t e r ac t ion  with the operator  through messages and responses. The 
programmer need not be concerned about *he ordering of  the tests or the 
ordering of statements within a test. There is also no need to  declare 
i n t e r n a l  va r i ab l e s  or provide input/output and i t e r a t i o n  statements. 
The se l ec t ion  of algorithms t h a t  are e f f i c i e n t  i n  use of computer time 
and mmory, normally performd by an ATLAS programer,  is per formd 
automatically by the NOPAL processor. 
The user of NOPAL need not  be concerned w i t h  s e l ec t ion  of  ATE 
devices and connection points .  Thus, it is not  necessary that a user  
possesses this  type of expertise. Instead, the user  refers to  functions 
defined elsewhere without requir ing knowledge of the s t imul i ,  
measurearents or camputations that are involved. The user  of  NOPAL must 
however provide some information on the WT and ATE which is used f o r  
two purposes - for checking consistency and for inclusion i n  t h e  
documentation. The WT part includes symbolic namss for the ULlT 
connection po in t s  and a list o f  t h e  WT f a i l u r e s  which are diagnosed by 
t h e  program. The ATE part cons i s t s  of declarations of  s t imul i ,  
measure~aant and computational functions used i n  the spec i f ica t ion .  
These functions are ava i lab le  from a function library or specified i n  
separate modules. 
G l o b a l  checkinq of the spec i f ica t ion :  i n  addi t ion  to  the ana lys i s  
of the syntax and semantics of individual  statements, the NOPAL 
processor performs global  ana lys i s  t o  de t ec t  incosipletenesses, 
ambiguit ies o r  inconsis tencies  i n  the o v e r a l l  spec i f ica t ion .  These 
checks assure  that a l l  the variables have been defined, that ambiguous 
naming of  va r i ab l e s  haa not occurred, and that there is consistency i n  
d r n n s i o n a l i t y  of variables and i n  the use of subscripts of a r r ay  
var iab les .  The NOPAL system attempts i n  soms cases t o  correct the 
spec i f i ca t ion  automatically, while producing warning mssagea f o r  the 
user .  I n  other cams, error messages are issued, explaining the 
problems discovered and s o l i c i t i n g  corrections from t h e  user .  Since the 
NOPAL language is non-procedural it is much easier to  perform these  
checks on a NOPAL spec i f i ca t ion  than  on a program i n  a procedural 
language such as ATLAS. The globa l  checking i n  NOPAL should lead to  a 
more reliable and complete program. 
Debussinq Modification: once a spec i f i ca t ion  has been 
completed and an ATLAS program generated, the user  can run the produced 
program on the ATE with a UUT t o  check whether the program performs 
according t o  the in ten t ions  of the programer.  I n i t i a l l y  the user  may 
generate an ATLAS program that includes a trace of  a l l  a c t i v i t i e s .  The 
ATLAS program w i t h  a trace includes the output of r e s u l t s  of al l  
measurements and tests. Another version, without a trace is generated 
for productive use ( s ee  Section 9) .  Deviations of  output var iab les  from 
w h a t  the user  expected may be observed by running the program. Due t o  
the nonprocedural nature of NOPAL, the order  of the statements is 
immaterial, and a var iab le  can have only a s ing le  value.  There is no 
need i n  the debugging t o  f ind  the appropriate place for the 
modifications or t o  trace the d i f f e r e n t  values that are s tored  i n  a 
va r i ab l e  mmory locat ion during the execution of a program, aa is the 
case when debugging or modifying an ATL?S program. The user  must only 
examine the statements that def ine the respect ive variables. If an 
error or a change is desired, it is necessary t o  modify these NOPAL 
statements and generate a new program i n  ATLAS. 
Documentation: t h e  NOPAL processor produces t h r e e  types  of  
documentation which are used i n  debugging and modifying a spec i f ica t ion .  
The first type cons i s t s  of a l i s t i n g  of t h e  NOPAL specif icat ion,  which 
ha8 been reformatted for easy readabi l i ty .  The individual  p a r t s  of the 
spec i f i ca t ion  are c l e a r l y  i den t i f i ed  and an indentation scheme is used 
t o  indicate the r e l a t i o n  between p a r t s  and cons t i tuen t  subparts. N e x t ,  
there are a v a r i e t y  of cross-reference repor t s .  One cross-reference 
repor t  shows t h e  usage of a l l  i d e n t i f i e r s  ( i . e .  var iables ,  connecrtions, 
s t imu l i  and msasuremsnt functions, e t c ) .  Other repor t s  cross-reference 
various components of the spec i f ica t ions ,  such as the diagnoses selected 
by respect ive tests, or the f a i l u r b s  of the UUT detected by respect ive 
tests. The list of  f a i l u r e s  allow the user  to  check that the program 
indeed tests for al l  the types  of  f a i l u r e s  which the program is intended 
t o  diagnose. The f i n a l  type of repor t  cons i s t s  of flowcharts for each 
of the tests and for the o v e r a l l  program. This type of repor t  is 
sametimes he lp fu l  i n  debugging, as it also shows the var ious 
dependencies between var iab les  and statements. 
Maintenance: 0 the documentation generated when a NOPAL 
spec i f i ca t ion  is compiled serves as a basis for maintenance. The 
formatted NOPAL spec i f ica t ion  provides a maintenance programer with a 
concise descr ip t ion  of the tests. The spec i f ica t ion  may be modified t o  
m e e t  the changing needa and submitted t o  the NOPAL processor. The 
d i f  i ca t ion  may involve modifying, de le t ing  o r  adding tests. A new 
ATLAS program and accompanying documentation are then produced. Thus, 
there is no need t o  r e f e r  to  t h e  ATLAS program either i n  the o r i g i n a l  
development o f  the program or i n  the subsequent maintenance. The 
documentation produced w i t h  each updating of a test program is then 
re ta ined t o  serve as a basis for fu tu re  maintenance, 
1.3 P- POR USING THE NOPAL SYSTEM 
Figure 1.1 i l l u s t r a t e s  the procedure for using the NOPAL system. 
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Figure 1.1 The P r o c e d u r e  of Use of NOPAL. 
The procedure starts w i t h  obtaining test requirements from Utfi 
manuals, from analysis o r  from the use of the Top P a r t  of NOPAL. The 
programer t r a n s l a t e s  these test requirements i n t o  the NOPAL language, 
one test at a time. The WT connection poin ts  and f a i l u r e  modes and the 
ATE s t imu l i  and measurement functions must be declared as w e l l .  If 
input o r  output  files are used, it is necessary t o  provide a dec la ra t ion  
of  the organization of  the data i n  these files. Additional modules that 
def ine funct ions  may be submitted separately .  The specif i ca t ion  is 
highly modular and to  a large exten t  the above parts are independent of 
one another. The programmer can therefore  concentrate on composing one 
part at a time. 
Next, the spec i f ica t ion  module is submitted to  the NOPAL processor. 
It is analyzed and messages are sen t  t o  the programmer ind ica t ing  
problems that have been detected. The programer must lndke cor rec t ions  
and resutrmit the spec i f ica t ion  to  the NOPAL processor u n t i l  no f u r t h e r  
errors are detected.  Documentation is generated on each submission and 
may be referenced by the programmer i n  making the correct ions .  The 
documentation contains  the formatted spec i f ica t ion  and cross-reference 
reports .  If no errors are detected i n  the analysis ,  the processor 
produces flow-chart repor t s ,  An ATLAS program is f i n a l l y  generated. 
The spec i f i ca t ion  may include references t o  functions which are i n  the 
ATLAS funct ion l i b r a r y  o r  which are defined i n  o the r  modules. Simple 
s t imu l i  and measurement functions can be defined i n  t h e  NOPAL 
spec i f i ca t ion  i t s e l f .  Alternately,  the programmer can write the 
function d e f i n i t i o n s  d i r e c t l y  i n  ATLAS. The programmer m u s t  also 
prepare a connection f i le  i n  ATLAS that shows the physical  UUT-ATE 
connections that are used. 
The ATLAS program, t h e  modules of  t h e  respect ive functions which 
are used and the connection file are then suka i t ted  to  the A'PLAS 
compiler, which produces an object language program t o  be loaded i n t o  
the ATE. This program m u s t  be run i n  the ATE with the UUT. On the 
i n i t i a l  t e s t i n g  of the program, the programmer may f ind  that the program 
performs d i f f e r e n t l y  from what was intended. This indica tes  that the 
programmer has made e r r o r s  that must be corrected. The progranmer must 
then modify the NOPAL spec i f ica t ion  and repeat  the e n t i r e  procedure. 
me NOPAL processor itself is wr i t t en  i n  t h e  PL/I language and runs 
on Dig i t a l  Equipaent -11 computers. The ATLAS program that is 
generated must be moved from the -11 computer to  the RCA EQUATE 
AN/USM-410 Electronic  Test  Equipment for a m p i l a t i o n  and t e s t i ng .  
1.4 DIFFERENCE IN APPmACXz NOPAL VS . ATLAS 
Using ATLAS, a programmer determines t h e  order  o f  program events by 
the order of respect ive statements i n  the program. There is no 
equivalent f a c i l i t y  i n  NOPAL, as the NOPAL processor makes a l l  the 
event-scheduling decis ions .  This is unfamiliar t o  the experienced ATLAS 
programmer and the question of  how the NOPAL processor determines the 
scheduling is frequent ly  raised. A second d i f fe rence  is that i n  NOPAL a 
variable must be defined t o  have only a s ing le  value.  This is 
contras ted w i t h  procedural languages where a variable may have severa l  
values,  assigned at d i f f e r e n t  times i n  the program. These t w o  
di f fe rences  requi re  an approach which is d i f f e r e n t  from that experienced 
by use r s  of procedural languages. 
The NOPAL processor makes scheduling decis ions  based on recognizing 
precedence re la t ionsh ips  between NOPAL statements.  The precedence 
re la t ionsh ipa  are recognized through ana lys i s  of the respect ive 
statements.  The simplest  and most common type of precedence 
r e l a t i onsh ip  is between a statement that def ines  a value o f  a va r i ab l e  
and another statement that uses  th is  var iable .  Obviously the first 
statement must precede the latter. There are other precedence 
re la t ionsh ips  derived from the practice of t e s t i n g .  For instance,  
s t imu l i  are normally applied p r i o r  t o  measurements. Another example 
concerns preceding one test before  another i n  order  not t o  damage a UUT 
component. We may want to test first that a c e r t a i n  component is not 
shorted ( o r  open), before t e s t i n g  for another component f a i l u r e ,  which 
wpuld be damaged i f  t h e  first component is shorted ( or open). Final ly ,  
there are precedence re la t ionsh ips  that do not concern the correctness  
of the program, bu t  only improve the e f f i c i ency  of the program. These 
precedence re la t ionsh ips  are of lower p r i o r i t y .  An example is the 
omission of executing a teet which diagnoses a f a i l u r e  which hae a l ready  
been determined not to  have failed by a previous test. Another example 
is grouping tests which use the same stimulus. 
While con t ro l  statements ( calls, i t e r a t i o n s ,  etc . ) are provided i n  
ATLAS e x p l i c i t l y  by the programer,  i n  NOPAL they  are derived 
automatically from the s t r u c t u r e  of  the data, statements and tests that 
are used i n  a spec i f ica t ion .  NOPAL includes facilities for r e fe r r ing  
toarray variables ,  statements, diagnoses and tests. These e n t i t i e s  may 
have a number of instances,  referred t o  as elements that are arranged i n  
one o r  more dimensions. Arrays are usefu l  t o  allow d e f i n i t i o n  of 
repetitions. Each instance or element may be referenced through adding 
subscripts after the narnes of these e n t i t i e s .  The NOPAL processor 
implements a l l  the implied instances,  or elements, through use of  
i t e r a t i o n  loops i n  the produced program. I n  scheduling the scope of  
i t e r a t i o n  loops, the NOPAL processor also considers e f f i c i e n t  use of 
memory i n  the produced program. Namely it attempts t o  reuse the same 
mamory space for al l  or aorae of t h e  elements of an array.  
As noted above, the user  of NOPAL m u s t  be c a r e f u l  t o  def ine  only 
one value f o r  each var iab le .  The experienced ATLAS programmer may be 
concerned that more var iab les  must be used than i n  wr i t ing  an A- 
program and therefore more memory space would be required.  This  is not  
the case, as the NOPAL processor uses the same memory space for severa l  
elements of a var iable .  For instance,  the use of i t e r a t i o n  as i n  the 
following ATLAS statements : 
X = O  
F O R I = l T H R U N  
X = X + l  
END FOR 
which are very comnon i n  use of  a procedural language is not allowed i n  
NOPAL. F i r s t  t h e r e  are no i t e r a t i o n  facilities i n  NOPAL. A l s o  it 
implies N d i f f e r e n t  values for X at d i f f e r e n t  times, and timing need not 
be expressed i n  NOPAL, The same notion may be expressed i n  NOPAL as: 
IF  I = 1 THENX(1) = 1 
ELSE X(1) = X(1-1) + 1 
Now X is a vec tor  of N elements, I is a subscr ip t  denoting an index of 
an element i n  X and 1-1 is t h e  index of  the next lower element of X. 
The NOPAL processor generates an ATLAS i t e r a t i o n  cont ro l  statement to  
evaluate  a l l  the elements of an a r ray .  It w i l l  use memory space for t h e  
I t h  and I- l th  elements of  X only. This example i l l u s t r a t e s  the change 
of  approach required of an experienced ATLAS programmer i n  i n i t i a l  use 
of NOPAL. 
The r u l e s  for der iving the precedence re la t ionsh ips  and how they  
e f f e c t  t h e  schedule are very complicated. The user  need not consider at  
a l l  the problem of scheduling i n  composing respect ive statemants. The 
NOPAL processor w i l l  determine t h e  schedule of program events, baaed on , 
t h e  u se r ' s  NOPAL spec i f ica t ion .  If t h e  spec i f ica t ion  can not  be 
scheduled, then there are some e r r o r s  where s ta tenents  may be ambiguous 
or inconsis tent .  E r r o r  messages explain  these problems without 
r e f e r r ing  to  scheduling cons t ra in t s .  The NOPAL processor produces 
reports that show the precedence re la t ionsh ips  between the e n t i t i e s  i n  
the spec i f ica t ion .  It also produces a flowchart report .  Prom these 
repor t s  a use r  may indeed find a l l  t h e  scheduling considerations.  
However our  ob jec t ive  is that these repor t s  not be used, e%cept i n  
debugging the NOPAL processor itself. 
1.5 USE OF SYNTACTIC DIAGRAMS 
The syntax of NOPAL is shown i n  this manual i n  the form of syntax 
diagrams. These diagrams use the fami l ia r  EBNE' (Extended Backus Normdl 
Pona) notat ion,  A syn tac t i c  diagram def ines  a syn tac t i c  u n i t  i n  terms 
of other s y n t a c t i c  u n i t s  o r  letters of the alphabet of NOPAL. 
The names of syntactic u n i t s  i n  the syn tac t i c  diagram are enclosed 
i n  angle brackets < > ,  
The symbol : := means that the syn tac t i c  u n i t  on t h e  left is defined 
as the sequence of u n i t s  on the right-hand side. 
The v e r t i c a l  bar I denotes that the syn tac t i c  un i t  on the r i g h t  is 
one of s eve ra l  a l t e rna t ives .  
Syntact ic  u n i t s  enclosed i n  square brackets [ I  are opt ional ,  i.e., 
they may appear zero or one t i m e .  An asterisk following the r i g h t  
square bracket [I* means that the u n i t s  enclosed i n  the brackets may be 
repeated zero or more times. 
The syntax diagrams are shown indented and assigned l e v e l  numbers 
t o  indicate the depth of d e f i n i t i o n s  of  respect ive un i t s ,  s t a r t i n g  w i t h  
the h ighes t  level u n i t  which is defined i n  te- of lower l e v e l  un i t s ,  
and so on. For example the e n t i r e  NOPAL spec i f i ca t ion  i n  a co l l ec t ion  
of statements. This is expressed i n  Figure 1.2. 
(NOPAL SPECIFICATION> r r a  [<NOPAL STATEMENT>$]* 
Figure 1.2: Syntax of a NOPAL Specif icat ion 
The remainder of  t h i s  repor t  descr ibes  t h e  var ious  types of  NOPAL 
statements, their syntax and semantics. 
1.6 LIMITATIONS I N  NOPAL 
EQUATE-ATLAS has some l im i t a t i ons  which make it d i f f i c u l t  t o  
implement eome of  the higher  level f ea tu re s  of  NOPAL. It is necessary 
the re fo re  also t o  avoid use of these  f ea tu re s  i n  a NOPAL spec i f ica t ion .  
These limitations w i l l  be removed when an improved ATLAS compiler is 
used. Following are three l imi t a t i ons  that are of  p a r t i c u l a r  
importance. NOPAL allows using mult idimensional  a r r ay  var iables ,  while 
EQUATE-ATLAS allows only single-dimensional arrays. The NOPAL processor 
i n  some cases incorporates i n  the generated program the t r a n s l a t i o n  from 
mul t ip le  t o  s ing le  dimensional arrays. I n  other cases t h e  user  is 
l imited to  using only s ing le  dimension var iab les  alao i n  NOPAL. N e x t ,  
EQUATE-ATLAS does not allow var iab les  t o  represent  character s t r i ngs .  
This l imi t a t i on  must therefore be observed i n  NOPAL aa w e l l .  F inal ly ,  
EQUATE-AW allows use of  only g loba l  var iab les  i n  a colnpilable module. 
Namely, names of var iab les  must be unique i n  a compilable program. In  
NOPAL it is p o t e n t i a l l y  possible  t o  use local va r i ab l e s  i n  individual  
tests. Namely, the user  can use the same names for var iab les  i n  
d i f f e r e n t  tests, provided these var iab les  are referred to  only l o c a l l y  
i n  the respect ive tests. Due t o  the restrictions i n  EQUATE-ATLAS it is 
necessary to  use only g loba l  var iab les  i n  the e n t i r e  NOPAL spec i f ica t ion  
as w e l l .  These limitations are explained f u r t h e r  at the appropriate 
places i n  the manual. 
1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE MMUAL 
Section 2 presents  t h e  fundamental u n i t s  of the language ( i . e . 
constants,  var iab les ,  e t c . ) .  These u n i t s  are also discussed i n  g rea t e r  
detail i n  later sec t ions  which descr ibe their use. The breakdawn of  a 
spec i f ica t ion  i n t o  its major parts and types of statements is described 
i n  Sect ion 3. The spec i f i ca t ion  of  individual  tests is described i n  
Section 4, of the UUT i n  Section 5, of the ATE i n  Section 6, and of 
input/output files i n  Sect ion 7. The d e f i n i t i o n  of funct ions  i n  ATLAS 
is described i n  Sect ion 8. Sect ion 9 d i scusses  operat ing by the NOPAL 
system. It also descr ibes  the r epo r t s  produced, t h e  con t ro l  parameters 
used t o  i n h i b i t  the generat ion of some repor t s ,  and how to generate  an 
ATLAS program which g ives  a trace of the program a c t i v i t y ,  which is 
use fu l  i n  debugging. Pour appendices at the end of the manualconsist of  
an example, templates for s t i m u l i  and measurement functions,  and an 
explanation of error messages. 
CHAPTER2 
COMMONLY USED NOPAL LANGUAGE ELEMENTS 
T h i s  s e c t i o n  describes the words and expression@ which are the 
basic elements of NOPAL. The character set of NOPAL is described i n  
Sec t ion  2.1. Constants  are described i n  Sec t ion  2.2. The use  of the 
character set t o  g i v e  symbolic n a m s  t o  i d e n t i f i e r s  ( f o r  v a r i a b l e s ,  Uzfi 
connection po in t s ,  funct ions ,  tests and diagnoses ) and t o  labels ( f o r  
s t a tements )  is described i n  Sec t ion  2.3 The use  o f  func t ions  is 
described i n  Sec t ion  2.4. Sec t ion  2.5 describes the use  of keywords t o  
i d e n t i f y  i n d i v i d u a l  parts o f  the NOPAL s p e c i f i c a t i o n  and r e s p e c t i v e  
s ta tement  types. Reserved words f o r  speci fy ing the u n i t s  o f  physical 
q u a n t i t i e s  i n  stimuli and measurements are described i n  Sec t ion  2.6. 
Arithmetic express ions  are described i n  Sec t ion  2.7, d i g i t a l  express ions  
i n  Sec t ion  2.8, and r e l a t i o n a l  express ions  i n  Sec t ion  2.9. These 
language elements are f u r t h e r  d iscussed i n  later s e c t i o n s  i n  connection 
wi th  their use  i n  r e s p e c t i v e  s ta tements .  
The alphabet  o f  the NOPAL language is the f u l l  ASCII  character set. 
The character set is classified i n t o  letters, d i g i t s ,  and s p e c i a l  
characters, The character set is shown i n  Figure  2.1. 
<LETTER> ::= A(BICIDIEIFIGIHIIIJIKILIMINI0IPI 
QlRlslTlulvlwlxlYl~l~l#l~l- 
alblcldleif lglhl i l j  lkll lmlnl 
ol~l~lrlsltlulvlwlxl~I~l 
<DIGIT> ::= 01112(3141516171819 
<SPECIAL-CHAR> r : =  . I < l (  l+l&l l l*l ) l i l" l - I / I , I  
% l - l > l ? l : l * l = I " I -  
FIGURE 2.1: Character Se t  U s e d  I n  NOPAL. 
Lower case letters i n  a NOPAL spec i f ica t ion  not enclosed i n  quotes 
are t r ans l a t ed  by the NOPAL processor i n t o  corresponding upper case 
letters. The processor treats the NOPAL input as a contiguous s t r i n g .  
Delimiters must be used between fundamental syn tac t i c  un i t s .  The 
spec i a l  characters are used as del imiters .  The fundamental syn tac t i c  
un i t s ,  such as constants  and var iab le  names, must be completed i n  a 
s ing le  input  l i ne .  The user  may f r e e l y  indent o r  sk ip  l i n e s  to  improve 
readability of a spec i f ica t ion .  For example, the reformatted NOPAt 
source l i s t i n g  produced by the NOPAL processor, which includes an 
indentation scheme, may be used as input i n  subsequent runs. 
2.2.1 S t r i n g  Constants 
S t r i n g  constants  must be enclosed within s ing le  quotes ( * ). There 
are three types of s t r i n g  constants: (1) bi t  s t r i nq ,  ( 2 )  octal s t r i n q ,  
and ( 3 )  h e d e c i m a l  s t r i n q .  The NOPAL processor incorporates 
t r a n s l a t i o n  of the s t r i n g  i n t o  a representat ion that employs a DIGITAL 
data type, at mst sixty-four bits long. A bit  s t r i n g  is a sequence of 
no more than  sixty-four 1's and 0's enclosed by s ing le  quotes, and 
prefi- by the character B. An octal s t r i n g  is a sequence of  no more 
than 21 numerics, 0-9 enclosed by s ing le  quotes and prefixed by the 
letter 0. A hexadecimal s t r i n g  is a sequence of no more than 16 
numerics, 0-9 or t h e  letters A-F enclosed by s ing le  quotes, and prefixed 
by the letter H. Figure 2.2 shows the syntax diagram for a s t r i n q  
constant.  
1 <STRING CONSTANT, a : =  <BITANTSTRING> I <OCTAL STRING, 
I <HEX-STRING, 
2 <BIT-STRING* ::= B'<BIT> [BIT]*' 
3 <BIT> :: = 0 I 1 
2 <OCP2tL-STRING> ::a O'tOCTAL DIGIT>[<OCl%lL DIGIT>]*' 
3 <--DIGIT> ::= 011121314151617 
2 <HEX-STRING> ::= H'<HEX DIGIT, [<HEX DIGIT>]** 
3 <HEX-DIGIT> ::= 0111213/4~516191819~A~BlClDlElF 
FIGURE 2.2. Syntax O f  A St r ing  Constant. 
2.2.2 Character S t r i n g  Constant 
Defini t ion of variables by character  s t r i n g s  is not allowed i n  
EQUATE-ATLAS. Therefore, they  may be used i n  NOPAL only to  def ine  text 
of messages and arguments of spec i a l  bu i l t - in  functions.  The syntax o f  
a character a t r i n g  is shown i n  Figure 2.3, A charac te r  s t r i n g  may 
contain  any charac te r  from t h e  NOPAL alphabet, enclosed by a s ing le  
quote. I f  a s ing le  quote is a part of t h e  s t r i n g ,  it is represented by 
two consecutive quotes. 
1 <CHAR-SPRING> ::= '[<Em&-CHAR>]*' 
2 <PULL-CHAR> ::= <LETPER> I <DIGIT> I <SPECIAL-CHAR, 
FIGURE 2.3. Syntax of  a Character Str ing.  
2.2.3 N u u i b e r  Conatants 
Figure 2.4 shows t h e  syntax diagram f o r  numbers. 
1 ~ ~ E R >  ::a [<SIGN>] <UNSIGNED-NUMBER* 
2 <SIGN> ::= + ) -  
2 <UNSfCNED-NUMBER> : : = <DECIMAI,-NUMBER, [ <->I 
3 <DECIMAL-NUMEER, ::= tUNS1m-INTEGER, 
[ < DECIMAL-PRACTION > ] 
I <DECIMALIMAtFRAC?PION> 
4 <UNSIGNED-INTEGER, ::= <DIGIT> [<DIGIT>]* 
4 <DECIMR&-PR?4ClTON> ::= .<UNSIGNED-INTEGER> 
3 t r =  E[<SIGN>] <DIGfT> [<DIGIT>] 
FIGURE 2.4. EBNP Specif icat ion of m r .  
A number can be e i t h e r  signed or unsigned in t ege r  or decimal 
f l o a t i n g  point .  For example, -500, 5 and +I234 are in tegers .  +1,8, 
-250.01 and 1.233+00 are f l o a t i n g  point  numbers. Sixty-four bits are 
a l loca ted  i n  EQUATe ATLAS f o r  each number and for each decimal or 
in t ege r  var iable .  A decimal number can be represented with a precis ion 
of  at most seventeen decimal d i g i t s ,  of  which at mos t  t e n  may be on 
e i t h e r  side of t h e  decimal point .  The exponent must be within t h e  
l i m i t s  of -75 and +75. 
2.3 VARIABLES,CONNECPIONS,TESTS AND DIAGNOSES 
JPen t i f i e r s  are svarbolic namss uiven--to-- variables, UUT-ATE 
m i n t s .  tests. diacmoses and functions.  An i d e n t i f i e r  must 
begin with  a letter, which may be followed by letters o r  d i g i t s .  N o t e  
t h a t  CC, #, $, and ,  are considered letters. The MOPAL i d e n t i f i e r s  are 
also used i n  t h e  generated ATLAS program, except t h a t  t h e  $ and - are 
t r a n s l a t e d  i n t o  . and -, respectively. The NOPAL processor t runca tes  
the i d e n t i f i e r  beyond the 12th character. The syntax diagram for 
i d e n t i f i e r s  is shown i n  Figure 2.5. 
<IDENTIFIER> ::=   DIGIT>]* 
FIGURE 2.5. Syntax Diagram of  Iden t i f i e r s .  
A variable ,  a W T  connecting point,  a test o r  a diagnosis may be 
either a scalar, i.e. have a s ing le  element, or a mult i -dimnsional  , 
array,  i.e. with  multiple elements i n  each dimension. It is necessary 
t o  refer i n  statements t o  s p e c i f i c  elements of  an array.  This is done 
by adding after t h e  nams of  the a r r ay  a list of subscr ipt  expressions 
for the dimensions of the array,  enclosed i n  parentheses. The subscript 
-reasions must be i n  t h e  order o f  the dimsnsions o f  t h e  a r ray  and each 
must denote a value of an index of an element i n  t h e  corresponding 
dimrension. The syntax diagram is shown i n  Figure 2.6. 
1 <VARIABLE CONNECPING-POINT TEST OR DIAGNOSIS> ::= 
<IDENTIFIER> [(<SUBSCRIPT-EXPRESSION> 
[,<SUBSCRIPT EXPRESSION>]*)] 
2 cSUBSCFtIPTPTEXPRESSION>::= cSUBSCRIPT> 
I <SUBSCRIPT>-1 
I <ARITHMETIC-EXPRESSION, 
3 <SUBSCRIPT> ::= <IDENTIFIER> 
FIGURE 2.6. Syntax Diagram of Variables, Connecting Points,  Tes t s  or 
D i a g n o s e s  
Generally, a var iab le  element i n  NOPAL represents  only a s ing le  
value, i.e. it cannot be assigned a number of  values a t  d i f f e r e n t  times 
during the execution of t h e  program. 
I n  ATLAS, a l l  the elements of an a r r ay  can be referenced through a 
s ing le  reference i n  an i t e r a t i o n  loop such aa i n  the following exampler 
FOR 1-1 TO I 
V(1) = - 
END FOR 
It is not possible  t o  provide i t e r a t i o n  statements i n  NOPAL. It is 
s u f f i c i e n t  to  use the subscripted form of  the var iable .  Thus it is 
s u f f i c i e n t  t o  provide the statement 
V(1) = -- 
As shown i n  Figure 2.6 we w i l l  d i s t inguish  between three f o r m  of 
subscr ipt  expressions. The first form cons i s t s  of only a free subscr ipt  
var iable ,  which may asaume any pos i t i ve  in teger  value which corresponds 
t o  an index of  an element of an array.  W e  w i l l  refer to  the free 
subscr ip t  va r i ab l e  briefly as a subscript. A subscript is an i d e n t i f i e r  
which is separa te ly  defined as a subscr ipt  i n  a statement, For example, 
V(1) r e f e r s  t o  any one of the elements of  the one dimensional a r r ay  
(vec to r )  V. If V has 10 elements then I is declared i n  a statement as a 
subscript with the bounds l < = I < = l O .  Thus I may have a l l  the in teger  
values  within these  bounds. The second type of  subscr ip t  expression has 
the form of subscr ip t  minus 1. For example, V(1-1) refers to  an element 
with  an index of one l e a s  than the value o f  I. The last form of 
aubscr ipt  expression may be an a r i thmst ic  expression of any other form. 
The following are examples of a r r ay  i d e n t i f i e r s *  
V( X , 6 )  refers t o  t h e  6 th  element i n  t h e  I th raw of V. 
CONN( J )  refers t o  the Jth connection point  of CONN. N o t e  that it 
is necessary to  use a separa te ly  defined connection file t o  map the 
vector  of the symbolically namd connecting poin t  vector  CONN i n t o  the 
corresponding ATE connecting poin ts  ( fu r the r  discussed i n  Section 6 ) . 
DIAG(K) refers t o  the Kth instance of t h e  diagnosis  DIAG. 
Only the first form of a subscr ip t  expression, i .e. a free 
subscript var iable ,  may be used w i t h  a connection point  or a diagnosis.  
The var iab les  i n  NOPAL have d a t a  types t h a t  are assigned imp l i c i t l y  
or e x p l i c i t l y .  There are presen t ly  four  data types: DEC[IW&], 
INTCEGER] , DIG[ ITAL] , and BOOLCEAN] . D E C m ,  DIGITAL and BOOLEAN data 
types are assigned automatically based on whether a var iab le  is 
r e f e r e n c a  i n  an ari thmetic,  d i g i t a l  or boolean expression, 
respect ively.  Data typee are also propogated from the data type of the 
values  returned by functions and declared i n  t h e  function declarat ion 
statements (discussed i n  Section 6 ) . DECIMAL is the de fau l t  d a t a  type. 
A va r i ab l e  t h a t  is referenced with subscr ip t  expression(s) is impl ied  to  
be an array.  Thus it is not necessary t o  provide data dec la ra t ion  
statements except for a )  INTEGER d a t a  type, b) t o  descr ibe tree 
s t ruc tured  da ta .  Declaration statements are opt ional ;  t h i s  is 
described i n  Section 7 .  
I n  the present version of  NOPAL the names assigned t o  var iables ,  
connecting points ,  tests or diagnoses mus t  be unique. W e  refer t o  th i s  
requirement by saying that these e n t i t i e s  m u s t  be g loba l  t o  the e n t i r e  
spec i f ica t ion .  Actually, NOPAL all- the use of  the same names to  
denote d i f f e r e n t  var iab les  i n  d i f f e r e n t  tests. This is referred t o  as 
allowing use of l o c a l  var iab les  i n  the scope of respect ive t e s t a .  Thia 
capabi l i ty ,  however, is not supported by the EQUATE-ATLAS compiler and 
therefore may not be used i n  the cur ren t  vers ion of NOPAL. 
2.3.1 FUNCTIONS 
A function is a re la t ionsh ip  between r e s u l t  a r Q u m e n t w t  of 
input a rgumnts  . The function must a l s o  be declared, (discussed i n  
Section 6.1)  and separately  defined (discussed below and i n  Section 8) .  
The function accepts input arguments and re turns  the values of  r e s u l t  
argumnts .  The argument list is enclosed i n  parenthesis  and follows the 
function name. The function de f in i t i on  may involve computation, 
appl ica t ion  of  s t imu l i  or taking of  measurements at ATE-WIT connection 
points.  An argument of a function may be an arithmetic expression, a 
d i g i t a l  expression, a condition, a measured value, or a s t r i n g .  An * 
may also be used t o  denote a de fau l t  value of an argument. A n  argument 
of s t imu l i  or measurement function8 may include t h e  name o f  the u n i t  of 
t h e  physical  e n t i t y  t h a t  t h e  argument represents .  Figure 2.7 gives  the 
syntax diagram for functions. 
1 <FUNCTION> ::= < I D E N P I F I E R > [ ( ~ s [ < U N I T + ]  
1, <->[<UNIT>]]*)] 
2 <ARGWENT> 8:-  <ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS 
I <DIGITAL EXPRESSION> 
I <MEASUREMENT CONDITION> 
I <STRING CONSTANT, 
I <CHARACPER STRING, 
I * 
3 <MEASuRmENT CONDITION> 
::= <REIbTION)<ARIIIIMETIC EXPRESSION) 
[+-<ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION>[%]] 
FIGURE 2.7. Syntax Diagram For Functions. 
Arithmetic and d i g i t a l  expressions are fu r the r  discussed below i n  
sec t ions  2.7 and 2.8. measurement condition n\ay used only i n  a 
measur-nt function. i.e, where measurement devices -loved. The 
produced program v e r i f i e s  the condition and based on this  determines 
whether the test passes or fails. For example ~METER(<UPPEELLIMIT 
HZ) measures the frequency and v e r i f i e s  that it is less than the value 
of t h e  UPPRLIMIT variable .  The measurement condition can also be 
expressed as deviat ion from a value by appending the +- operator  
followed by the amount of deviation,  which can be expressed absolutely,  
or aa a percentage using the % symbol. 
The d e f i n i t i o n  of a function is provided separately i n  any one of 
the following ways. 
1 )  A function may be bui l t - in  i n  t h e  EQUATE-ATLAS compiler or i n  
the NOPA& processor. These are a l l  computational functions.  
The functions supplied by the EQUATE-ATLAS compiler are shown i n  
Table 2.1, and those supplied by the NOPAL processor are shown 
i n  Table 2.2. 
HINCTION 
NAME DEFINITION 
- ARGUMENT RANGE LAPDXJX. 1 PUNCTION RANGE I_Approx. 1 
ABS IAI  
75 75 75 
AIM; antilog (A)  -10 <= A <= 10 0 <= P <= 10 
10 
7 5 75 
ATAN arctan( A -10 o- A  <= 10 -PI/2 <= F <- P I / 2  radians 
75 75 
COS cosine( A ) -10 <= A <= 10 radians -1.0 <= P <= 1.0 
7 5 75 75 75 
DEG A * 1 8 0 / P I  -10 <= A <= 10 radians -10 <= F <= 10 degrees 
75 75 7 5 75 
INT integer part of A -10 <= A <- 10 -10 <= P <= 10 
LN log A 
e 
XAG log A 
10 
RANDOM random number no argurnent -1.0 <= P <= 1.0 
S I N  sine( A ) 
75 75 
-10 <- A <= 10 radians -1.0 <= P <= 1.0 
75 75 75 75 
TAN tangent ( A ) -10 <= A <== 10 radians -10 <= F <= 10 




PAtSE denotes t h e  value 'O'B, 
LAST Returns value o f  t h e  last element along t h e  
dimension given i n  the second argument. Example 
*-(A( I ) , I  ) def ines  B as t h e  last element 
of A(1). 
MAX Se lec t s  the maximum element of  the first argument 
( a r r a y )  along the dimension given i n  the second 
argument and re turns  its value. 
i.e. HIGHEST(I)-V(ItJ)tJ) 
where HIGHEST( I ) is the l a rges t  element of  V( I , J )  
along the second dimension. 
MIN Same as MAX, bu t  re turns  minimum value, 
SUBS Defines a free subscr ipt  var iable .  It has t w o  
arguments. The first argument is a character  
s t r i n g  of a list o f  var iab le  a r r ay  names and, i f  
more than one dimension, t h e  dimension 
numbers where t h e  subscr ip t  is used. The 
second argument is t h e  numbers of  elements along 
the respect ive dimension. * may be used i n  the 
second argument t o  denote that the number of  
repetitions is defined elsewhere. This is 
fu r the r  discussed i n  sec t ion  4. 
SUM Adds al l  elements of the first argument 
along the dimension given i n  t h e  second argument 
and re turns  t h e  sum. 
i.e. SU&pSUM(QUAN(I),I) 
i f  8-3 (1,2,3,4) then SUW-10 
TABLE 2.2. Built-in NOPAL Punctions. 
2)  A function may be defined by the user  i n  the 
EQUATE-ATLAS language and placed i n  a use r ' s  library file. It 
must be sukmitted together  w i t h  the program produced by t h e  
NOPAL processor f o r  the A- compilation. 
3 ) Primit ive st imulus functions, which e s s e n t i a l l y  use an 
A T m s  statement w i t h  t h e  "applyn or "do d i g i t a l  testw verbs, and 
pr imi t ive  measurement functions which e s s e n t i a l l y  use an ATLAS 
statement w i t h  the wmeasurew or "monitorw verbs, may. be defined 
wi th in  the function declarat ion i n  the ATE part of the 
spec i f i ca t ion  (described i n  Section 6 ). The programs f o r  these 
funct ions  are generated by the NOPAL processor and included i n  
the produced program. 
4) Functions may also be defined i n  the NOPAL language i n  a 
separa te  secondary module. It is ca l l ed  modfun (discussed i n  
Section 8).  The NOPAL processor produces an ATLAS program for 
such a function. The produced function programs must be 
subsnitted to  t h e  ATLAS compiler together with the program 
produced f o r  the main module, s imi l a r  to  2 above. 
A l l  the functions referenced i n  a spec i f ica t ion  must also be declared i n  
t h e  ATE part of the spec i f ica t ion .  
2.4 W R D S  AND LABEIS 
A NOPAL spec i f i ca t ion  cons i s t s  of  s eve ra l  independent parts and 
each part consists of  statements. A keyword is used to  designate t h e  
begining of each part or t o  iden t i fy  the type of  statement,  The 
keywords are resemed w o r d s  i n  NOPAL. A keyword may be followed by a 
label which is the nams of the respect ive part. The l a b e l s  are i n  many 
cases opt ional .  They are fu r the r  discussed i n  the sec t ions  which 
describe the respect ive parts of the spec i f ica t ion .  Table 2.3 shows by 
the indentat ion the hierarchial breakdown of the specif i c a t i o n  i n t o  
parts and subparts and the respect ive keywords that are used. 
Generally, the system t runca tes  the keywords beyond the fourth  
character. 
P a r t s  and Subparts 
-- 
Speci f ica t ion  
Test Par t  
Test  









Message ~ a m e  
Timing 
Operator Response 
O p t i o n s  
Message Defini t ion 




Components Fai led -, 
A l i a s  
Fa i lu re  Function 
Parameter 
Index 
Pro tec t  
Colaabent 
WT-ATE Connect ions  
A l i a s  
Connector Type 
Limit 
ATE P a r t  
Functions 
A l i a s  
Type 




ATE Connect ions  
Alias 
UUT Point  
Cowrent 



















































TABLE 2.3. Keywords. 
- 20 - 
Figure 2.8 show8 the syntax of labels. 
<LABEL> ::= <IDENTIFIER> f <UNSIGNED INTEGER, 
Figure 2.8.  Syntax Diagram For Labels. 
A label may be either an i d e n t i f i e r  or an unsigned integer .  
gormallv i n  NOPAL a block o f  statements that cons t i t u t e s  a part 
follows t h e  header statement w h i c h  gives  the 
keyword and label of t h e  part. Statements may also be 
i n  an a r b i t r a r y  order. .ff they do not follow the header s+atement 
m e n  it is necessary to  have the part label follow the 
statement keyword, i n  parenthesis.  For example: 
ASRP A( B ) : c statement > 
mean8 that t h i s  is an a s se r t i on  type statement with a label A i n  a 
test which has the l a b e l  8. 
This  i a  fu r the r  explained i n  Section 3. 
2.5 UNITS 
An argument of  a s t i m u l i  o r  a measurement function may be followed by 
the name of t h e  physical  u n i t  of t h e  respect ive applied or measured 
s igna ls .  These u n i t s  are t r ans l a t ed  by the NOPAL processor i n t o  the 
respect ive u n i t s  i n  the function dec la ra t ion  i n  the ATE part of the 













V o l t s  
Insertion- 
Reflect ion 
Angle + Frequency 






W a t t  


















ALXOWED PREFIXES FOR BASIC UNITS 
Prefix Multiplication 

















TABLE 2.4.  Units Used i n  NOPAL for  EQUATE-ATE. 
The u n i t  names listed below may be 
used i n  cases where t h e  function has been separa te ly  wr i t t en  by the 
user  d i r e c t l y  i n  ATLAS or spec i f ied  i n  a NOPAL module . 
I n  such cases the user  must ensure 
that t h e  function includes t r a n s l a t i o n  of t h e  u n i t s  
used i n t o  appropria te  EQUATE-A- acceptable un i t s .  The addi t iona l  
u n i t  
symbols that may be used i n  these cases are : G, M, CD, CM, FD, FT,  
GM, I N ,  HP, LB, LI ,  UU, AMP, BAR, ERG, GAL, LUX, PPM, PSI, RAD, RPK, 
RPM, RPS, MHD, CU-M, DECC, DEW, DYNE, INHG, LINE, MMHG, NEWT, SQ-M, 
m, VOLT, mm, CU-FT, FT-LB, HENRY, JOULE, IND-IP, POUNDAt, 
--HP. These u n i t s  may be also prefixed as shown i n  Table 2.4 
2.6 ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS 
Figure 2.9 shows t h e  syntax f o r  arithmetic expressions. 
lo <ARITg_EXPR> ::= [<SIGN>]<TERM> [<ADDDOP> <TERM>]* 
2 <TERM> r r =  <FAClQR> [ ~ ~ - O P >  < P m R > ] *  
3 < m R >  ::= <PRIMARY> [** <PRIMARY>]* 
4 <PRIMARY> t : =  <UNSIGNED--> I <VARIABLE> 
I ~EvNcTfON> I ( <ARITx-EXPR> ) 
3 <MuLT-OP> ::= * I / 
2 <ADD-OP> : t =  + I - 
FIGURE 2.9. Syntax of  Arithmetic Expression. 
An arithmetic expression is a combination of constants,  var iab les  
and functions of DECIMAI; d a t a  types  connected by arithmetic operators  
(+, -, *, /, and ** ) w i t h  subexpressions enclosed i n  parenthesis.  The 
expression y i e l d s  a value of a DECnW4L data type when evaluated. The 
order of precedence i n  evaluat ing an arithmetic expression is shown 
belowr 
( 1 ) expressions enclosed i n  parenthesis  
( 2 ) funct ions  
(3 ) a r r ay  var iab les  
( 4 ) elqpnent iat ion ( ** ) 
(5  ) mul t ip l ica t ion  ( *)  and d iv is ion  ( / )  
( 6 )  addi t ion  (+) and subt rac t ion  (-) 
I n  case of equal  precedences the leftmost subexpression is 
evaluated first, except i n  exponentiation where the precedence is from 
r i g h t  t o  left. 
Examples of arithmetic expressions are: 
X 
( X+Y ) *z 
w , Q/p ) **SaRT( l/RW(=( x 1 
2.7 DIGITAL EXPRESSIONS 
Figure 2.10 shows the syntax for diqital  emressions. 
FIGURE 2.10. Syntax of Dig i t a l  Expressions. 
A d i g i t a l  expression cons i s t s  of a list of  d i g i t a l  var iab les ,  
constants  and functions,  of  DIGITAL data types and represented as a 64 
bit  long field, connected by d i g i t a l  operators.  The d i g i t a l  operators 
operate  on t h e  respect ive bi t  posi t ions .  . The order of  precedence i n  
evaluat ing a d i g i t a l  expression is s h m  below: 
1 )  expressions enclosed i n  parenthesis  
2 ) functions 
3 ) NOT operator  
4)  S H I F T  or ROTATE, to  t h e  r i g h t  i f  the in teger  value 
of  the arithmetic expression is pos i t i ve  ( t o  the left 
i f  negative).  
5 ) AND operator 
I n  cases of  equal precedence, the leftmost subexpression is 
evaluated first . 
2.8 IF-CLRUSE AND RELATIONAL EXPRESSION 
Figure 2.11 shows t h e  syntax for an If-Clause. 
<IF-CLAUSE> ::= IF  cBOOLeAN-EXPR, THEN 
2 <BOOLEAN-EXPR, ::= <BOOLEAN-FACTOR, [<BOOLEAN OPERATOR, 
<BOOLEANLEANFACPOR> ] * 
3 <BOOLEAN OPERA'mR> ::= I I &  
3 <BOOLEANLEANFACR3R> ::= <RELATIONAL-EXPR> 
I <BOOLEAN VARIABLE> 
I <BOOLEAN FuNCPION> 
I ( <BOOLEANLEANExPR>) 
4 <RELATIONAL-EXPR> ::= CARITB-EXPR, <RELATION> 
t ARltTB-EXPR> 
I <DIG-EXPR>C A] = <DIG-EXPR> 
5 <RELATION> ::= = ( t = I > = I < I > I A =  
FIGURE 2.11. EBNP Specif icat ion of  IF-CL?iUSE. 
The If -Clause is a boolean expression enclosed between t h e  keywords 
IF  and THEN. The If-clause must be followed by a simple statement, 
which may be followed opt iona l ly  by t h e  word ELSE and an addi t iona l  
If-clause and statement. Statements are described i n  sec t ion  4. A 
boolean expression may be evaluated to  TRUE or FALSE . The boolean 
expression consists o f  a list o f , r e l a t i ona l  expressions and variables o r  
functions of BOOLEAN d a t a  types, optionally preceded by t h e  A (NOT) 
operator and interconnected by C  (AND) or I (OR) operators. 
The precedence order of  evaluation of  a boolean expression is as 
follows : 
1 ) expressions with parenthesis  
2 ) relational expressions 
3)  A operator 
4 )  C  operator  
I n  case of  equal precedence t h e  expression is evaluated from left 
t o  r i gh t .  If t h e  boolean term evaluates  t o  TRUE, t h e  statement 
following t h e  THEN is evaluated t o  obtain  a value; otherwise t h e  
statement following ELSE is evaluated ( i f  t he re  is an ELSE part). 
Another If-Clause may follow i n  t h e  ELSE part. Thus it is possible  to  
nes t  t h e  I f -Clauses  i n  t h e  ELSE part, giving t h e  capab i l i t y  of wr i t ing  
long decis ion trees t o  select a statement. 
A r e l a t i o n a l  e x ~ r e s s i o n  cons i s t s  of t w o  arithmetic expressions 
connected by one of t h e  r e l a t i o n a l  operators  or t w o  d i g i t a l  expressions 
connected by t h e  = s ign.  It evaluates  t o  a boolean TRUE or FALSE value. 
For example, A>B is a boolean e%pression composed of  a r e l a t i o n a l  
expression. A>B & C = D is another example of a boolean expression. IF 
DELAY> 10 THEN is an If-Clause where t h e  boolean expression ( i n  t h i s  
case a r e l a t i o n a l  expression) evaluates  to  TRUE only when the  value of 
DELAY is greater than 10, otherwise it evaluates to FALSE. 
CHAPTER3 
WUOR -S OF A SPECIFICATION MODULE 
A NOPAL spec i f i ca t ion  is organized h i e ra rch ica l ly  i n t o  r e l a t i v e l y  
independent parts. The object ive of this organization is to  make it 
easier for the user  to  concentrate on the parts, one at a time. A 
spec i f i ca t ion  cons i s t s  of a main module and, i f  necessary, a number of 
secondarv modules. The main module spec i f i e s  the tests and declares the 
OIfi, and d a t a  related e n t i t i e s .  A secondary module s p e c i f i e s  the 
modfuns, i.e. t h e  functions. A module must include a header statement 
iden t i fy ing  the name of the module. Header statements must also be 
provided for each of the tests or Ilaadfuns included i n  t h e  module. 
Further, header statements m u s t  be provided f o r  the s t imu l i  and 
measurements which are cons t i tuen ts  of  respect ive tests. 
The syntax of these header statements is shown i n  Figure 3.1. 
<MAIN M D m  HEADER STATEMENT, ::= 
[NOPALl SPEC[IFICATION] <LABEL>; 
I MAIN <LAEEL>; 
<SECONDARY MODULE HEADER STATEMEXUT, ::= MODULE <LABEL>; 
 PEST HEADER STATEMENT, ::= 
TEST [ <IDENTIFIER>( <SUBSCRIPT> < ,SUBSCRIPT>* )] ; 
<MDDFUN EiEADER STATEMENT, r := 
MDDPUN <LABEL><ARGWENTS DECLARATION>; 
<STIM OR MEAS STATEMENT HEADER, r r=  
STIM[ULI] [<LABEL>] [( <TABEL> )]; 
I -[-I C<->l C(<==>)l; 
Figure 3.1. Syntax of H e a d e r  Statement for Modules and their 
Major subparts: TESTS, MODFUNs, STIMULI and 
WEASuREmsTs. 
A header statement consists of a respective keyword (SPECIMAIN, MDDCILE, 
TEST, MDDPUN, STIMULI and MEASUREMENT) followed by a label which is used 
t o  name the respective part. N o t e  that a test may be either of scalar 
or array f p e ,  i.e. it may be evaluated once or repeated. If of array 
type, it must be followed by the list of subscripts. 
It is necessary to  ident i fy  the type of the statement i n  the header 
of the statement. The syntax for these headers of statements is ahown 
i n  Figure 3.2. 
<coNmNCTION STATmEwr HEADER, 1 : = 
CONJ[UNCTION] <LAEEL>[( <LABEL> )] [ : ] 
<ASSERTION SPA- HEADER* : : = 
[ASSE[R'I'ION] lAsRT}[<LABEL>][( <L?BEL> )I[: ] 
<IM;IC STATEMENT HEADER, ::= IXX;IC[<LABEL>] [(<LABEL>)][:] 
(DZAGNOSIS STATEMENT HEADER, ::- DIAG[NOSIS] [<LABEL>][:] 
<MESSAGE STATEMENT HEADER, : := rnSS[AGE] [ <LABEL> ] ( : ] 
<OUT C O m o N m T  FAILURE sTA- HEADER> 1 : = 
-[-=I <=> IC : I 
<OUT CONNECTION DECI;ARATION HEADER, : := 
OUT-CPOINTIC<y=lC:l 
<ATE FUNCPION DECLARATION HEADER, : := 
FUNC[TION][<IdBEL>][r] 
<ATE CONNECTION D-TION HEADER, : :a 
ATLe~~lC<-EL>lC:l 
<DATA DECLARATION HEADER> : r =  DCL[cLZiBEL>][:] 
<END sTATmmm> : := END[ <LABEL>]; 
Figure 3.2. Syntax of Statement Headers. 
Each statement must be prefixed w i t h  a keyword indicat ing t h e  type of 
the statement. CONJUNCTION, ASSERTION and UXIC types of statements. are 
used i n  spec i f i ca t ion  of individual  tests, DIAGNOSIS and MESSAGE type 
statements may be common t o  a number of tests. OUT, ATE and data 
dec la ra t ion  statements are a180 globa l  to  the entire module. These 
headers are f u r t h e r  described i n  Sections 4, 5 and 6 i n  the discussion 
of the respect ive statemant types. 
A label may be assigned t o  each statement, purely for use i n  
docmaentat ion.  +rmally t h e  CONJUNCTION, ASSJiXWION, and LOGIC 
statements which belong to  a test  form a block which immediately follows 
test header statement. If a statement ia placed outs ide the 
respect ive block t h e n - i t  must include i n  parenthesis  the l a b e l  of the 
part where it belongs. This makes it possible  to  i n s e r t  statements 
anywhere i n  the spec i f ica t ion .  
A l l  the parts i n  a module must be assembled and sumbitted together  
t o  t h e  NOPAt processor. NOPAL modules may be submitted t o  the NOPAL 
processor separately .  However, the produced ATLAS programs must be 
ccnnpiled jo in t ly .  The programmer may concentrate on each module and on 
each test or funct ion independently. 
The succeeding sec t ions  describe i n  g rea t e r  detail the 
spec i f i ca t ion  of individual  parts and the composition of r e l a t ed  
statements. 
TEST SPECIFICATION 
The coarpoeition of spec i f ica t ions  of tests is the major task i n  
specifying a NOPAL main module. I t  is also the most demanding of  the 
user  of NOPAL. The task cons i s t s  of  composing NOPAL language 
descr ip t ions  of tests, one by one, i n  any preferred order. The other 
parts of a main module, the declarat ions ,  are 
discused i n  Sections 5.6 and 7- are used pr imari ly  
for checkins the test spec i f ica t ion  and are included i n  the 
documentation of  the t e a t  program, Therefore t h e i r  composition is more 
------ 
mechanical and involves less o r i g i n a l i t y  than the composition of tests. 
The o v e r a l l  test part cons i s t s  of  individual  test spec i f ica t ions .  
An individual  test spec i f ica t ion  is composed of a number of subparts 
which are described i n  respect ive subeections belaw. As stated i n  
Section 3, each test is preceded by a header statement cons is t ing  of  the 
keyword TEST and an i d e n t i f i e r .  For example: TEST A;. A test 
spec i f i ca t ion  n o e l l y  cons-@ts -- o f  a b l e  of statements tb!& 
immediate* follow the test header statement. The block of statements 
*--- " - -"  ---- -- 
is f u r t h e r  divided i n  sub-blocks for STIMULI and --and a 
s i n g l e  WGIC statement. The statements i n  these sub-block8 descr ibe the 
s t i m u l i  t o  be applied to  the WT connecting points ,  the measurements 
that need t o  be taken at WT connecting poin ts  and the re l a t i ons  that 
need t o  be evaluated. W i t h  each test i a  -aseoc!ated the =ion of the 
test p s i n q  or fai_.lln_ek which is baaed on evaluat ion of conditions i n  
- -- - 
the respective statements. The IOGIC statement specifies t h e  diagnoses 
selected bxied on the test passing or f a i l i ng .  
One objec t ive  of NOPAL is to  slivetetthe user  from considerinq the 
r e l a t i v e  t h i n =  of the appl ica t ion  of  the s t imu l i  a@ measurenre1oi; 
devi--8, . The use r  refers to  these devices through function names, and 
may consider t h e i r  timing as spec i f ied  i n t e r n a l l y  to  the functions.  
Thug the timing ~robl~-~i~-dsla_ted t o  the NpP-AL--process scheduling 
decis ions  andlor -- t o  - -- the "- --- d e f i n i t i o n  - - - -- --------- of functio- - -- - (described i n  Sect ions  7 
and 8) .  
The order of appl icat ion of  s t imu l i  and measurements is determined 
by t h e  NOPAL processor. By_-default, the NOPAL processor schedules the 
blodk of statements t o  D-cedethe bl- of  
statements. However i f  any of the arguments of a stimulus function 
depends on the r e s u l t  values of a measurement function, then  the order  
is reversed, and t h e  NOPAL processor schedules the measurement to  
precede t h e  respect ive stimulus. I n  addi t ion t h e  user  may spec i fy  any 
addi t iona l  necessary fixed delays between appl icat ion of s t imu l i  and 
measurements as arguments of the respect ive measurement functions,  A 
sequence of s t i m u l i  and measurement appl icat ions  may also be defined i n  
separate tests and the NOPAL processor determines their schedule. 
The above is adequate i n  caaea where t h e  measurement is t o  be made 
at some i n s t a n t ,  requir ing very l i t t le  time, SO that it can be 
considered as instantaneous. An example is measuring a voltage.  The 
s i t u a t i o n  is more complicated i n  cases where a measurement is conducted 
over a period of t i m e ,  such as i n  meaauring a time in t e rva l  or counting 
a number of events  i n  a tim in te rva l .  The synchronization of s t imu l i  
and measurements must then be spec i f ied  i n  the respective function which 
cambinea both s t i m u l i  and measurements, 
Thus the r e l a t i v e  timing of s t imu l i  and measurements i n  a test is 
either determined by t h e  NOPAL processor o r  by the function which 
appl ies  the devices. I n  composing a spec i f ica t ion  the user  need not  be 
concerned with the timing of appl icat ion of devices and may view the 
devices as applied simultaneously and in t e rna l ly  synchronized. 
A statement that s p e c i f i e s  simultaneous appl icat ion of s t imu l i  o r  
meaaurctlllents is refe r red  t o  as a coniunction. I f  a test rewires the 
appl icat ion of 8ets of devices sequent ia l lv ,  one set after the other ,  
then  it necess 
- to  d iv ide  the test i n t o  cor res~ondinu  se-ate 
sub-tests . A test r y c o ~ a i n  at most t w o  conjunction statements, one 
for appl ica t ion  of s t imu l i  devices and one for appl icat ion o f  
measurement devices. 
A purely evaluation statement is referred to  as an asser t ion.  
STIMULI or MEASURQ4ENT blocks are opt ional  and may be omitted if  
not appropria te  i n  a teat. If a statement is stated outs ide t h e  block 
it must refer i n  parenthesis  t o  the SrIMULI o r  MEASUREMENT labe ls ,  
respect ively . 
Each test may also have a logic statement which s p e c i f i e s  the r u l e s  
f o r  s e l ec t ion  of diagnoses based on whether the conditions i n  t h e  
statemgnt are satisfied, i.e. based on the passinq o r  f a i l i n q  of the 
test. I n  th i s  way, a test may select diagnoses. Some diagnoses may be 
selected by the conjunction of severa l  tests. 
In  camposing conjunctions o r  asser t ions ,  the user  may refer to 
scalar or array var iab les  or connection points .  A statement where 
subscr ipts ,  a r r ay  var iab les  or array connecting poin ts  are referenced 
represents  mult iple  ins tances  of the statements, one instance for each 
index value of elements i n  the respect ive a r ray .  W e  w i l l  refer t o  such 
statements as array statements. Conjunction and a s se r t i on  statements 
are described i n  Section 4.1. 
Tests and diagnoses may also be scalars or arrays. If arrays, they  
must reference the respect ive subscr ip t s ,  A number of  r u l e s  must be 
observed i n  use of a r r ay  tests, F i r s t ,  the conjunction or a s se r t i on  
statements i n  an a r r ay  test that def ine  values  of var iab les  must contain 
a reference t o  the subscr ip t  of the var iab le .  N o t e  that th is  r u l e  
doesn ' t  apply to  condition conjunction8 where a test of a value of  a 
variable is impl ied .  Next an a r r ay  test may select only a r r ay  
diagnoses, and a scalar test may select only scalar diagnoses. Array 
tests and the a r r ay  diagnoses selected by a test, must be spec i f ied  with 
ccmmon subscr ip t s ,  thus r e l a t i n g  the Kth element ( o r  instance ) of  the 
test to the K t h  elenrent ( o r  ins tance)  of a diagnosis.  Instances of 
d i f f e r e n t  array tests may also be re l a t ed  through r e f e r r i n g  to  comaon 
subscripts. A kth instance o f  one test is thus  related to  the kth 
ins tance of another test, i f  the same subscript va r i ab l e  is used i n  both 
tests. This is described f u r t h t r  i n  connection w i t h  diagnoses s e l ec t ion  
i n  Section 4.2 
Diagnoses referenced i n  l og ic  statements must also be spec i f ied  i n  
diagnoses statements. The spec i f ica t ion  includes the referencing of a 
message, the inse r t i on  of constants  or var iab les  i n  the message and 
operator's response. The spec i f i ca t ion  of diagnoses is described i n  
Section 4.3. 
F ina l ly  it is necessary to  spec i fy  the messages re fe r red  to  by 
diagnoses i n  a message statement. Section 4.4 descr ibes  composing 
message s t a t e m n t s .  Diagnoses and messages m a y  be used i n  one o r  
s eve ra l  tests. Therefore a diagnosis o r  a message may be specified 
anywhere, without reference t o  a test. 
4.1 STIMULI, MEASUREMENT OR EVAUJATION STATEMENTS 
The objec t ive  of these statements is to  spec i fy  the test's use of  
s t imu l i  and measurement devices and the condi t ions  for the passing or 
f a i l i n g  of t h e  test. &.&atenbent associated w i t h  s t imu l i  or measurement 
a m l i c a t i o n s  is called a conjunction. The s t imu l i  or meaaurement 
devices i n  a conjunction statement are viewed as applied simultaneously 
or i n  eome i n t e r n a l l y  coordinated synchronization. The statements that 
are evaluated purely computationally are call assertions. They 
--- 
determine test passing or f a i l u r e  or def ine  values of var iab les .  
4.1.1 Conjunctions 
The purpose of conjunctions is to  specify use of s t i m u l i  devices  t o  
&ply a s i q n a l  t o  the WP, and metering devices  t o  determine values  o f  
measuredoarfsbles. A measurement conjunction can also v e r i f y  
condi t ions  r e l a t i n g  t o  the test pass ing or f a i l i n g .  them may be at 
most one s t i m u l i  conjunction and one measurement conjunction p e r  test. 
The notion of a conjunction corresponds to  simultaneous, or i n t e r n a l l y  
synchronized, app l ica t ion  o f  devices.  If a test requ i res  the 
appl ica t ion  of sets of devices, one set after the other, then  it is 
necessary to  d iv ide  the test i n t o  corresponding separate sub-tests. 
A header statement states whether the conjunction is for s t i m u l i  or 
measurement app l ica t ion .  If a conjunction statement follows immediately 
after the respective s t i m u l i  or measurement header statement then  it 
needs not  include a reference t o  a label. Otherwise it must refer t o  
the label i n  the appropr ia te  s t i m u l i  or measurement header . The syntax 
o f  header s ta tements  for tests, s t i m u l i  and measurements has been shown 
above i n  Figure  3.1. 
The syntax  of a conjunction is shown i n  Figure 4.1. 
1 <CONJUNCTION STATEMENT>::=<CONJUNCl?ION STATEMENT HEADER, 
[<IF  C!L&WSE>]<TRIPLET>[&<~PLET,]* 
[ELSECtIP CLAUSe>]<TRIPLFIS>[&tTRIPLET>]*]* 
[<SOURCE- DECLARATION>]; 
I c~JUNCTION STATEMEWT HEADER>SAME AStLABEL, 
[EXCEPP<TRIPLET>[&<TRIPLFP>]*]; 
2<SOURCE 'PAR- DECLARATION>::= 
[SOUR[CE]rtVARIABLE>c,<VARIABLe>]*] 
(TNtGCET] r cvARIABIiE>[, cWUUU~LE>]*] 
FIGURE 4.1. Syntax o f  Conjunctions. 
A conjunction statement c o n s i s t s  of three parts. F-e first part of 
a conjunction statement is the conjunction statement header. It 
c o n s i s t s  of the keyword CONJ, followed op t iona l l y  by a label and i f  
necessary also by the label of the appropr ia te  s t i m u l i  or nreasurement, 
i n  parentheses.  
second wrt, which is the heart of the conjunction statement is 
an op t i ona l  If-Clause followed by a list o f  t r i ~ l e t s ,  Each triplet 
describes app l i ca t i on  o f  some test devices.  A triplet 1s so ca l l ed  
because it has three parts, as follows : 1) a list of UUT connection 
poin ts  where devices are to  be connected, 2 )  the = s ign  and 3 )  a 
funct ion reference.  The list of  connecting poin ts  must be enclosed i n  
angle brackets. Only a function that appl ies  s t imu l i  or measurements 
may be referenced i n  a conjunction statement. The referenced function 
i.cludes i n t e r n a l l l n *  .Itmay 
- a-&w-_meg - evaluation of -+= - The se l ec t ion  of ATE 
devices requires  i n  some cases de ta i l ed  knowledge of the ATE. However, 
the user of NOPAL refers t o  device applications through referencing a 
function,  without having to  know the details of how t h e  function employs 
devices. !&!he def in i t ion-  octhe function is done se~arately, and placed 
L a  library for general  use, or possibly defined after the e n t i s  
specif icaaion has  been completed. The user  need not be concerned wi-th 
t h e  i n t e r n a l  workinqs of  the function. Qnly w i t h  t h e  input W m  
arauments, Function references  have been described i n  Section 2.3.2. 
Function d e f i n i t i o n  is described i n  Sections 7 and 8. The arguments of 
the function may be con t ro l  parameters or expressions t h a t  mus t  be 
evaluated o r  ve r i f i ed .  T r i p l e t s  are connected by the & symbol denoting 
their parallel appl icat ion.  A set of t r i p l e t s  may be selected based on 
whether the preceding-lean condition i n  the If-Clause evaluates  t o  
TRUE. 
The t h i r d  Part of  a conjunction statement is the SOURCE-TARGET 
decl&ration. It  c o n s i s t s  of  two lists of var iab les .  F i r s t  is the list 
of independent var iab les ,  i.e. those var iab les  evaluated elsewhere , o r  
input,  and only referenced i n  the conjunction statement. These 
var iab les  are called the SOURCE variables .  The second list is of the 
dependent var iables ,  i t  those evaluated based on the conjunction 
statement. These are called t h e  TAFtGET var iab les .  Ident i fying the 
SOURCE var iab les  is opt ional .  However the TARGET var iab les  m u s t  be 
iden t i f i ed  .' 
Following is an example of  the use of conjunctions. Assume that a 
test calls for appl ica t ion  of vl DC V o l t s  between Uzfi test poin ts  T1 and 
GROUND, and msasuring the vol tage at an a r r ay  of f i v e  tests poin ts  TZ(1) 
and GROUND. I t  is a subscr ip t  which may have any in teger  value between 1 
and 5. We w i l l  refer t o  the values measured at  test point  m ( I )  as 
m( I ). W e  w i l l  use a function named DC-APP f o r  applying a DC voltage,  
and a funct ion DCJUZM for measuring DC voltage. The above may be 
spec i f ied  i n  the four  statements as follows. 
SPIM Sl; 
CONJ:( cTl,GIZbUND>=DC-APP(vl V)); 
The first statement is a s t i m u l i  header statement w i t h  the l a b e l  
S1. It is followed by a conjunction (with label omitted) which states 
that the V1 v o l t s  are applied by- the function DC-APP at  the UUT 
connecting poin t  TI. N e x t ,  t h e  measurement header with label Ml is 
followed by a conjunction that descr ibes  DC v o l t s  measurements, by the 
function DC-MEAS, at each of the f ive  a r ray  connecting poin ts  lz( I ) , 
These measurements determine the values o f  t h e  respect ive f i v e  elements 
of t h e  array var iab le  V2. The s t imu l i  conjunction is a scalar 
statement, while t h e  measurement conjunction is an array statement 
namely it has f i v e  instances  for w e r y  value of  I from 1 t o  5. me 
subscript I must be separa te ly  defined by a SUBS function as follows. 
I-suss( *V2* , 5 ) ;  
meaning that I corresponds t o  the first (and only)  dimension of VZ which 
has 5 elements. Subscript  d e f i n i t i o n  is fu r the r  discussed i n  Section 
4.1.3. 
Sometimes seve ra l  tests we t h e  same o r  similar s t imu l i  or 
measurements. A l s o  t h e  conjunctions may be long and complex. To avoid 
rewri t ing t h e  same conjunction i n  severa l  tests it is possible  to  refer 
i n  one test t o  a conjunction statemsnt i n  another test. This is shown 
by t h e  a l t e r n a t i v e  conjunction statement syntax shown i n  Figure 4.1. 
The reference to  another conjunction cons i s t s  of using the keywords SAME 
AS followed by the label of the s t imu l i  or measurement header statement 
-
where the conjunction is f u l l y  specif ied.  It is a l s o  poss ib le  t o  
qua l i fy  t h i a  reference by adding the keyword EXCEPT followed by modified 
or added triplets. The NOPAL processor then copies t h e  f u l l  conjunction 
and modifies t h e  t r i p l e t s  which have the same connecting poin ts  as t h e  
t r i p l e t s  t h a t  follow EXCEPT keyword. For example, assume t h a t  we want 
t o  make i n  another test t h e  same measurements as i n  the previous 
example, only we want to  add appl icat ion of  DC voltage V3 as poin ts  13  
to GROUND. This  can be wr i t ten  as  follows. 
STIM; 
CONJiSAME AS S1 EXCEPT tT3,GROUND>=DC3\pP(V3 V); 
=; 
CmJ'i SAME AS MI; 
U s e  of the If-Clause together w i t h  same of subscr ip t s  can also 
shorten the statement of a test. For instance the above t w o  examples 
may be considered as two ins tances  ( o r  2 rows of f i v e  elenrents) of  the 
same test. Let  the subscr ip t  J refer t o  these twP instances.  Then we 
can state the above examples a6 
STIM; 
CONS; IF  S=l THEIU <T1, GRDUND>=DC-APP(Vl V) 
ELSE( <Tl,GROOND>=OCJPP(Vl V) )&( <T3,GROUND>= 
DC-APP(v3 V)); 
MEAS; 
C O N J : ( < T 2 ( I ) , G R O U N D > = M = ~ ( V Z ( J , I )  V ) )  TARGET: V Z ( J , I ) ;  
The subscr ip t  de f in i t i ons  are 
v2 must now have two-dimensions . There are two rows, each with 
five elements, The two rows correspond t o  d i f f e r e n t  stimuli. The 
IF-Clause s p e c i f i e s  t h a t  for J>1 it is also necessary to apply V3 
voltage t o  test poin t  V3. 
As described i n  Section 2,3.2,# in . . 
a m e a s u r e m e n t e  condition is applied t o  t h e  measured value. 
The measurement funct ion can then be viewed as performing t h e  checking 
o f  t h e  condition.  The test is considered t o  fa i l  i f  t h e  condition is 
not  satisfied. For example, t h e  measuremsnt conjunction i n  t h e  last 
example may be wr i t ten  as 
-8 
CONJ: <T2( I),GROUND, = DC-MEAS(=l.O+-. 1 V); 
It  mean8 that t h e  voltage measured between point  T2( I ) and ground is 
with t h e  limits of .9V and 1,lV. I f  it is, t h e  test passes, 
otherwise, t h e  test fails. 
Note t h a t  t h i s  conjunction does not have a TARGBF dec la ra t ion  as no 
variable is defined by it. W e  w i l l  refer to  a measurement conjunction 
that does not  def ine  a variable, i.e. without a TARGEC variable, on a 
condi t ion coniunction . 
4.1.2 Assertions 
There are two types o f  asser t ions .  me f&rst type  is a 
spec i f i ca t ion  of a condition for a test m s i n a  or f a i l i n g .  -me second 
t ype is a definition- of a v a r i a b l a  Thus, an a s se r t i on  must 
be camposed for each test passing condition (no t  spec i f ied  i n  a 
conjunction condition arQument) and for each variable t h a t  is defined. 
The as se r t i ons  are purely computational and may net reference s t i m u l i  or 
measurement functions.  Figure 4.2 descr ibes  t h e  syntax of asser t ions .  
1 <ASSERFION STATEMENT, : :=<ASSERTION STATEMENT HEADER, 
[ < I F  CLAUSE>]<SI~LE ASSERTION> 
[ELSE tASSERCION>] 
[<SOURCE TARGET DECLARATION>]; 
2 tASSEIZTION STATEbEWP HEADER>:=<ASSERTION -RD> 
[<LABEL>[( <LABEL> )]I : 
3 <ASSERTION KEXWRD>::= ASSE[KPION] I ASIZT 
2 <SIMPLE ASSEIRTION>::=<CONDITION> I <DEFINITION+ 
3 <CONDITION>::=<ARITEIMETIC EXPRESSION><RELATION> 
<ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION> [+- tARITAMETIC EXPRESSION> [ $1 ] 
I<DIGITAL EXPRESSION>[^ ]-<DIGITAL EXPRESSION> 
3 <DEFINITION~::=~VARIABLE>=~ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION, 
)<VARIABLE>=tDIGITAL EXPRESSION> 
Figure 4.2. Syntax of  Assertions. 
As shown, an a s se r t i on  cons i s t s  of  t h r e e  parts. The first part is 
a statement header using t h e  keyword ASIZT or ASSE[IZTION], and opt iona l ly  
a Idbe1 of  t h e  asser t ion .  If an a s se r t i on  is not i n  t h e  block of 
statements t h a t  follows the respect ive STIMULI o r  MEASUREMENT header 
statement, then it is necessary to  provide, also i n  parenthesis,  the 
l a b e l  of t h e  header statement. 
The second part of the as se r t i on  statement cons i s t s  of an opt ional  
If-Clause followed by a simple asser t ion .  A simple a s se r t i on  may be 
either a t e s t  passing condi t ion or a d e f i n i t i o n  of  a value of a 
var iable .  A d e f i n i t i o n  is an equation with a var iab le  on the left-hand 
side, an equa l i t y  s ign  (=) and an arithmetic or d i g i t a l  expression on 
the right hand side. A condition cons i s t s  of an expression on the left 
hanU side, a r e l a t i o n  and an expression on the r i g h t  hand side. The two 
expressions must be e i t h e r  both arithmetic or d i g i t a l .  The r i g h t  hand 
side arithmatic expression may be followed by a spec i f i ca t ion  o f  
deviat ion limits cons is t ing  of  a +- operator  followed by an expression 
of  t h e  m u n t  of deviation.  The deviat ion may be absolute  or expressed 
i n  percent using the % character, The r e l a t i o n  used i n  an arithmetic 
condition may be 3, A=, =>, =<, >, <. Only = and =re la t ions  can be 
used i n  a d i g i t a l  conditon. If an If-Clause is used, then the simple 
as se r t i on  may be followed by the ELSE keyword followed by another 
asser t ion .  
If the as se r t i on  is a d e f i n i t i o n  of a value of a var iab le  then  i f  
an ELSE p a r t  is used it must refer after the ELSE to, the same left-hand 
side va r i ab l e s  as i n  t h e  simple as se r t i on  following t h e  THEN. N a m e l y  an 
a s s e r t i o n  can def ine  only one var iable ,  a e  
_TARGET var iab le .  An as se r t i on  that has a t a r g e t  var iab le  does not 
e f f e c t  the outcome of the test. 
A condi t ion a s se r t i on  may have only SOURCE variables ,  while a 
de f in i t i on  a s se r t i on  m u s t  also have a s ing le  TARGEZ var iab le .  The 
d e f i n i t i o n  of SOURCE var iab les  is optional.  If there are only SOURCE 
variables then  the simple a s se r t i on  def ines  a test passing condition.  A 
condition eva lua tes  t o  TRUE o r  FALSE. If it evaluates  t o  FALSE then  the 
e n t i r e  test fails. If none of t h e  condition a s se r t i ons  o r  the condition 
conjunction i n  a test evaluate  t o  FALSE, ( i . e .  they w i l l  e i t h e r  
evaluate  t o  TRUE or def ine  var iab les  or apply s t i m u l i )  then the test 
passes. The diagnoses are selected based on the passing or f a i l i n g  of  
tests. 
Following is an example of a condition def ining asser t ion:  
ASRT: RES>100; 
This is a shple as se r t i on  which s p e c i f i e s  the condition t h a t  the 
value of a SOURCE var iab le  RES should be greater than 100. Note that it 
does not have a target var iable .  
A condi t ion may be conveniently stated by specifying allowed 
deviat ions .  This is i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the three sets of asser t ions  below. 
( 1) ASRF: RES = 100 t 5%; 
(2) ASEECTt RES = 110 t 5.5; 
(3) ASRT: RES < 115.51. 
ASIIT: RES > 104.5; 
These are t hee  ways to  spec i fy  the condition that RES be between 
115.5 and 104.5. The first and second forma are more convenient f o r  
specifying desired ranges or allowed deviat ions  on r e s u l t s  of t e s t i ng .  
Assertions can use an IF-Clause, which may also be nested i n  the 
ELSE parts. The evaluat ion o f  the as se r t i on  is determined by se lec t ion  
of either t h e  THW or the ELSE parts. The use of  IF-Clause is 
i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the example below. 
ASRT; IF  V<60 THEN F = 5E6 t 60 
ELSE P = 5E6 +- 2.5; 
There are here two source va r i ab l e s  V and F (their dec la ra t ion  is 
opt iona l ) .  If V is less than 60, then F should l ie  between 4,999,940 
and 5,000,060, Otherwise it should be between 4,999,997.5 and 
5,000,002.5. 
4.1.3 Free Subecripts And Array References 
The a r r ay  or r e p e t i t i o n  spec i f i ca t ion  f a c i l i t y  of NOPAL saves labor 
and reduces the chances of  errors i n  a user's spec i f ica t ion .  NOPAL 
facilitates specifying r epe t i t i on  of evaluat ion of statements and tests 
and se l ec t ion  of diagnoses (and implied i t e r a t i o n s  ) through use of a 
coaibination of t h e  following t h r e e  methods: 
1. by references  t o  r e p e t i t i v e  a r r ay  elements of  tests, var iables ,  
connection8 or diagnoses. 
2. by e x p l i c i t  dec la ra t ion  o f  subscr ipts ,  using an a s se r t i on  form 
with t h e  SUBS function 
3 .  by def ining a var iab le  number of elements of  an array dimension 
through def ining ( i n  another as se r t i on )  a s p e c i a l  va r i ab l e  
named END,<SUBSCRfPT>. 
A subscr ip t  va r i ab l e  m u s t  be declared i n  a separa te  a s se r t i on  using 
the SUBS function f o r  each test where it applies. Subecript  names are 
globa l  i n  a spec i f i ca t ion  module. Thus the same subscr ip t  naaw may be 
used i n  more than one test only i f  they are of t h e  same range, i.e. have 
the same upper bound. The syntax of subscr ip t  d e f i n i t i o n  is shown i n  
Figure 4.3. 
1 <SUBSCRIPT DEFINING ASSEIZTION>I:= 
<SUBSCRIPT> = SUBS( ' <PARENT-LIST, ' , <UPPER BOUND> ) 
TARGET <SUESCRIPT>; 
2 <SUBSCRIPT>::= <IDENTIFIER> 
2 <PARENT LIST>tr== <VARIABLE>[:tDIMENSION NUMBER>] 
[,<VARIABLE>,[:<DIMENSION NUMBER%]]* 
2 <UPPER BOUND>:= tONSIGNeD INTEGER> I * 
Figure 4.3. Syntax of Subscript  Definit ion.  
A free subscript var iab le  must be a scalar ( i .e. unsubscripted) 
var iable .  SUBS is t h e  subscr ip t  def ining function. The first argument 
of SUBS is a list o f  var iab le  names which use the -- free subscript, 
enclosed i n  s i n g l e  quotes. If there is more than one dimension then the 
dimension number that ind ica tes  the sub8cript1s pos i t ion  must be added 
after each var iab le .  thus,  V:3 means that t h e  subscr ipt  is referenced 
only i n  the third d imns ion  of var iab les  V. If the dimension number is 
not specified then the f i r s t  dimension is assumed. 
The lower bound of  a subscr ip t  is 1. The upper bound may be given 
as t h e  second argument of t h e  SUBS function.  An upper bound may also be 
given as '*', meaning that its value may vary. I n  such a case the upper 
bound of the subscr ip t  must be defined i n  a separate  asser t ion ,  as w i l l  
be discussed below. Each subscript must be defined separa te ly  through 
use of the SUBS function. For example, a subscript I may be defined as 
a enrbscript of a variable A with 4 elements by the following asser t ion:  
I = SUBS(*A1,4) TARGET: I; 
Then an aeser t ionr  
A(1) = f+5 TRIZGET, A(1); 
implies that A(1)=6, A(2)=7, A(3)=B, and A(4)=9. 
Consider another example. 
AS-: I = SUBS ( 'Ag, lO) -a I; ( 1 )  
AS=: J = SUBS ('A:2, B : 1 * , 5 )  TAFtGET: J; ( 2 )  
The first  statement def ines  *I* as the first subscr ipt  of va r i ab l e  
A w i t h  10 elements. The second statement def ines  J as the second 
subscr ipt  of A and also the first subscr ipt  of var iab le  B, with 5 
elements i n  t h e  respect ive dimensions. If I and J are t h e  only declared 
subscr ip t s  i n  the test nmdule, then we may conclude that A is a t w o  
dimensional a r r ay  with the size declared as 10 by 5, and B is a vector  
with 5 elements. The third statement def ines  t h e  values of al l  the 
elements o f  the a r r ay  var iab le  A(1,J). The fourth  statement, g ives  a 
condition on the upper l i m i t  of  A, namely that A is less o r  equal t o  
B(J). The passing or f a i l i n g  of the test is based on the evaluation of 
the condition i n  the fourth  statements. 
The upper bound of  a subscr ip t  may be a va r i ab l e  that depends on 
o t h e r  var iab les .  I n  this case the upper bound is denoted i n  the 
subscr ip t  def in ing  a s se r t i on  as *. i n t h i a - ~  
def ine  the UDD This is done as follows. A 
boolean va r i ab l e  naaaed. END,cSUBSCRfPT> is used t o  denote t h e  condition 
of the last element along the a r r ay  dimensions i n  the subscript 
d e f i n i t i o n  statement. An a s se r t i on  is used to  def ine  the condi t ion that 
the var iab le  EHD-tSUBSCRIPT> has  t h e  value FALSE on t h e  last element of  
the array dimension. This is i l l u s t r a t e d  by the following example. 
Assume that want t o  perform a measurement repeatedly, each t i m e  
increasing the applied voltage at T2 u n t i l  the first occurrence of  a 
measurement (V( I ) > 100 ) at T1 . We do not  know how many times the 
measuremsnt is to  be repeated but  we know how t o  recognize the last 
r epe t i t i on .  This may be s t a t e d  as follows. 
STXM; 
COW: IF  I=l THEN <T2,GND>=DCAPP(.lV) 
ELSE <T2,GND>=DCDCAPP(I*.l V); 
-8 
alWr tTl,GND>=DCJEAS(V(I) V) TARGET: V(1)) 
AS=: IF  V(1) > 100 THW END-I = FALSE TARGET: END-I; 
ASRT: I = SUBS ( * V V , * )  TARGET: 11 
The first statement is a s t imu l i  header statement. The second 
statement is an a r r ay  statement of repeatedly applying I* . l  v o l t s  to  a 
test point  T2. N e x t  iB a measurement header statement. It is followed 
by an a r r ay  statement where elements o f  V( I )  are evaluated baaed on 
voltage measurememts. The next t o  the last statement def ines  
END_I=FALSE on t h e  f irst  occurence of  V(I)>100. The last statement 
def ines  t h e  subscr ip t  I. 
The use of subscripted var iab les  and WT poin ts  implies d e f i n i t i o n  
of  arrays .  It is necessary to  take care that each element is defined 
unambiguously. Consider the following e-le: 
ASRT: I = SUBSCRIPT ( 'A' ,  3 )  TARGEZ: I; 
ASRT: A(1) = I+5; TARGEP: A(1); 
ASKT: B = A(1); TARGET: B; 
The first two statements suggest that A( l )  = 6, A( 2 )  = 7 ,  and A( 3 ) = 8. 
But the third statement is auibicruous. B is multiply related t o  the 
three values  of A, The third statement must be modified to  be 
unambiguous. For ins tance by adding an IF-Clause; 
ASm: IF  I = 3 THEN B = A(1); 
or 
ASSmrB = LAST(A(I),I); 
A subscr ip t  expression of  a var iab le  must be of  one of the 
following forms : 
1. A subscript term -- e.g. I i n  A(1) where I is a free 
subscript, 
2. An expression of  t h e  form ( I-I) ,  - e.g. A(1-1). 
3. Any other form of  an expression. This includes a simple 
va r i ab l e  - e .g. X i n  B(X, I ) where X is not declared as free 
subscript, or another subscripted var iab le  - e.g. B(1) i n  
A(B(I))* 
Only form ( 1 )  is permitted with a target subscripted var iab le  i n  a 
conjunction or i n  an asser t ion .  A l s o  only form ( 1) is permitted i n  
array connecting poin ts  or diagnoses. This is discussed fu r the r  i n  
subsequent sec t ions .  
A t e a t  is considered to  be an a r r ay  test w i t h  t h e  subscript I only 
i f  a l l  the d e f i n i t i o n  statements ( not necessar i ly  condition statements ) 
i n  the test use subscript expressions of the form 1 or 2 above. (This 
condi t ion is imposed t o  assure  e f f ic iency  i n  the produced program.) 
The six as se r t i ons  shown below are fu r the r  examples. Suppose I and 
J are free subscripts. 
X(1) = XO TARGET: X(1); va l id  ( 1 )  
A ( I )  = B(1) +5 TAFGET: A(1); valid ( 2  
B(1) = C(1,J) + X ( I )  TARGET: B(I ) i  inva l id  ( 3 )  
B(1) = C(It4)+X(I)  TARGET: B(1); v a l i d  ( 4 )  
VAL = C(1,5) TARCIET: VAL; v a l i d  ( 5 )  
D(1) =D(I-1) + 1 TARGET: D(1); va l id  ( 6 )  
The first statement is used to  def ine  the whole a r r ay  X w i t h  the 
scalar value XO. The second statement is used t o  compute t a r g e t  
variable A( I ) from source var iab le  B( I ). These two statement8 are 
s y n t a c t i c a l l y  and semantically correct. H o w e v e r ,  the third statement 
has a two dimensional source var iab le  C which has 2 subscr ip t s  while the 
target va r i ab l e  B is a one dimensional vector This v i o l a t e s  the rule 
t h a t  each e l e m n t  of t h e  target var iab le  should be defined 
unambiguously. If J had been replaced by a constant  o r  a scalar or i f  
there waa an IF-Clauae with a condition on J, then  a s se r t i on  3 would 
have been l e g a l  as w e l l .  Such s i t u a t i o n s  are shown i n  t h e  a s se r t i ons  
( 4 )  and ( 5 ) . Assertion ( 6 ) shows a re l a t i onsh ip  between the Ith and 
I-lth elements of a r r ay  0 .  It is being used t o  def ine  in tegers  from 1 
t o  the upper bound of I. 
Consider another example where the range of a subscr ip t  is 
var iab le ,  as followa, It is desired t o  apply a DC vol tage t o  T1  and 
ground so that the cur ren t  supplied is 1 + -.l Amperes. We can use an 
ex t rapola t ion  t o  repeatedly es t imate  the vol tage u n t i l  the measured 
cur ren t  is within the desired bounds. This can be stated as follows. 
STIM* 
CONJ: <Tl,GND>=DCJPP(V(J)  V); 
MEAS: 
COEFJt <Tl>=9,MEAS( I( J) A )  TARGET: I( J); 
ASRT: IF J=1 THEN V(J)=.O1 
E W E  V(J)=V(J- l ) / I ( J -1)  'I#RGeT:V( J); 
ASRTZ J SU8S( 'V81 ' r*)  TAR&T J; 
ASRT: I F ( I ( J ) >  . 9 ) & ( I ( J ) < 1 . 1 )  
THEN END-JpFALSE TARGET : END-J; 
V( J) is the voltage applied t o  T l ,  i n  volts, and I( J) is the 
current  measured i n t o  T1, i n  Amperes. V( J-l)/I( J-1) is an extrapolat ion 
of t h e  vol tage that would correspond to  I of  1 Ampere. DC-APP ia a 
function that appl ies  a DC voltage and AJ4EAS is a function that 
measures a cur ren t .  S t a r t i ng  with a voltage of .O1 volts, extrapolated 
vol tages  w f l l  be repeatedly applied u n t i l  the cur ren t  I is within t h e  
bounds 1t. 1 A m p e r e s .  
4.2 SPECIFICATION OF DIAGNOSES SELECTION lBGIC 
The purpose of t h e  ICKiIC statement is to  spec i fy  the diagnoses that 
are selected based on conditions i n  the measurement conjunction and/or 
i n  a s se r t i ons  i n  a test. The syntax of the frOGIC statenrent is shown i n  
Figure 4.4. 
FIGURE 4.4. Syntax of  -1C Statement. 
The statement cons i s t s  of a header followed by list of diagnoses, 
each preceded by a logic operator.  
The header cons i s t s  of a keyword LOGIC, followed opt iona l ly  by a 
label and, i n  parentheses, by the i d e n t i f i e r  of the test where the 
statement belongs, f i n a l l y  followed by an opt iona l  colon( : ) . The test 
i d e n t i f i e r  needs t o  be used only i f  the logic statement is not within 
the block of t e e t  statements that follow8 t h e  respect ive test header 
statement. 
An element of a diagnoses list consists of  a log ic  operator  
followed by a diagnosis.  Aa emla ined  i n  Section 2.3.1, the test and 
diagnoses may be subscripted t o  denote an a r r ay  of diagnoses. The 
meaning is that an element of  an a r r ay  test may select corresponding 
elements of a r r ay  diagnoses based on evaluat ion of  corresponding 
elements of  a r r a y  statements and o the r  statements i n  the test. A 
diagnoses list may cons i s t  either of only scalar diagnosis,  or o f  only 
a r r ay  diagnosis w i t h  the same subscr ip t s .  The logic operator  spec i f i e s  
the dependence of s e l ec t ion  of the diagnosis on t h e  outcome of the 
evaluat ion of test statements. Note that a test is considered t o  have 
failed i f  any of  t h e  conditions i n  t h e  statements is evaluated t o  FALSE. 
There are six logic  operators  with t h e  following meanings. 
Disjunction: The syinbol I preceding a diagnosis  m a n s  that the 
diagnosis  is selected only on test passing, i.e. i f  a l l  the conditions 
i n  statemants i n  a test evaluate  t o  TRUE. The syinbol I^ is used 
s imi l a r ly  to  denote s e l ec t ion  of the diagnosis only i f  test fails, i.e. 
i f  any of t h e  conditions i n  the statement i n  a test evaluate  t o  FALSE. 
The d is junc t ion  logical operator  denotes that se l ec t ion  depends on the 
test and is independent of the outcome of other tests. The implication 
is that t h e  diagnosis is issued inmediately at the end o f  the teet, 
s ince  it depends on the test outcom. A diaanosis  w i t h  _a dis junc t ion  
operator & uniuue t o  one test, namely 'it can be referenced i n  the IXX;IC 
statement of only one test. 
Conjunction: The symbol & preceding a diagnosis means that the 
se l ec t ion  of the diagnosis depends on the passing of t h i a  test and also 
on same o the r  t e s t ( s )  where the same diagnosis is referenced i n  t h e  
IIX;IC statement with a conjunction operator. The symbol &^ s imi l a r ly  
denotes that t h e  diagnosis is selected i f  t h i a  test fails and also 
depends on t h e  outcome of  other tests. The sams diagnosis must then be 
also referenced i n  a logic statement of one o r  more other tests, 
preceeded by the & or &^ l og i ca l  operator.  The diagnoais is se lec ted  
only i f  a l l  these  tests where t h e  & operator is used pass and a l l  the 
tests where t h e  &^ operator  is used fail, as respect ively spec i f ied .  
The implication is that t h e  diagnosis is issued immediately after the 
last test on t h e  out- of  which it depends. 
Independent: The symbol * preceeding a diagnosis means that t h e  
diagnosis is se lec ted  independently of t h e  outcome of the test, This 
type of  diagnosis  s e l ec t ion  is t y p i c a l l y  usefu l  for se l ec t ing  diagnosis 
messages which contain ins t ruc t ions  f o r  operator  ac t ions  t h a t  may be 
preparatory for t h e  test. A diagnosis w i t h  t h e  * operator may still 
report values of var iab les  evaluated i n  the test. I n  this case it is 
implied that it is issued only after the evaluation of the test. 
Otherwise it is issued before the test. A diagnosis with the * operator  
must also be aesociated with a unique test. 
A f t e r :  The symbol ? denotes s e l ec t ion  of the test as soon as 
possible  after the spec i f ied  diagnosis is considered f o r  s e l ec t ion  o r  
nonselection by another test. This is the oppoaite t o  t h e  s e l ec t ion  of 
a diagnosis by a test, which is denoted by the other logic operators.  
Namely a diagnosis,  of another unspecified test, selects the present  
test t o  follow as soon a8 possible.  Normally, the test is scheduled 
immediately after the se lec t ion  o r  nonselection of the diagnosis with 
t h e  ? operator. However, sometimes t h e r e  are conf l i c t i ng  precedence 
r e l a t i ons  t h a t  ind ica te  that one o r  more tests must precede first. I n  
this  case t h e  test w i t h  the ? operator diagnosis is delayed and 
scheduled as soon as possible.  I n  effect, the use of th is  logical 
operator  determines t h e  order of  scheduling of  tests, a task normally 
reserved to  the NOPAL processor. However it is necessary to  make an 
exception, p a r t i c u l a r l y  t o  allow the user t o  spec i fy  order of tests and 
diagnoses when a series of diagnoses includes messages t o  t h e  operator  
that i n s t r u c t  the operator i n  a s t e p  by s t e p  fashion i n  performing a 
complex task. 
There are a nrrmber of implications i n  use of  array diagnosis with 
t h e  above logic operators.  F i r s t  i f  an a r r ay  diagnoais icr referenced i n  
the log ic  statement the t e a t  m u s t  be subscripted and there must be at 
least one other a r r ay  statement i n  the test, as w e l l  as a subscr ipt  
d e f i n i t i o n  statement . Thus the evaluation of  a r ray  statement ins tances  
and se l ec t ion  of a r r ay  diagnoses instances  are synchronized. 
I n  the ca8es of using a dis junct ion operator  ( ,  or an 
independent operator  ( )  t h e  s e l ec t ion  depends only on evaluations 
within the test. The array test is evaluated for each value of the 
subscript, from 1 t o  the upper bound. The statements are evaluated and 
the a r r ay  diagnosis  are selected, repeatedly. 
I n  the case of  using the conjunctions operators ( ,  the 
se l ec t ion  of an a r r ay  diagnosis is effected by more than one array test. 
Each of  these tests must be evaluated for each value of a common 
subscript i n  order to  select the corresponding element of  t h e  diagnosis. 
I n  th is  caee there are r e s t r i c t i o n s  on the tests that are involved, aa 
follcrwe . 
1. A l l  the diagnoses i n  these t e s t a  must be of a r r ay  type. The 
one exception is scalar diagnoses w i t h  logic operators  ? 
(which are selected by another t e s t ) .  
2. A l l  these tests m u s t  be subscripted by a common subscr ip t  and 
each include a subscr ip t  def ining statement, w i t h  the same 
subscr ip t  name and upper bound spec i f ica t ion .  
3. If the upper bound is var iab le  it is spec i f ied  by an *. An 
as se r t i on  must be then used i n  each of these tests t o  def ine 
the last element condition,  denoted by the va r i ab l e  
END,cSUBSCRIPT> . 
, 
N o t e  that a diagnosis may be referenced i n  one test o r  
conjunctively i n  s eve ra l  tests. A logical statement of a test may 
reference severa ld iagnosea ,  except that it may reference only one 
diagnosis  with the ? operator. Otherwise, there would be ambiguity i n  
s e l ec t ion  o f  scrim diagnoses independently. For example consider the 
example below. 
TEST Tl(1) ;  
STATEMENTS 
UIGIC: &Dl( I ); 
- rn(1) ;  
S]CA- 




Assume that I is t h e  subscr ip t  i n  a l l  t h r e e  t e a t s  w i t h  values froin 
1 t o  5. Testa 1, 2 and 3 are evaluated for each value of I. The 
diagnosis  D2( I ) is selected on each evaluation of  test T2, while D l (  I) 
is selected on each evaluat ion of both tests, T1 and T2, i f  test T1 
passes and test T2 f a i l s .  Test  T3 is evaluated following tests T1 and 
!PZ, for each value of I. 
4.3 SPECIFICATION OF A DI-SIS 
Diagnoses statemsnts are used both for ident i fying t h e  cauaes of 
f a i l u r e s  -or for se l ec t ing  and ed i t i ng  appropriate messages, As 
explained above, the diagnoses are selected baeed on the r e s u l t 8  of 
evaluation of one o r  more tests. A diagnosis statement may be specif ied 
anywhere i n  a module. If it is referenced w i t h  a I or a * operator i n  a 
log ic  statement, then it mus t  be unique t o  the respect ive test only, 
except that it may a180 be referenced w i t h  a ? operator  i n  logic 
statements of other tests. A diagnosis may be referenced with the 6 
operator i n  l og ic  statements of more than one test. 
The syntax of a diagno8is statement is shown i n  Figure 4.5. 
3 (FAILURE LIST>::= ctPAILURE E'UNCTION> 
( <a3MPONENT> [ <ANDANDOR> <COMPONENT> ] * ) 
[ <AND-OR> < PAfWTREWTREFUNCTIO# 
( <-> [ <ANDANDOR> <COMPONENT> ]* )] * 
FIGURE 4.5. Syntax of Diagnoses Statements. 
The diagnosis statement consists of a header and a sequence of 
keyword clauses that  specify various paraueters or  other aspects of the 
diagnosis. The header consists of the keyword DIAG[NOSIS] follclwea by a 
mandatory identifier of the diagnosis. This identifier ( followed by 
subscript( s ), i f  it is an array diagnosis) is referenced i n  the logic 
statement of the respective tests which aelect the diagnosis. An 
optional : symbol may follow a keyword clause. There are five types of 
optional keyword clauses. Each starts on the l e f t  hand side with one of 
a keyword: CWMP, PARAM, PRINT, TIME or  RESPONSE. Then there is an = 
sign and a list of respective parameters on the right hand side. The 
clauses are optional and may be specified i n  an arbitrary order, Their 
objectives are described below. 
An affected comrx>nent c lause with t h e  keyword [APFECPED] COMPCPL] 
lists a set o f  component f a i l u re s ,  together  with the respect ive mode of 
f a i lu re .  The f a i l u r e  mode is i n  t h e  form of  a f a i l u r e  function, such as 
OPEN, SHORT etc. It is followed i n  parenthesis  by the i d e n t i f i e r s  of 
the af fec ted  components, The aymbols I and h are used between camponent 
names t o  ind ica te  whether any one of t h e  components may have failed o r  
a l l  the components have failed, respectively.  The NOPAL processor uses 
th i s  information to  generate an ATLAS program where the more generic 
tests are conducted earlier, followed by more s p e c i f i c  tests. N a m e l y  
the test that selects a diagnosis which repor t s  f a i l u r e  of  any one of  a 
nrndber of components is a candidate for earlier scheduling than a test 
which r epo r t s  f a i l u r e  of  any one of a subaet of these conrponents. If 
t h e  generic test does not select t h e  diagnosis ( i . e .  none of t h e  
affected components have f a i l ed ) ,  then the more specific test can be 
skipped. On the other hand, i f  a more generic test repor t s  f a i l u r e  of 
at least one of the components, then the more spec i f i c  test is evaluated 
as w e l l  as t o  diagnose t h e  f a i l u r e  more s p e c i f i c a l l y  t o  a subgroup or an 
individual  component. This produces a more e f f i c i e n t  program. 
0 
Aa explained below t h e  f a i l u r e  list may be inser ted  i n  a message t o  
the operator. 
The PARAM clause lists the parameters that m u s t  be inser ted  i n  the 
diagnosis message. Specifying t h e  place i n  the message, where these 
parameters are inser ted,  is described later i n  sec t ion  4.4. Parameters 
may be values  of var iab les  determined i n  t h e  course of t e s t i ng ,  
constants  or character s t r i ngs .  Since a var iab le  i n  ATLAS, and 
therefore  i n  NOPAL, may not have a value o f  a character s t r i n g ,  only 
f i x e U  character s t r i n g s  may be inser ted  i n  a message. Several 'diagnoses 
can use the same message, where each i n s e r t s  d i f f e r e n t  parameters i n  the 
message. 
The PRINT clause i d e n t i f i e s  the label of the diagnosis message. 
Messages are specified separa te ly  (discussed later i n  Section 4.4) as a 
number of diagnoses may use the same message. 
The TIME clause specifies when the diagnosis message is t o  be 
pr in ted  ( o r  displayed) i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  the start of  the test. I n  most 
cases it is not necessary to  specify t h e  the. Diagnoses that are 
independent of t h e  s e l ec t ing  test are issued at the start of the test. 
D i a g n o s e s  that report the outcome of tests are issued at  the end of the 
tests. H o w e v e r  i n  some cases it is necessary t o  i ssue  a diagnosis i n  
the middle of a test w i t h  a c e r t a i n  delay after the test has started. 
The delay is reported as a constant followed opt iona l ly  by t h e  u n i t  of 
time, i.e. sec, min or a. If no u n i t  of  time is spec i f ied  then it i a  
assumd t o  be s. 
The RESP clause spec i f i e s  that the operator  is required to respond 
before continuing w i t h  t h e  test. The operator  may be required i n  the 
message to  e n t e r  a series of values of respect ive var iables ,  baaed on 
observations, or input c e r t a i n  parameters. The list of var iab les  
. determined i n  th is  manner can be specif ied i n  t h e  RESP clause.  The 
operator  should then be required i n  a diagnosis message t o  input  these 
values, i n  the order specified; w i t h  a car r iage  r e tu rn  at the end of 
each value. Al ternat ively,  the operator  may be requested i n  a message 
t o  v e r i f y  c e r t a i n  conditions and when done p re s s  the special keys marked 
Y e s  o r  N o  on the operator's panel. This is specified by -/NO on the 
r i g h t  hand side of t h e  clause.  The operator may be required t o  perform 
aame tasks, and when done p re s s  the PRM=ED key on the ATE console. 
This is indicated by the word PIEDCED on the r i g h t  hand side of the 
clause.  
The examples below i l l u s t r a t e  use of keyword clauses:  
Consider the case where a test determines i f  t h e  res i s tances  R1 or 
Ft2 are shorted ( S  ) or that R3 and R4 are both open ( 0  ) . Further,  the 
values  of these res i s tances  denoted by var iab les  RES1, -2, RES3 and 
-4, as evaluated i n  the test, are to  be inser ted  i n  the diagnosis 
message. To continue the t e s t i ng ,  the operator is required to p re s s  the 
PraDCEED key. The spec i f ica t ion  is as follows 
DIAG Dz COMP = S(R11R2)10(R3&R4), 
PARM = (RES1, RES2, -3, RES4), 
PRINT = MI, 
RESP = PIEOCEEDI 
The message Ml used w i t h  th is  diagnosis is specified separately. 
This is discuseed i n  Section 4.4. I n  th is  case the message 
spec i f i ca t ion  would be as follows 
MESSAGE MI. : 'EITHER R1 OR R2 ARE SHORTED OR* 
'BOTH R3 AND R4 ARE OPEN. THEIR* 
'RESISTENCES ARE: ( P l )  ##.OHMv 
*(P~)##.oHM, (P~)## ,~MOHM AND* 
' ( P4 )## . #MDrn, RESPECTIVELY, * 
'PRESS PRDCEED IF YOU WANT "ID' 
'CONTINUE THE TEST') 
P1, P2, P3 and P4 refer t o  the first through four th  parameters i n  
the parameter list; each is followed by format spec i f ica t ion .  
4.4 SPECIFICATION OF MESSAGES 
A message statement may be specified anywhere i n  the spec i f i ca t ion  
and is considered aa global  t o  the e n t i r e  main module. A msssage may be 
referenced i n  the PRINT clause of one o r  more diagnoses. The referenced 
message is s e n t  t o  t h e  operator  terminal  whenever a diagnosis is 
selected, and i f  the p r i n t e r  is ac t iva ted  it is also pr in ted .  The 
message may include the affected components and parameters l i s t e d  i n  the 
keyword c lauses  of  the diagnoses that reference the message. 
The syntax of the mesaage statements is shown i n  Figure 4.6. 
FIGURE 4.6. Syntax of Message Statement. 
A message statement starts with a statement header, consisting of 
the keyword MESSCAGE] folLowred by a mandatory label of the message. The 
label of the massage ia referenced i n  the PRINT keyword clause of 
diagnoses. An optional r is followed optionally by an alias clause and 
finally the text of the message. 
lPle ALIAS clause allows references to a message by more than one 
name. It consists of the keyword ALIAS on the left hand side, a = 
symbol and a label on the right hand side. The text of the message may 
be optionally preceded by TElCP-. The msssage ia specified i n  quotes. 
Insertions i n  the message can be specified o'r shown i n  Table 4.1. 
I n s e r t  the N t h  parameter from the 
d iagnos i s  parameter c l a u s e  
I n s e r t  the component list from the 
diagnosis affected components c l a u s e  
[R<n> ] Format d e f i n i t i o n  f o r  a variable that 
"#[#]*. [#I*" is a parameter. If binary ,  octal o r  
hexadecimal, t h e n  preceded by R n, 
when n is the base 
I A Sound t e rmina l  bell 
I L Line feed 
I P Puge feed 
IT N e x t  two p o s i t i o n s  
I X Double width characters 
I !  ,. Exclamation mark 
TABLE 4.1. I n s e r t i o n s  i n  Message Text. 
To i n s e r t  a P i s t  o f  affected components (from the COMP c l a u s e  i n  
the d i a g n o s i s )  or the N t h  par-ter ( from the PARM c l a u s e )  it is 
necessary  t o  i n s e r t  i n  the appropr ia te  p lace  i n  the message (C) o r  
(P<N>),  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  If the parameter is a v a r i a b l e  it is necessary  t o  
folow the (P<N>) wi th  a format s p e c i f i c a t i o n  us ing  the ATLAS format 
r epresen ta t ion ,  as fol lows.  The # eyaibols r epresen t  d i g i t s .  The , 
symbol r e p r e s e n t s  the p o s i t i o n  of the decimal po in t .  For DIGITAL data 
type variables it is necessary t o  precede the format wi th  B f o r  b inary ,  
0 for octal and H f o r  hexadecimal. 
A l i n e  i n  a message may not  exceed 40 characters. If necessary  it 
may include a carriage r e t u r n  at the end o f  the l i n e .  Each l i n e  must be 
separately enclosed i n  quotes.  
T h i s  is i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the following.  Assume a d iagnos i s  
DIAG D: COMP S(RllR2)6iO(R31R4) 
PAFW = (RES1, -2, -3, RES4) 
PRINT = MI 
The message is assumed 
MESSAGE MI 'THE POSSIBLE FAILURES ARE ( C ) '  
'THE RESISTANCE OF R1 IS (PI)##.  OHM' 
'THE RESISTANCE OF R2 IS (P2)##. OHM' 
'THE RESISTANCE OF R3 IS (P3)##.# MDHM' 
'THE RESISTANCE OF R4 IS (P4)##. # W H M '  8 
This message may appear as follows: 
TEE FOSSIBLe WSSIELE FAILURES ARE S(Rl1 R2 )&O(R3 1R4) 
'PEIE RESISTANCE OF R1 IS 10. o m  
THE RESISTANCE OF R 2  IS 9, o m  
THE RESISPANCE OF R3 IS 2.0 MOEW 
T%fE RESISTANCE OF R4 IS 12.5 MOEM 
CHAPTER5 
UUT RELATED DECLARATIONS 
Apart from specifying tests ( a s  described i n  Section 4), the user  
of NOPAL is also required t o  provide information that is independent of  
the tests. Such information is classified i n  NOPAL based on whether it 
is related t o  the UUT o r  t o  the ATE. The information is used by the 
NOPAL s y s t e m  t o  check completeness of  the spec i f ica t ion  i n  that tests 
reference only declared UUT and ATE e n t i t i e s .  The UUT and ATE r e l a t ed  
information is also reported i n  the repor t s  which document the 
spec i f ica t ion .  
I n  this  sec t ion  we are concerned with the UUT related information. 
It consists of t w o  types of declarat ions .  F i r s t  is the dec la ra t ion  of 
the objec t ives  of t e s t i n g  defined i n  terms of  the component f a i l u r e s  
that the program must be ab le  t o  diagnose. The second type cons i s t s  of  
UUT connection poin ts  that the test program uses.  The component 
f a i l u r e s  are listed i n  the af fec ted  component c lauses  of t h e  diagnoses 
(Section 4.3 ). The UUT connecting poin ts  are referenced i n  the s t imu l i  
o r  measurement conjunction statements (Section 4.1). E a c h  component 
f a i l u r e  and connection point  are declared i n  a separate statement. The 
order of the statements is immaterial. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 describe 
the statements f o r  declar ing component f a i l u r e s  and connecting points ,  
respectively. 
5.1 DIAGNOSABLE COMPONENT FAILURE STATEMENTS 
Each statement describes a component f a i l u r e ,  which can be 
diagnosed by the test program, and its a t t r i b u t e s .  By component f a i l u r e  
is meant any subpart or aspects of the UUT that the program recognizes 
when it fails. The user  can declare and name each component f a i l u r e  t o  
s u i t  the p a r t i c u l a r  UZPP and the test object ives .  Further,  a component 
may fail i n  a number of ways ,  e.g. it may be shorted, open or out  of  
to lerance.  The mode of f a i l u r e  is referred to as f a i l u r e  function. The 
user  can f r e e l y  ass ign a meaningful i d e n t i f i e r  t o  each f a i l u r e  function 
to s u i t  the p a r t i c u l a r  UUT and the test object ive.  The combination of  a 
component nam and t h e  nams of the respect ive f a i l u r e  function def ine 
t h e  f a i l u re .  This corresponds t o  the notion of f a i l u r e  i n  the affected 
cmponent c lause  o f  a diagnosis (Section 4.3). 
The ayntax of a component f a i l u r e  statement is shown i n  Figure 5.1. 
1 <mwoNm!r FAILURE sTA'rEmENT>::= 
t- HEADER>[r]cCOMPONENT NAMEs[<KEYWORD CLAUSE>] 
[,<-RD CLAUSE>j* 
2 t-RD CLWSE>r := ALIAS = <COMPONENT NAME> 
I FAIL = . <FAILORE FUNCTION> 
I INDEX = <UNSIGNED cINTEGER> 
FIGURE 5.1. Syntax of UUT Component Fai lure  Statemsnt. 
The statement cons i s t s  of a header, component name and opt ional  
keyword c lauses  which provide addi t iona l  information on the diagnosable 
f a i l u r e .  The information i n  the keyword clauses  is provided pr imari ly  
for use i n  doclmnentation of  the program. 
Ihe header cons i s t s  of the keyword COMP[FL], which i d e n t i f i e s  the 
type of t h e  statement . An optional l a b e l  may be used. This l abe l  
refers not  only t o  the component bu t  to  the e n t i r e  component f a i l u r e  
statement. A s  w i l l  be shown, it can be referred t o  i n  a PI(IOTECP clause 
t o  shw the precedence of t e s t i n g  for one component f a i l u r e  before the  
other. 
An appropria te  nams f o r  each component may be selected by the user  
t o  reflect the objectives of  the test. For instance a component name 
maybe R7, i.e. a res i s tance  i n  UUT c i r c u i t  diagram, where the 
objective of the t e a t  program is t o  diagnose component f a i l u r e  of  R7. 
Sometimss it is necessary that the user  select a name for a component 
f a i l u r e  that is m o r e  abs t rac t ,  such as STD-FREQ, i .e the standard 
frequency of a transmitter. 
The keyuord clauses  may be specified i n  a r b i t r a r y  order. The ALIAS 
clause is provided t o  aasign more than one component nam t o  a 
component. The FAIL clause allows the user  t o  fu r the r  spec i fy  the mode 
of f a i l u r e  through ident i fying the f a i l u r e  function. The user  can 
choose s u i t a b l e  names f o r  f a i l u r e  func t iom t o  s u i t  the UUT and the 
object ive8 of t e s t i n g .  This is similar t o  its use i n  the affected 
component c lause of a diagnosis  (Section 4.3). Typical f a i l u r e  
funct ions  may be: OPEN, SHOm or OUT-OP~TOLERANCE. 
Two c lauses  can a f f e c t  the order of scheduling of  t e a t s  by the 
NOPAL processor. F i r s t ,  the user  may ass ign an INDEX t o  a component 
f a i l u r e  t o  indicate t h e  l ikel ihood of f a i l u r e  of  the type of  a 
component. For ins tance diodes are more l i k e l y  t o  fail  than resistors. 
Therefore it would be more e f f i c i e n t  to  test for f a i l u r e  of  a diode 
before t e s t i n g  for a f a i l u r e  of a resistor. If the program f inds  that a 
diode hae failed, the operator can discontinue fu r the r  t e s t i n g .  To take 
advantage of th is  the user  may ass ign a lower in teger  index to  diode 
f a i l u r e s  than the resistor fa i lu re s .  
The PROT(ECT) keyword clause also effects the order of  scheduling 
of tests. The use r  may be concerned that a test t o  detect a component 
f a i l u r e  may damage a component i n  the c i r c u i t .  For example, i f  a 
resistor that is connected t o  the c o l l e c t o r  of a t r a n s i s t o r  is shorted 
than applying a vol tage to  the c o l l e c t o r  may damage the respect ive 
t r a n s i s t o r .  The user  may want t o  specify that the t e a t  for the shorted 
resistor must precede t e s t i n g  for t h e  t r a n s i s t o r  f a i l u r e .  The label of 
the "protecting" component f a i l u r e  is given i n  the PRXZCT clause,  i.e., 
t h e  component f a i l u r e  statement for the t r a n s i s t o r  references the label 
of t h e  resistor component f a i l u r e  statement i n  its PrmPECP clause.  The 
NOPAL processor w i l l  then schedule the test f o r  the wprotectingw 
component f a i l u r e  before the test for the "protectedw component f a i l u r e .  
F ina l ly  a COMMENT clause is provided, purely for documentation, 
where addi t iona l  information may be provided t o  document fu r the r  a 
diagnosable f a i l u r e .  
Following is an example of a component f a i l u r e  statement 
cow 10: STD-FREQ 
FAIL = OCfi-OPP~L 
INDEX 1 
PmT = (11,12)) 
STD-PREQ is the standard frequency of a t r ansmi t t e r  UUT. It's f a i l u r e  
function named OUT-OF-TOL indica tes  that the t ransmi t t ing  frequency is 
outs ide the allowed tolerance l imi t .  The INDEX indicates that th is  is 
the highest p r i o r i t y  for t e s t i ng .  The PRQT clause says  that the test 
for th is  component f a i l u r e  should not be conducted i f  component f a i l u r e  
11 and 12 have been diagnosed as having failed. 
5.2 UUT CONNECPING POINT ST'A-S 
A dec la ra t ion  statement must be provided for every UUT connecting 
.--- -- ---- 
poin t  referenced i n  s t imu l i  or measurement conjunction statements i n  
- ---- 
test spec i f ica t ions .  A possible  approach is t o  compose statements for 
ill the UUT connection poin ts  that--& accessible to  the ATE. The NOPAt 
processor checks that a l l  Uvr connecting poin ts  referenced i n  
conjunction statements have been declared. It i ssues  an error message 
f o r  every connecting point  t h a t  haa been referenced but  not declared. 
me syntax f o r  UUT connecting point  dec la ra t ion  statements is shown 
i n  Figure 5.2. 
1 tUUT CONNECPfON STATEMENT>r:= 
CCONN STATEMENT HEADER, [ : ] 
c C O N N ~ > [ ( < R E P E T I T I O N S ~ [ , ~ R E P ~ I T I F I O N ] * ) ]  
[tKEYWDRDRDCL?WSE>[,<KEYKIRD CLAUSE>]*; 
2 cKEYbDRD W S E > : : =  ALIAS = <IDENTIFIER> 
(CONNCECLYIR] = <LABEL>[,cLABEL>] 
1 LIMIT = (LIMIT LIST> 
IuMMENT = t-STRING> 
FIGURE 5.2. Syntax of UUT Connection Point Declaration Stat-nt. 
'Phe UUT connecting poin t  statement cons i s t s  of a header, the name 
of the connecting point  and opt ional  keyword clauses  t h a t  provide 
addi t iona l  information which is primari ly  used for documentation 
purposes 
The header cons i s t s  o f  the keyword UUT-P[NT] followed by an 
opt iona l  label. The connection poin t  nams may typically be that o f  the 
respect ive connection poin t  name i n  the c i r c u i t  diagram of the WT. As 
discussed i n  Section 2, connection po in t s  may be scalars o r  arrays .  If 
they  are scalars, n a m l y  only one connection point  corresponds t o  the 
namre, then  it is not necessary t o  epecify the number of r epe t i t i ons  o f  
the connection point .  If the connection point  is of  an a r r ay  type, it 
corresponds t o  a nrmnber of  connection poin ts  arranged i n  one or more 
dimensions. When an a r r ay  connection poin t  is referenced i n  a 
conjunction, it ntust be followed i n  parentheses by subscr ip t s  for al l  of  
the dimsnsions of the ar ray .  It is neceeary t o  provide i n  the 
r e s p e c t i v e  UVP connecting p o i n t  d e c l a r a t i o n  the number of element 
connection p o i n t s  i n  each dimension. The subscript s ta tement  i n  the 
test must show the same number o f  r e p e t i t i o n s .  For ins tance ,  cons ide r  a 
vector connecting p o i n t  TP with  10 element connections.  I n  a 
conjunct ion s ta tement  the connection p o i n t  may be referenced as TP(I) ,  
where I is a s u b s c r i p t  def ined as 
I n  the UVP connecting p o i n t  d e c l a r a t i o n  the corresponding connecting 
p o i n t  is shown as 
The connection po in t s ,  whether o f  scalar o r  array type,  must be 
mapped i n t o  phya ica l  ATE connection m i n t s  i n  a s w a t e  connection f i le  
- 
us ing  EQUATE ATLAS d e f i n i t i o n s .  1916 connection file is not  deeded 
dur ing  the use  o f  the NOPAL system; on ly  at EQUATE ATLAS compilat ion 
t i m e .  T h i s  is f u r t h e r  d iscussed i n  Sect ion 8. 
The s p e c i f i c a t i o n  of the connection name may be o p t i o n a l l y  followed 
by keyword c l a u s e s  that  con ta in  f u r t h e r  documentation o f  the connection 
p o i n t  as follows. 
A n  ALIAS keyword c l a u s e  a l lows ass ign ing  an a l t e r n a t i v e  name t o  the 
connection po in t .  
The CONNCECPOR] keyword c l a u s e  a l lows the u s e r  t o  provide 
information on the type  o f  UUT connector used and/or the p i n  l o c a t i o n  on 
the connector.  Both the connector type and p i n  l o c a t i o n  may be 
i d e n t i f i e d .  
The LIMIT c l a u s e  allows the u s e r  t o  specify l i m i t a t i o n s  on the 
magnitude of the s i g n a l  app l i ed  t o  the connecting p o i n t .  Th i s  is 
provided i n  the fozm of a l i m i t  list which c o n s i s t s  o f  f o u r  elements, 
separa ted  by comnas. The first element is the p h y s i c a l  u n i t  of the 
app l ied  s i g n a l ,  such as V ( f o r  v o l t s )  or A ( for Amperes ). N e x t  the 
maximum allowed magnitude o f  the s i g n a l  followed by the minimum allowed 
magnitude of the s i g n a l  i f  any. The last element is the re fe rence  p o i n t  
i n  regard t o  which the magnitude o f  the s i g n a l  is measured. An element 
may be omitted,  ind ica ted  by n u l l  information between the s e p a r a t i n g  
commas. 
F i n a l l y ,  a d d i t i o n a l  information may be provided i n  a COMMENT 
c l a u s e ,  
The fol lowing example i l l u s t r a t e s  a UWT connection p o i n t  
d e c l a r a t i o n  s ta tement  r 
I t  means that a UUT connecting point TP, of array type, with 10 
element connections, may also be referred to as INPUT. It is a coaxial 
type o f  connector. The maximum voltage applied to this connection point 
is 100 v o l t s  to ground. 
ATE RELATED DECLARATION STA-S 
me user  of NOPAL can refer t o  functions and UUT connection poin ts  
without being concerned about how the functions are implemented o r  how 
the UUT connection poin ts  are connected to  the ATE, The s t imu l i  and 
measuremslrt functions and the ATE connections are dependent on the 
facilities bui l t - in  i n t o  the A'Pe and are therefore considered as ATE 
related. A l l  the functions t h a t  are used i n  the test spec i f ica t ions ,  
including non ATE related functions,  mus t  be declared i n  ATE r e l a t ed  
statements. This includes r 1) the functions used i n  conjunction and 
assertion statemants, and 2 )  t h e  f a i l u r e  functions used i n  diagnoses and 
UUT component f a i l u r e  declarat ions .  These ATE related dec la ra t ion  
statements contain  informational item which are used as a basis f o r  
checking t h e  consistency of the spec i f ica t ion  and are also incorporated 
i n  the produced documentation. 
The t w o  types of  ATE related statements, for declar ing functiona 
and f o r  dec la r ing  ATE connections, are described i n  Sect ions  6 .1  and 
6.2, respectively. 
6.1  FUN(=TION DECLARATION STATEMENTS 
Functions that are referenced i n  test statementalnust0 W 
declared i n  function dec la ra t ion  statemants, w e p t  for f a i l u r e  
functions and the functions that are bui l t - in  i n t o  NOPAL o r  ATLAS, a l l  
other functions m u s t  be separa te ly  defined. Basic s t imu l i  and 
measurement functions may be defined a-lv i n  t h e s e  of 
the dec la ra t ion  statement of  the function, Otherwise, a function may be 
defined d i r e c t l y  i n  EQUATE ATLAS o r  i n  a secondary NOPAL module, using 
the NOPAL processor t o  generate an ATLAS procedure f o r  the function. 
Defining funct ions  is fu r the r  discussed i n  Section 8. A l l  the programs 
generated based on the main and secondary NOPAL modules and the ATLAS 
function programs, must be compiled j o i n t l y  by the EQUATE ATLAS 
compiler. 
Figure 6 . 1  shows t h e  syntax o f  an ATE function declarat ion 
statearent . 
1 FONCTION DECLARATION, r r m  <STATEMENT HEADER, C:]  
<FUNCl!ION NAME, [, ~KEYWlRDCliAUSE>]* ; 
2 <STATEMENT HEADER, t r P  FUNC[TION] [<LABEL>] 
2 <FUNCTION NAME, rr= tIDENTIFIER% 
2 <KEWRlRD CLAUSE, ::a ALIAS = <IDENTIFIER> 
I TYPE = tFUNCPION USAGE, 
I #PINS = <UNSIGNED INTEGER, 
I [PARACMETER] = [((PARAMETER ATTFlIBUTES>)]* 
I \1AUIE = <DATA TYPE, 
I REQCUIFtE] = <ATLAS ACTION STATEMENT TEMPLATE> 
I -ENTI = <-SPRING> 
3 <FUNCTION USAGE, rr= SlMlElF 
3 <PARAMETER AlTRIBffiES > = < IDENIIFIER>, 
<SO- OR TARGET,, [<RA!rA 'TYPE,] 
4 <SOURCZ OR TRRGET, r r r  S1.T 
0 
FIGURE 6.1. Syntax of Function Declaration Statement. 
The function dec la ra t ion  statement cons i s t s  of a statement header, a 
function name, and a series of  opt ional  keyword clauses. The header 
cons i s t s  of t h e  reserved word HlNC[TION] followed by an opt iona l  label .  
The function name is the same that is used i n  the function references i n  
conjunction or a s se r t i on  statements, ok i n  diagnosis statements and UUT 
component f a i l u r e  declarat ions .  
A l l  the keyword clauses  are opt ional .  They are used only i n  
c e r t a i n  cases, as described below. The ALIAS keyword clause is used to  
give an a l t e r n a t i v e  name to  t h e  function by Which Z t  may be referenced, 
This allows using d i f f e r e n t  function names for the same function. 
TYPE c lause  describes the class of usage of  t h e  function. It  
is provided opt ional ly ,  purely ae part of t h e  d-ntatiori of the 
function. There are four  function usage classes r 
S - Stimuli .  The function is wed only i n  s t imu l i  
conjunctions. 
M - Measurement, The function is used only i n  
areasurement conjunctions. 
E - Evaluation. The function is wed only i n  
a s se r t i ons  and performa a purely computational 
task. 
F - Fai lure .  The function is used only as a f a i l u r e  
function i n  diagnoses and WT f a i l u r e  declarat ions .  
The #PINS c lause  is used only When the function type is of S or M 8 
namely when the function employs s t imu l i  or measurement devices. In  
these cases the number of connecting poin ts  that are used by the s t imu l i  
or measurement devices is spec i f ied  i n  this  clauses .  This m u s t  also be 
t h e  number of test poin ts  specified on the left  hand side of the 
conjunction where the function is referenced. If provided, the 
information on the number of p ins  used is included i n  the generated 
program documentation. 
The PARNMETeR] ( o r  PARM) keyword clause may be repeated for each 
argument of the function, ordered by the argument 's posi t ion.  I t  
provides information on the argument's name and data type. The 
parameters should be named Pol, POZ, etc. , according to  the pos i t ion  of 
the argument i n  t h e  a rguwnt  list. The primit ive d a t a  types are 
DECIMAL, IIVIZGER, DIGITAL and BOOLEAN. The de fau l t  d a t a  type is 
DECIMXG. The user  can also refer by name t o  a tree-like data s t ruc tu re  
with  the data types of  FILE, GROUP and RECOFtD. The use of d a t a  
s t r u c t u r e s  or arrays as parameters is fu r the r  discussed i n  Section 7 .  
I n  the present  NOPAL system a var iab le  may not denote a character 
s t r i n g ,  bu t  a character s t r i n g  may serve as an argument of  some bui l t - in  
functions.  The spec i f ica t ion  of the parameters i n  this  vers ion of NOPAL 
is purely for documenting the function and no checks are conducted, 
The VAUTE c lause  gives  information on d a t a  type of the returned 
argument. 
The REQUIRE c lause  is used t o  def ine a basic s t i m u l i  or measurement 
funct ion which cons i s t s  of appl ica t ion  of  a s ing le  device. A function 
that is defined i n  the REQUIRE clause needs not  be defined elsewhere i n  
a secondary module or d i r e c t l y  i n  E p T E  A m .  The d e f i n i t i o n  of  the 
function cons i s t s  of  providing a template of  an ATfrAS ac t ion  statement. 
It m u s t  start with an A'PTPLS ac t ion  verb. The only verbs allawed, 
however, are: 
APPLY - for applying a s i g n a l  through use of a 
s t imu l i  device. 
MEASURE - for measuring a s i g n a l  through use of a 
meter device. 
MDNITOR - S a m  as measure, except the measurement is 
repeated and displayed on the operator  console, 
u n t i l  the operator  p re s se s  the PIEDCEED key. 
The last value measured is returned by 
th i s  function. 
DO DIGITAL - f o r  applying a d i g i t a l  s t imu l i  and/or 
measurement device. 
SET-UP - for set up and appl icat ion of dua l  
channel devices. 
The d e f i n i t i o n  of  a function i n  th is  manner is f u r t h e r  discussed below 
and i n  Section 8. A set of templates for the EQUATE ATE cur ren t ly  i n  
use are given i n  an appendix. Additional templates mya be entered i n  
the respect ive f i le (see Section 9).  
F ina l ly  a COMMENT clause may be used for any fu r the r  documentation 
of  the function. 
Following is an example of  use of  an ATE function dec la ra t ion  
stateanent. Aaaume that a function named K G E N  ha8 the effect of 
applying a frequency modulated signal as stimulus to  a WT. It requires 
four  arguments: PO1 - the carrier frequency, PO2 - the applied pawer, 
PO3 - the modulating frequency and PO4 - the maxinnm~ frequency 
deviation.  D1ST-ANI.Y is a function that measures d i s t o r t i o n  w i t h  three 
parameters: PO1 - the d i s t o r t i o n  i n  %, PO2 - the power level and PO3 - 
the carrier frequency. Eelow is an example of  a s t imu l i  part of a t e a t  
where the function is used, f o l l ~  by the measurement part which 
measures the d i s t o r t i o n  
mi 
STIM; 
CONJr <TPl,GNDs = R G E W  (11.5 MKZ, -27 DEM820 IMZ, 2 KHZ); 
- 1  
CONjt <TP2,GID, DISTmY(D1ST %rO DBMt1185 MHZ) 
TARGETrDIsT; 
The dec la ra t ion  of t h e  K G E N  function is as followe 
FONC: X G E N  
TYPE = s, 
#PINS = 2, 
P m  (Po18s8DEc)8 
PARAM (PO2,S,DEC), 
PARAM (P03rStDEC), 
PARAM = (POI,S,DEC), 
REQUIRE APPLY KSIGNAL RE'D 
C A K m  (PO11 - 8 - w  (PO2) DBM, 
SINE-WAVE , MOD-PREQ( PO3 ) KHZ, 
E'REQDEV(P04) K)IZ 
CNX COAX(CNXO1); 
The REQUIRE clauae is based on a template f o r  s i g n a l  generations i n  
the NOPAL system's l i b r a ry .  The ava i lab le  opt ions  were se lec ted  
according t o  the need of the test. The template is stored i n  the NOPAL 
system l i b r a r y  i n  the form of a ayntex diagram using EBNF as follows: 
APPLY {~SIGNAtl~SIGNAt) (RFAIRFB), 
amJ'RE8(  ) <KDDfM>,  - p o W m  )Dm, 
{Em, 1 (SINE-wAvE 1 SQWmE-WAVE ITRIm-wAVE 
I --WAVE, (POS-SWPE I NEG-SWPE) 
ICOMPXZX-WAVE, STIM( ) IRANDOM-NOISE) 
MOD-FREQ ( ) <HZ-DIM*, ) 
(MOD-DEPTH( )PC IMDPAMPL ( ) PC 
I MOD-INDEX( ) I FTZEQ-DEV( ) t HZ-DIM, ) 
C 8CNX{C0AX( ) I sw'-TEST) 1s 
The use r  needs to  select the appropriate opt ions  t o  form the 
REQUIRE c lause.  Templates include sunrmary information on t h e  l e g a l  ATE 
connection points .  The objec t ive  is to  provide the user  of NOPAL 
s u f f i c i e n t  informat ion on def ining basic functions through the 
templates. Further information on t h e  device and connections requi re  
referencing the appropriate diagram of  the device i n  t h e  ATLAS manual. 
The m I R E  clause is checked by the NOPAL aystem that it conforms with 
a respect ive template stored i n  the l i b r a r y  of the system. N o t e  that 
parameter numbers ( P t n> ) and test poin t  nrmibers ( CNXtn, ) are inser ted  i n  
the empty brackets i n  the template. <n> is a two d i g i t  in teger .  The 
cur ren t  template l i b r a r y  is listed i n  an appendix. 
Similarly,  the DISTJWLY function i f  declared as follows. 
FUNC: DISTJUULY 
TYPE = M, 
#PINS = 2, 
PARAM (POl,T,DEC), 
PARAM = ( P02, S , DEC ) , 
PARAM = (POB,S,DEC), 
VAWJE = (Dm), 
REQUIRE = ~URE(D1SPOICPION (Po l )  PC), 
-SIGNAL, POWER HW (PO2) DBM, 
CAR-PREQ (P03) Mm 
CNX H I ( C H X O ~ )  ~ ( c N x o ~ ) ;  
The REQUIRE clause can contain  only statements for the ac t ion  verbs 
APPLY, MEASURE, MDNITOR and DO DIGITAL TEST. I n  t h e  case of dua l  
channeldevices ,  the APPLY template must be preceded by a S m g P  
template. The o the r  ac t ion  verbs i n  ATLAS are procedural i n  nature; 
namely they are dependent on the sequence of statements, and therefore 
can not be used i n  the NOPAL nonprocedural language. 
The scale factors of the u n i t s  of t h e  arguments of  the function,  
used i n  conjunction statements and i n  t h e  respect ive REQUIRE clause,  
must agree. 
Additional templates may be added to  t h e  l i b r a r y  of templates to  
reflect changes i n  t h e  ATE. Thus it is easy to  custom tailor t h e  
function template library t o  a specific ATE configuration. 
6.2 ATE CONNECTION POINT DECLARkTION STA- 
The choices of ATE connection poin ts  that correspond to  the UUT 
connecting po in t s  depends on t h e  devices selected for applying s t imu l i  
or measurements, on the ATE i n t e r f ace  used (dedicated, programed, and 
whether switchable) and on a va r i e ty  of other details of the operation 
of the ATE. The choice of devices and ATE connection poin ts  can be 
perfornred separa te ly  from the taaks of  specifying a test program i n  
NOPAL and the generation of the corresponding ATLAS program. The use r  
can refer i n  NOPAL t o  s t imu l i  and msaaurement functions without knowing 
how they perform. The d e t a i l s  of the functions that u t i l i z e  s t imu l i  or 
measurement devices may be defined separa te ly  i n  a NOPAL secondary 
module or directly i n  ATLAS. The ATE connection poin ts  that correspond -- 
t o  ULfi connectinq po in t s  mus t  be defined i n  a separate connection file__ 
The programs that def ine functions, and the connections file, are needed 
only at the t ims  of use of the ATLAS compiler. Thus the dec la ra t ions  o f  
the ATE connection poin ts  are not needed durinq test proqram 
spec i f i ca t ion  and therefore ,  supplying t h e  ATE connection poin ts  
d k l a r a t i o n s  is opt ional .  I f  these  statements are included they are 
incorporated i n  the generated documentation but  no checks are based on 
these statements. The ATE connection poin ts  information maybe useful  
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for mapping the  UUT connection points into  the  ATE connection points i n  
the  connection f i le .  The connection f i le is described i n  Section 8 . 2 .  
An ATE test point declaration statement e s sent ia l l y  provides a name 
name of 
UUT connectinq points .  These statements map ATE connections into  UUT 
connection points, the  reverse of the connection f i le .  The eyntax is 
shown i n  Figure 6 .2 .  
<ATE CONNeCPION DEcLARaTION sTATmENT> r : = 
< STATEMENT HEADER, [ r ] < IDENTIFIER, 
[( <SUBSCRZPT RANGE LIST, )I[ ,  <KEYWRD CLAUSE>]*; 
2 <STATEMENTHEADER> rr=ATE,P[NT][<LABEL>] 
2 <SUBSCRIPT RANGE LIST, ::= <UNSIGNED INTEGER* 
[,<UNSIGNED mmGER>]* 
2 <KEYWDRD CLAUSE, 1:- ALIAS <IDENTIFIER> 
I UUT-P[NT] = <UtlT CONNECTION LIST> 
I COEeyENT] = <CHAR STRING, 
3 <OUT CONNECPION LIST, i:= (<IDENTIFIER> 
[(<LIST OF INDICES>)][,<IDENTIFIER> 
[(<LIST OF INDICES>)]]*) 
4 <LIST OF INDICES, : r P  <UNSIGNED INTEGER, 
[,<UNSI(Z!lED INTEGER>]* 
FIGURE 6.2. Syntax of ATE P o i n t  Declara t ion Statement. . 
The ATE connecting p o i n t  d e c l a r a t i o n  statement q o n a i s t s  of a 
header, the i d e n t i t y  (name) of t h e  ATE connection p o i n t s  and optional 
d e m r i p t i v e  keyword c lauses .  The header  wes t h e  reserved wort3 ATE-PNT 
followed by an o p t i o n a l  label. The name of t h e  ATE connection p o i n t  
must be provided next .  If t h e  ATE connection p o i n t  is of a n  array type, 
t h e n  the name of the ATE connecting p o i n t  is followed by t h e  ranges  ( i . e  
t h e  nunher of element connect ions)  a long each dimension of t h e  array. 
me o p t i o n a l  ALIAS keyword c l a u s e  provides  an alternative nams for 
t h e  ATE connecting po in t .  The UUTJNT keyword clause i d e n t i f i e s  t h e  
corresponding UUT connection p o i n t s .  I f  t h e  UZlT connecting p o i n t s  are 
members of an array, t h e n  t h e  i n d i c e s  of t h e  p o i n t  must follow t h e  name 
i n  pa ren thes i s .  
F i n a l l y ,  a d d i t i o n a l  information may be provided i n  a COMMENT 
c lause .  
Following is an example of an ATE Poin t  dec la ra t ion .  
ATE-PHPrPROBE, 
m-pNT = (=1,-); 
This d e c l a r a t i o n  s ta tement  refers to  t h e  PROBE of t h e  ATE which is 
a two p o i n t  connection denoted i n  t h e  test s p e c i f i c a t i o n  as -1 and GND. 
CHAPTER7 
DATA DECLARATION STATEMENTS 
I n  most t e a t  program spec i f ica t ions ,  the user  refers only t o  
elementary ( i.e. non s t ruc tu red )  var iab les  of pr imit ive data types ,  In 
these cases it is not necessary to  provide d a t a  dec la ra t ion  statements 
a t  all, and t h e  NOPAL processor determines the d a t a  types, 
dimensionality and ranges of var iab les  baaed on the use of these 
va r i ab l e s  i n  statements i n  the s w i f i c a t i o n .  The user  may however, 
op t iona l ly  provide data dec la ra t ion  statements which overr ide the 
automatic d a t a  type, dimensionality and range determinatin. The NOPAL 
processor conducts checks on consistency of  data type and dimensionality 
of var iab les  and i s sues  error messages i f  a c o n f l i c t  is detected. The 
d a t a  types of  variables are reported i n  the cross reference repor t .  
Section 7 . 1  discusses  t h e  cases where d a t a  dec la ra t ion  statements are 
opt ional .  I n  more complex cases, NOPAL allawa the dec la ra t ion  and use 
of .data  s t ruc tures .  This is discussed i n  Section 7.2.  
7 . 1  ELEMENTARY VARIABLES WITH PRIMITIVE DATA TYPES 
The pr imit ive data types  i n  th is  vers ion of  NOPAL ares DECIMAL, 
INTEGER, DIGITAL and BOOLEAN. The automatic determination of the data 
types  of a var iab le  is based first on the respect ive dec la ra t ion  
statement, i f  any. The d a t a  type of arguments of  a function,  including 
the r e s u l t  argument may be provided opt iona l ly  i n  the respect ive ATE 
function dec la ra t ion  statement ( Section 6 . 1  ) . Otherwise, DECIMAL data 
types are selected for var iab les  i n  ar i thmetic  expressions, DIGITAL d a t a  
types are selected for var iab les  i n  digital  expressions, and BOOLEAN 
data types are selected f o r  var iab les  i n  boolean expressions . These 
expressions are recognized by the use of  respect ive d i s t i n c t  classes of 
operators (except i n  the case that only = and ^= are used, which are 
common t o  DECIMAL and DIGITAL). The NOPAL processor "propagates" d a t a  
types.  Namely, once the data type of a var iab le  is determined then the 
other var iab les  i n  respect ive expressions or asser t ions ,  where the 
variable w i t h  the determined d a t a  type is used, w i l l  have the same d a t a  
type. Thus variables i n  an arithmetic a s se r t i on  have e i t h e r  DECIMAL or 
INTEGER d a t a  type, variables i n  a d i g i t a l  a s se r t i on  have DIGITAL da ta  
types, and variables i n  boolean expressions have BOOLEAN d a t a  types. 
The NOPAL DECIMAL, INTEGER, and DIGITAL d a t a  types are implemented by 
cooresponding d a t a  types of  ATLAS. NOPAL BOOLEAN d a t a  type is 
implemented by ATLSLS DIGITAL d a t a  type. Any discovered c o n f l i c t s  are 
reported t o  t h e  user. Final ly ,  t h e  remaining variables without a d a t a  
type are assigned t h e  DECIMAL d a t a  type. N o t e  t h a t  a d a t a  type 
dec la ra t ion  is needed i f  t h e  user  wants t o  ass ign an INTEGER d a t a  type 
t o  some variable. Declared variables are considered g loba l  t o  t h e  
e n t i r e  nrdlule. The syntax for elementary ( non s t ruc tured  ) variable d a t a  
dec la ra t ion  statements is shown i n  Figure 7.1. 
1 <VARIABLE DATA DECUSRATION SPATEMENT>I:= 
c S T A w  HEADER>[:]cLIST OF VARIABLES>[ t ]  
<DATA TYPE>[tARRAY SPEC>]; 
2 tSTATEMENTHEADER>:r=DCL[cLABEL>] 





2 CARRAY SPEC>::= ARRAY (tRANGE>[,<RANGE>]*) 
3 <RANGE>: := CONSIGNED I=-> I * 
FIGURE 7.1. Syntax of Data Declaration Statement 
For Elementary V a r i a b l e s .  
The etatement starts with a header cons is t ing  of t h e  reserved word 
DCL, followed opt iona l ly  by a label and r .  The var iab le  nams  are next 
l i s t e d ,  followed by t h e  assigned d a t a  type and array declarat ion.  Thus 
a number of variables may be declared i n  a s ing le  statement. The 
allowed primitive d a t a  types are DECIMAL, INTEGER, DIGITAL or BOOLEAN. 
If t h e  var iab le (8)  are of  a r r ay  type, then t h e  ARRAY reserved wordd i s  
used followed i n  parenthesis  by t h e  ranges of t h e  respect ive dimensions, 
i.e. t h e  numbers of  elements along t h e  respect ive dimensions. I f  t h e  
range is unknown (defined by an END,tSUBSCRIPT> va r i ab l e )  then t h e  range 
is denoted by *. 
Examples of elementary variable d a t a  declarat ion s t a t enen t s  are: 
DCI;r A, B, X :  1-4 
DCL Y, Z : DIGITAt ARRAY (5,7,9); 
A, B and X are in teger  scalars. Y and Z are t h r ee  dimensional 
a r rays  of  5 * 7 * 9 elements. 
7.2 DATA AND HIGH LEVEL DATA TYPES 
Data dec la ra t ion  statements can be used i n  NOPAL f o r  declar ing tree 
like data s t ruc tu re s ,  somewhat similar t o  COBOL or PL1. A da ta  
s t r u c t u r e  may cons i s t  of aggregates of var iab les  organized i n  a s p e c i f i c  
way. These d a t a  s t ruc tu re s  are usefu l  i n  comunicat ions  with external 
devices that store, congums or produce masses of data. The user  of 
NOPAL is not concerned w i t h  input/output a c t i v i t y .  N o r m a l  comunicat ion 
with the ATE operator  is achieved by specifying diagnoses and respect ive 
messages and operator  responses. Hawever, sometimes it is necessary t o  
access or store d a t a  s t ruc tu re s  from, or to, secondary mass s torage 
devices. Similarly,  it may be necessary, e spec i a l ly  i n  digital  t e s t i ng ,  
t o  send d a t a  s t ruc tu re s  t o  s t imu l i  device, and/or receive such da t a  
s t r u c t u r e s  fram a measurement device. An e n t i r e  d a t a  s t r u c t u r e  may then 
be referred to  by name and operated upon by a function defined for th is  
purpose, i.e. be an argumnt  of a function. 
The syntax of a data s t ruc tu re  dec la ra t ion  statement is shown i n  
Figure 7 . 2 .  
1 tDAT2i SmWCPURE DECLARATION  STATEMENT^: := 
<STATEMENT HEADERS>[:]tNODE DECLARATION> 
[<NODE DECIARATION>]*; 
, 
2 <NODE DECLARATION>::= 
(LEVEL NUMBER,<NODE VARIABLE>tDATA TYPE>[<ARRAY SPEC,] 
3 <NODE VARIABLE, : : < IDENTIFIER> 
3 <LEVEL <UNSIGNED INTEGER> 
3 <DATA TYPE, r := <DATA TYPE ROO!l? NODE, 
I<DATA TYPE INTERMEDIATE NODE, 
I <DATA TYPE TERMINAL NODE> 
4 < DATA TYPE ROOT NODE > : : = FILE 
I 
I RECORD 
4 <DATA TYPE INTERMEDIATE NODE, : : = GFfDUP 
I RECORD 




FIGURE 7.2. Syntax Diagram of D a t a  S t ruc ture  Declaration 
Statements. 
The notion of a data tree s t ruc tu re  is that the e n t i r e  s t r u c t u r e  is 
given a name associated w i t h  the roo t  node. Its major cons t i tuen ts  are 
represented by nodes at end of  branches emanating from the root node. 
The nodes on each l e v e l  are ordered from left  to  right i n  accordance 
with their pos i t ion  i n  an external device. Additional l e v e l s  of the 
tree are used f o r  cons t i tuen ts  of each node at the ne* lower leve l .  
The terminal  nodes i n  a tree are the elementary var iables .  
The data s t ruc tu re  declarat ion statement describes the e n t i r e  d a t a  
tree s t ruc tu re .  It cons i s t s  of a statement header similar to  that used 
f o r  eleraentary var iab le  dec la ra t ion  statements (DCL), followed by a 
series of  declarat iona of the nodes i n  t h e  tree s t ruc tu re .  The 
individual  node dec la ra t ions  must be ordered s t a r t i n g  from the root of  
t h e  tree and t ravers ing  a l l  the nodes, depth first, from left t o  right. 
Each node dec la ra t ion  must be preceded by the l e v e l  number of the node 
i n  t h e  tree, w i t h  the root node having a l e v e l  number 1, its immediate 
cons t i tuen ts  l e v e l  number 2, etc. 
An ind iv idua l  node dec la ra t ion  is s imi l a r  i n  syntax t o  the 
elementary variable dec la ra t ion  statement. Following the l e v e l  number 
is a name associated w i t h  the node, its data type and an array 
epecif icat ion,  i f  an array. 
The data types associated with terminal nodes i n  the tree are the 
same aa those used for elementary var iables:  DECIMAL, INTEGER, DIGITAL 
and BOOLEAN. 
Three data types, FILE, GRDUP and RECORD may be associated w i t h  a 
non terminal  node of a t ree .  Their  meaning is as follows. The FILE 
data type may be associated only with a root node. Its meaning is that 
the e n t i r e  data s t ruc tu re  is on a secondary storage device, namely it is 
given as an input f i le  or is to  be produced as an output file on a 
secondary mass storage device, such aa d i sk  or tape. The accessing or 
s t o r i n g  of the data i n  a file, ae needed, is handled by the NOPAL 
processor and the user  need no t  be concerned with it. The GROUP and 
RECORD data types  may be assigned to  any intermediate node i n  the data 
tree, i.e. non terminal nodes. They may be assigned to the root node 
only when the data s t ruc tu re  is not an input  o r  output file, namely 
where the FILE d a t a  type is inappropriate.  The d i s t i n c t i o n  between 
between GROUP and RECOW) d a t a  type is that the latter ind ica tes  a 
s t ruc ture ,  cons is t ing  of an aggregate of var iables ,  which must be moved 
as one u n i t  because of t h e  device characteristic. It  is similar t o  
RECORD i n  PL1 and COBOL. The appropriate function where a RECORD 
s t ruc tu re  se rves  as an argument must be defined separately .  This 
d ie t inc t ion  between RECORD and Gl?CX3P is not important i n  the present  
vers ion of N~PAL because of l imi ta t ions  of ATLAS, where individual  
var iab les  are referenced i n  INPUT and WRITE ATLAS statements. 
Following is an example of an input/output f i le  declarat ion 
statement . 
DCL 1 P r FILE, 
2 G 1  t GROUP, 
3 R r RECOlRD ARRAY ( 10 ), 
4 VARl r DIGITAL, 
4 VAR2 : DIGITAL, 
2 G2 r RECORD ARRAY ( *), 
3 VAR3 r DECIMAL8 
This is an input/output f i le consist ing of two substructures, G1 
followed by G2. G1 is a scalar. I t  cons is t s  of an array of 10 records, 
each containing the variables (terminal nodes) VARl and VAR2. G2 is a 
record array of variable number of repet i t ions.  The subscript and range 
for  this dimension must be separately specif ied.  Each G2 record 
contains a s ingle  VAR3 decimal variable. 
amPTER8  
DEFINITION OF FUNCTIONS AND CONNECTIONS FIIZ 
When spec i fy ing  a test program, a use r  may use a symbolic nanre f o r  o 
a funct ion without being concerned about how the funct ion is 
implemented. It is s u f f i c i e n t  that the use r  know the name of the 
funct ion and the meaning of the arguments o f  the function.  Similar ly ,  
t h e  u se r  need no t  be concerned at the t i m e  of specifying tests wi th  the 
physical connections between the UUT and the ATE. It is s u f f i c i e n t  to  
refer to  WT connections by Bymbolic names. A t  some t i m e  hawever, it is 
necessary to  de f ine  the funct ions  and ATE connection p a i n t s  that are 
used. 
Function programs may be prepared c e n t r a l l y  an8 placed i n  a 
l i b r a ry ,  a v a i l a b l e  t o  the use r  coanaunity, or they  may be prepared for 
ind iv idua l  test programs, concurrently o r  after the main test program 
has been developed. A connection f i le  must be prepared f o r  each test 
program concurrent ly  o r  after specifying the test program. These tasks 
sometimes involve d e t a i l e d  knowledge o f  the ATE. They can be performed 
by a specialist i n  the ATE, b u t  also frequent ly  by a user not 
knowledgeable i n  the particular ATE and i n  the ATLAS test language. 
This  s ec t i on  describes the conventions that need to  be followed i n  these 
tasks. 
8.1 DEFINITION OF FUNCTIONS 
As discussed i n  Sect ion 6.1, basic s t i m u l i  and measurement 
funct ions  may be defined i n  the REQUIRE c lause  o f  the respec t ive  
funct ion dec l a r a t i on  statement.  More complex funct ions  can be defined 
i n  NOPAL, i n  a secondary module. It is also poss ib le  t o  def ine  
funct ions  directly i n  ATLAS. The ATLAS funct ion procedures, whether 
generated by NOPAL or manually wr i t t en  directly i n  ATLAS, muat be placed 
i n  an ATLAS f i le  named SYSLIB which is included w i t h  the ATLaS program 
generated fram the main NOPAL module i n  the A- compilation (i .e. the 
generated main A l W S  program would ham a corresponding ATLAS INCLUDE 
statement).  Due t o  l imi ta t ions  i n  EQUATE ATLAS, t h e  user  must observe 
c e r t a i n  naming conventions f o r  var iab les  when e i t h e r  def ining a function 
i n  ATLAS or i n  NOPAL. These var iab le  naming conventions are described 
below. 
I n  defining a function, the user  must refer t o  the var iab les  which 
correspond t o  the argmmnts of a function as Pol, POZ,... i n  accordance 
with their pos i t ion  i n  the function argument list. The connections m w t  
be referred --- to  as CNXO1, CNXO2, etc. i n  accordance w i t h  the pos i t ion  of 
the ULR! connection i n  the connection list i n  the respect ive conjunction, 
The l i a t  of arguments of a s t imu l i  function should not contain any 
r e s u l t  arguments. The l i a t  of a rgumnts  of a mneasurenrent function 
contains  input  arguments and r e s u l t  arguments. The l i a t  of arguments of 
purely computational functions, used i n  asser t ions ,  have only input  
arguments. The r e s u l t  argumsnt is not included i n  t h e  function 
arguments. It must be referred t o  by the name RES. 
For example, consider the two conjunction statementsr 
CONJ: cTl,GND> = METER(V1 V,100) TARGET Vl; 
CONJ: <Tl,GND> = METER ( > l o  V,100)) 
The first conjunction has two argumenta. The first argument is 
also the r e s u l t  argument V1. It is the value measured by the MElPER 
function.  It must be referred to  as PO1 i n  the d e f i n i t i o n  of METER. 
The second argunmnt is the constant 100, which is used to  ind ica te  t h e  
range of values  t o  be measured. It should be denoted by POZ. I n  the 
second conjunction, the r e s u l t  argument is impl ic i t .  It is compared 
whether it is g rea t e r  than 1W; this determines whether the test passes 
or fails. This comparison is handled by the NOPAL system and does not 
effect the d e f i n i t i o n  of the function.  Thus i n  the above example PO1 
would correspond t o  Vl, PO2 to  100,CNXOl t o  T1 and CNXO2 t o  GND. 
Consider next t h e  example of the asser t ions :  
I n  the first d e f i n i t i o n  type asser t ion ,  the r e s u l t  argument is not 
provided i n  the list of arguments of  the function. It def ines  t h e  value 
of X. I n  the second condition type asser t ion ,  the r e s u l t  argument is 
compared i f  wral ler  than X t o  determine test outcome. I n  both cases the 
r e s u l t  a rgumnt  is not included i n  the list of arguments of  the 
function.  I n  wr i t ing  the d e f i n i t i o n  of  a function the user  must refer 
t o  the r e s u l t  argument by t h e  name RES. Functions used i n  a s se r t i ons  
must have one r e s u l t  argument. 
Futher, the var iab les  corresponding to  input and r e s u l t  n t s  
must -be a u a l i f  ied by pref ix ing  the name of the function.  Thus =me8 
of the var iab les  and connections that denote arguments i n  the above 
examples are: 
The above r u l e s  apply whether t h e  function is defined i n  a 
secondary NOPAL module or i n  A W .  There is no need t o  p r e f i x  t h e  name 
o f  the variables with t h e  function name when def ining a function i n  a 
REQUIRE clause.  
8.1.1 Defini t ion O f  A Punction I n  A Secondary NOPAL Module. 
A secondary NOPAL module is similar i n  organization, syntax and 
semantics to  t h e  main module with t h e  following differences .  
A module header statement ( s e e  Section 3 )  is used with t h e  k e v r d  
MDDULEI followed by a chosen name. For example, 
MDDUIS: SYSLIB 
A number of functions can be defined i n  a secondary module. Each 
function mus t  start with a function header statement using t h e  syntax of 
Figure 8.1, and be followed inmediately by t h e  statements t h a t  def ine  
t h e  function. 
1 <MDDPUN HEADER STATD4ENT>t:= 
MODFUN[ t ] <IDENTIFIER>[, [INPUT]( <INPUT -S> ), ] 
[I-( <-m -> 11 
[ , CONN( t CONNECTION -S > ] 
2 <INPUT -S>t:= 
<IDENTIFIER>: <DATA TYPE> 
[,<IDENTIFIER>: <DATA TYPE>]* 
2 <RESULT mGmmms>: := 
tIDENTIFIERt><DATA TYPE, 
~ , < I D ~ I F I E R > : < D A T A  YPE>]* 
2 <CONNECTION ARG[IMENTS> = <ID~IFIER>[ ,<IDENTIFIER>]*  







FIGURE 8.1. Syntax Diagram of a Punction Header Statement. 
The header statement starts with t h e  MODFUN reserved word, followed 
by t h e  name of t h e  function, t h e  reserved word INPUT and a list of input  
arguments, t h e  reserved word REPURNS and a list of  r esu l t  arguments and 
t h e  reserved word CONN and a list of connection names. Each of t h e  
argument names is followed by its d a t a  type. The variables denoting 
arguments and connection poin ts  m u s t  be namd aa discussed above. For 
example : 
MODFUN: PUNC, INPUT (FUNC.Wl:DEC, FUNC.POP:DEC), 
RESULT (PUNC.RESrDEC); 
MDDFUN: METER, INPUT (ME3XR.POZ:DEC); 
RESUIIP(METER.P01:DEc), 
CONN (METER.CNXO1, METER.CHX02); 
Each MDDFON consists of one test only. The test is similar t o  
tests i n  t h e  main NOPAL module, and may cons i s t  optionally of s t imu l i  
and measurement conjunctions, asser t ions ,  logic ,  diagnoses and messages. 
There may be UUT, ATE and d a t a  dec la ra t ion  statements,  t h a t  are global  
t o  t h e  e n t i r e  module. These may include dec la ra t ions  and de f in i t i ons  of 
addi t iona l  functions.  
The END statement must be used at t h e  end of t h e  secondary module. 
0.1.2 Def in i t ion  O f  Punctions D i r e c t l y  I n  A- 
A function de f in i t i on  maybe an ATLAS Procedure which is included 
with t h e  main program i n  t h e  ATLAS campilation. Knowledge of  EQUATE 
ATLAS is needed t o  compose function procedures d i r e c t l y  i n  EQUATE ATI;IAS, 
The version of t h e  EQUATE ATLAS compiler 'may not handle arguments i n  t h e  
procedure call. Therefore t h e  NOPAL processor generates t h e  appropriate 
statements f o r  passing t h e  arguments t o  t h e  function procedure. The 
user mus t  therefore  o m i t  t h e  arguments i n  t h e  procedure def ining 
stat-nt. The variables t h a t  denote t h e  arguments must however, be 
declared.  This is i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  t h e  following example of d e f i n i t i o n  of 
a procedure i n  ATLAS for an impedance measurement function. 
DEF'INE PIEOCEDURE *OWMETER* $ 
DECLARE DECIm 'OHM-METER.POl* 
'OErM-Wmm. PO2 * S 
MEASURE (RES *oHM--.P01* OHM),IMPEDANCE, 
REF VOYPACiE *O~METER.POZ* v, 
CNX H I  Onx-mmm.CNXO1 
rx, O ~ ~ . C N X O 2  $ 
END '0-* S 
This function may be referenced i n  NOPAL as: 
MEAS; 
CONJ: *Tl,GND>: := O~MEZER(R1 OHM,Vl V)TARGET:Rl; 
The code generated by t h e  WOPAL processor t o  use t h e  function would 
be 1 
'OHM-METER.P2' = 'vl" $ 
DEFINE 'OEiM-METER.CNXl', T1 $ 
DEFINE ' O ~ ~ . C N X 2 ' ,  GM) $ 
PERPORM ' 0 ~ ~ '  $ 
'R' = 'OHM-METER.Pl* $ 
Step numbers 0 through 999 are reserved for use i n  A t l a s  function 
procedures. 
ThUs as long as the user  adheres to  t h e  above var iab le  naming 
convention, the NOPAL processor would generate appropriate code t o  pass 
arguments and connections and call t h e  function procedure. 
8.2 WT-ATE CONNECTION FILE 
The -ATE connection f i l e  uses t h e  ATLAS DEFINE MACRO statements 
t o  give each UUT symbolic connection name its equivalent ATE connection 
'name or value. These statements are placed i n  a file named CNXcSPEC 
NAME>. <SPEC NAME, cons i s t s  o f  the first three characters of  the name 
of  the main module. This file is included w i t h  the other ATEAS programs 
i n  the ATLAS compilation. 
I n  using analog s t imu l i  and measurement devices, an ATE connection 
poin t  must be ident i f ied ,  individually,  for each UUT connection point .  
It is necessary to compose one DEFINE statemsnt for each UUT connecting 
point.  The syntax of a DEFINE statement f o r  r e l a t i n g  the UUT and ATE 
connecting po in t s  is shown i n  Figure 8.2. 
FIGURE 8.2. Syntax o f  ATLAS DEFINE Statement for -ATE 
Connect ion. 
The A m  connection can be expressed as a s t r i n g  of letters 
specifying a name or a number of an ATE connection. Al ternately  an 
arithmetic expression may be expressed using ATLAS syntax w i t h  a value 
t h a t  corresponds t o  t h e  ATE connection. The ATLAS syntax of an 
a r i thmet ic  expression differs from NOPAL i n  that var iab le  names must be 
enclosed i n  quotes. The a r i thmet ic  expression is usefu l  to  map array 
connections. For instance,  let TP be a UUT connection of a r r ay  type 
with 10 elements. The corresponding ATE connections are 221 t o  230. 
The DEFINE statement would b e r  
Legal ATE connection po in t s  are shown i n  the appendix w i t h  the 
templates  for REQUIRE c l ause s  used to  de f ine  basic s t i m u l i  and 
measurement functions.  
The s i t u a t i o n  is more complicated i n  us ing d i g i t a l  s t i m u l i  and 
response. I n  this case it is necessary, i n  add i t ion  t o  the above, t o  
declare a vec tor  which stores the ATE connection po in t  values  f o r  
d i g i t a l  UUT. The connection f i le  must then include also a dec la ra t ion  
of t h e  vector ( o r  "list" i n  ATLAS) and an ATLAS FILL statement which 
a s s igns  the ATE connection po in t .  For example, consider the case where 
TP1 and TP2 are two series o f  connection po in t s  f o r  d i g i t a l  s t i m u l i  and 
response which use  test po in t s  51-58 and 161-168 respec t ive ly .  Then the 
connection f i le  w i l l  have t o  include: 
DEFINE 'Tl', 'STIY_CNX'$ 
DECLARE DECIMAL LIST ' S T I X C N X '  ( 8 ) , ' RESP-CNX' ( 8 )$ 
M R  9 
OPERATING THE NOPAL PIEOCESSOR 
The NOPAt processor is cu r r en t l y  opera t iona l  using the D i g i t a l  
Equipment Corporation vAx 11 series computers, under the VMS operat ing 
system. It requ i res  also the use o f  the P Y I  compiler . 
To use the processor it is necessary first t o  ass ign  a d i s k  device 
for the files. For example, the assignment o f  a disk device OR0 is a6 
follars : 
. $NOPAL¶ - $Dm: [NOPALmT]NOPAL 
This command may also be defined.  as part of the system call f o r  the 
NOPAL processor. 
The user  then  composes a spec i f i c a t i on  which se rves  as the input  
file to  NOPAL. 
The NOPAL processor may then  be i n i t i a t e d  by keying i n  
NOPAL <INPUT FILE NAME>[/tOPTION>]* 
The options for running the NOPAL processor are shown i n  Table 9.1. 
The de fau l t  op t ions  are underlined. The options allow choice of 
repor t s ,  as w e l l  as stopping the processor before spec i f ied  phases. 
Lis t i ng  of input  spec i f  icat ion, with 
numbered l i n e s  for later reference.  
C r o s s  reference r epo r t  o f  i d e n t i f i e r s  
and labels and their a t t r i b u t e s .  
C r o s s  reference repor t s  o f  tests, 
f a i l u r e s ,  connection po in t s  and 
functions.  
Reformatted spec i f i ca t i on  . 
Whether to  continue processor 
through sequencing. 
A l l  flow chart and dependencies 
reports. 
No i n t e r n a l  dependencies reports. 
Only i n t e r - t e s t  flow charts and 
dependencies. 
O m i t  cycle el iminat ion trace repor t .  
Show only i n t e r - t e s t  o rder  vector.  
N o  repor ts .  
Whether t o  continue processor through 
code generation phase. 
Whether t o  produce i n  the ATLAS 
program ATLAS record statements f o r  
r e s u l t s  of measurements and tests, 
t o  ob ta in  a trace h e l p f u l  i n  
debugging. 
DEBUG3NONE,7DEBUG=<X> Whether to  produce messages, usefu l  
i n  debugging the NOPAL processor. 
X 3 S A P  Only i n  Syntax Analysis Phase. 
a s q  Only i n  sequencing Phase. 
= CODE Only i n  Code Generation Phase. 
=ALL A l l  phases. 
LINE = <NNNN> 4 d i g i t s  s t a r t i n g  l i n e  numbers of 
the ATLAS program. 
1000 is the defau l t .  
TABLE 9.1. Options I n  Running the NOPAL Processor. 
The reports are stored i n  respective files, Table 9.2 shows the 
files used by the NOPAL processor. The files are al l  sequential, except 
for MXRo.cum. The record format of a l l  the files is variable, except 
for l4aCRD .I;IB, MACRD, DES an8 blACEED. com, the files have a maximum record 
length of 500 bytes. To obtain a printed input, it is necessary to 







Source spec i f i ca t i on  l i s t i n g  
( SOUFtcEl) with l i n e  numbers. 
Error  and warning messages. 
C r o s s  reference r epo r t s  
(XREF1 and -2). 
Formatted spec i f i ca t i on  
( SO-2 ) 
Sequencing reports. 
Flowchart reports. 
Interim f i le  f o r  generated 
ATLAS program declarat ions .  
Inter im f i le  for generated 
ATLAS program procedures. 
Complete  generated ATLAS 
program 
U s e r  supplied ATLAS function 
l i b r a ry .  
S y s t e m  Supplied ATLAS 
function library. 
Runt- ATLAS function 
l i b r a ry .  
MACRO.LIB,MACXO.DES,MACRO.DAT ATLAS ac t ion  statement 
templates. 
TABLE 9.2.  P i l e s  U s e d  by the NOPAL Processor. 
APPENDIX I - TEME%ATES USED COMPOSE REQUIRE CLAUSES TO 
DEFINE STIMULI AND MEASUREMENT FUNCTIONS 
I. 1 
-
ORGANIZATION OF EACB -LATE ENTRY 
(Line  1 ) r NAME cOMMEm 
NAME - THE SYMBOLIC NAME OF TEMPLATE 
COMMENT- A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TEMPLATE 
PAGE NO - I N  ATWIS REFERENCE -(RCA EQUATE A m  
P-NG MANUAt FOR AN/USM-410( XE-3 )(V) 
ELPlCraoNIC EQWI- TEST STATION REZORT 
NO. 410XE3. PM SEPTEMBER 1976 ) WHERE THE TEMPLATES 
ARE DESCRIBED. NVlZ THAT THE NOPAL TEMPLATES USE AN 
-RE IN- OF A HYPHEN - USED I N  ATLAS. 
(LINE 2,3,. ... ): -TE 
1 . 2  
- NOTATIONS USED IN TEMPLATES 
( ......) Select one 
C 1 Optional  
I Optional  d e l i m i t e r  
4 ...... > Another template name 
( 1  Variable/constant  t o  be supp l ied  as 
argument of funct ion.  Alternatively 
the u s e r  may provide a cons tan t  
numeric value .  
Connection p o i n t  t o  be suppl ied  on the 
left hand s i d e  of t h e  conjunct ion that 
re fe rences  t h e  funct ion.  A l t e r n a t i v e l y  
the u s e r  may provide a f ixed  c h a r a c t e r  
s t r i n g .  
$ End mark of t h e  template 
Other character s t r i n g s  Terminal symbols t o  be s e l e c t e d  by user  
The t empla tes  are s t o r e d  i n  three d i f f e r e n t  files: 
( 1) A s e q u e n t i a l  file MACRO.DES which is used for documentation. 
( 2 )  A sequential f i le  MM3O.LIB c o n s i s t s  of a l p h a b e t i c a l l y  
ordered templates.  
(3  ) A n  ISAN file MACRO. DAT used to  v e r i f y  REQUIRE funct ion.  
It is necessary  to  perform t h e  fol lowing steps t o  add or modify template. 
S t e p  1: Add or modify t h e  W4CRO .DES file. 
The above organ iza t ion  and conventions must be observed. 
S t e p  2: The template  muat be i n s e r t e d  i n  the appropr ia te  
a l p h a b e t i c a l  order i n t o  t h e  W4CRO.LIB file. 
S t e p  3: Execute t h e  command c o n t r o l  f i le  MACRO.COM by keying i n  @MACRO 
T h i s  w i l l  create a new ISAM file MACRO.DAT 
1.3 
- TEbfPLATES, ORDERED By CATEGORIES 
CATEGORY I - DIMENSION 
ADIM - THE LEGAL CURRENT UNIT Pg. 3-20 
( A I M A I U A I S  
WDIM - THE LEGAL POWER UNIT Pg .3-20 
{ w l = I w $  
VDIM - THE LEGAL WXLCAGE UNIT Pg. 3-20 
( V I ~ I ~ I ~ l $  
SDIM - THE LEGAL TIME UNIT Pg .3-20 
{SECI MSEC I USECI NSECl PSEC)$ 
OEDIDIM - THE LEGAL RESISTANCE UNIT Pg.3-20 
{ OHM I KOHM I MDHM)$ 
HZDIM - THE LEGJU; m C Y  UNIT Pg .3-20 
~ ~ I f M Z I = I - 1 s  
OEMDEGHZDIM - THE LEGAL IMP- + ANGLE + E'REQUENCY UNIT Pg.3-20 
(OHMDEGHZ lMDHMDEGHZ}S 
CATECDRY I1 - CONNECTION POINTS DESCRIPT!IGNS 
HI/GND - CONNECTION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg . C-11 
H I  ( C- ( )I$ 
HI/- - CONNECPION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg . C-11 
H I  0 C - 0 1  I l.0 0 1s 
HI/LO/CND - CONNECPION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg . C-11 
H I  0 C = 0 I = O I $  
REF-HI/GND - CONNECPION POINTS DESCRIPTION P9.C-11 
-1 ( c- ( )I$ 
R E F - H I P  - CONNE(=TION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg.C-11 
R-1 ( 1  C- ( ) I S  
REF-HI/-/= - CONNECPION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg.C-11 
mI 0 c- 0 I - 01s 
C0NN-REF'HI/GND - CONNECTION POINTS DESCRIPTION P9.C-9 
{ CNX { { <HI/-> I 0 I PROBE 1 I E <RP-PROBE> I I 0  1 1 
[ tREF-HI/=> I REF'ENc ( )  1 I ( B m m ,  CNX D( I C =-#I CNX 
{ ( m ( )  I B N c O  I Pmm 1 I { <w-P-BE> I 1 0  1 )  1 
C R E F ' H I ~ ) I - c o l ) s  
CONN4lEF'HI/ID/GND -- -ION POI= DESCRIPTION Pg .C-9 
{ CNX { { <HI/Tx)/GND> I BNC ( )  I P m B E  ) I { tRF-PIZC)BE> I I ( )  ) ) 
C < R E P H I P / C N D >  I REF'BK ( I I ( B m m t  Q4X ( ) C REPHI ( ) I 
- 0 I I [=-,I mx { {<Hf/fX)> I BNC 0 I Pm= 1 I 
( <RF-PROBE, I I ( )  ) ) [<REF-HI/IX)> I REFBNC ( )  ] ) ) S 
C0NN-TERMHI/GND - CONNECTION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg . C-10 
[ TESTEQUIPIMP 50 OHM,] { CNX {<HI/CNDs I I ( ) }  I CNX { BNC ( )  I PROBE I 
I ( ) )  I [UNBUFFZRED,] CNX H I  ( )  I CNX <RP-PROBE> I BUFFERED, CNX H I  ( )  ) $ 
C O N N ~ I ~ / G N D  - CONNECTION POINTS DESCRIPTION P9.C-10 
CTESTJXWPm 50 O a t 1  1 CNX E * H I P / - ,  I I 0  1 I CNX ( 0 I P m m  
I I ( ) )  I [UNBUFPERED,] CNX <HI/fX)> I CNX <RF-PROBE, I BUPFERED, CNX H I  ( ) ) $  
CONNHI/C;ND - CONNECPION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg . C-8 
{ CNX { tHI/GND> I I ( )  ) I CNX { BNC ( )  I P W B E  I I ( )  I cRP-PROBE, ) 
I { Cm-t I I B-, ) - H I 0  I S  
CONNHI/lXl/GND - CONNECPION POINTS DESCRIPTION Pg . C-8 
{ CNX ( < H I m / G N D b  I I ( )  } I CNX { BNC ( )  I PROBE 1 ! ( )  I tRF-PROBE, } 
I { 8-t CNX H I  O I C w I t  CNX ( H I  O I <HI/-, ) I )  $ 
RP-PROBE - ACTIVE MEASURENENT PRDBES Pg . C-11 
( R P P m B E  I m B M 1  I RF'PmBEXl.0 I RFpR11BM100)S 
CATEGORY I11 - DIGITAL TEST 
ClOl - DIGITAL TEST, STIM ONLY Pg . C-34 
Do DIG-, {STIMDNLY I RECIR'XKATE ) , STIM ( ), 
MSGLENGTH ( ) WDRDSt WORDLENGTH ( ) BITS [, WDRDRATE ( ) <HP)IM> 
C t ( ) <OHMDIM> ] 1, VOLTAGEONE ( ) tVDIM>, VOL!L?AGEr= ( ) 
<VDrM> C ,  cNx='IM() ] $ 
C102 - DIGITAL TEST, STIM-RESP-SAVE Pg , C-35 
DO DIG-, STI-PSAVE ST1 M ( ) , RESP ( ) , 
MSGLWm ( ) WRDS WDRDLEN- ( ) BITS [ , WDRDRATE ( ) <HZDIM> 
[ RESPD-Y ( ) &DIM> ] [ , TEiRUIMP ( ) <OHMDIM> ] 1, V O q  
( ) <VDIM> t W M ' A G E m  ( ) <VDIM> { [ t VOLTAGEONE MIN ( ) <VDIM>] 
C t  W-w() <VDm>] I [, VOYPAGEONEMAX() <VDIM>] 
C I  V D m -  MIN <VDfM,I ) [ t  C m I M  ( ) t  CNXRESP ( )  ] $ 
C103 - DIGITAL TEST, D-fSLSAR FUNCTION Pg . C-36 
DO DIGITAL-, D w t  ( )  WDRDS, OSDRDLENGl!fl ( )  BITS, CHANNEL 
( 1  Em- ()] [, RESP ()I [ t  WRDRATE ( )  <HZDIM> [, RESPDELAY 
0 <SDm>] [ t  THRUIMP ( )  <O-IM> ] I, VO-() <VDIM>, 
VOL- ( )  cVDrM> { [, VOLTAGEONE MIN ( )  <VDIM>] [, VOLTAGEZERO MAX 
<WU>]l [ t  VO- MAX ( )  <VDIM>] [, VO- MIN ( )  <VDIM>]} 
c t  C-IMot - 0  I S  
CATEGORY IV - ANAUXi STIMULUS 
C61 - DC VOLTAGE AND POWER, THE ALLOWED I ( )  ARE: 
DClt DC2At DC2Bt DC3A, DC3B, DC5,AND DC6 PQ . C-15 
APPLY DCSIGNAL I ( ) , VO- ( ) <VDIM> [ , VOLTAGE MIN ( ) 
<VDIM> ] [, VDfrTAGE M W  ( )  <VDIM>] [ [, <THRD-IMP,], CNX <HI/Ub] $ 
C62 - DC ST- VO- SOURCE AND SO-) Pg .C-16 
APPLY DCSIGNAL DCSTD, {VOLTAGE ( ) <VDIM> 1 CURRENT ( ) <ADIM>) 
[ t C U w M A X ( )  <AD=> ] [, VOLTAGE=() <VDIM>] [ [, <THRW-IMP>], CNX 
<HI/W> ] $ 
C63A - AC SINEWAVE WAVEFORM GENEFmTOR Pg .6-11 
APPLY XSIGNAL, SINEWAVE, FREQ ( ) <HZDIM> {, VOLTAGE I 
# VOt- I , WmAGEPP ) ( )  <VDm> [, DCOFFSET ( )  <VDIM>] 
[ t TESTEQUIPIMP (50 1 600) OHM 1, m I M P  ( ) <OHMDIM> ] I [ , -IMP 
( ) <OHMDIM>] , CNX HI ( ) IS 
C63B - AC -VE AND TRIAN-VE WAVEFORM -TOR Pg. 6-11 
APPW ACSIGNAL, [ SQUAREWWE I TRIANGULARWAVE], FREQ ( ) <HZDIM> 
[ I  VOmnGEP I , VOLTAGEPP ] ( )  <VDIM> [, DCOPPSET ( )  <VDIM> ] 
[ , TESTEQUIPIMP (501 600) O m  [, UUTIMP ( )  <OHMDIM>] I [, W I M P  
( )  <OHMDIM>] , CNX HI ( )  I$ 
C63C - AC SAWmOm-WAVE WAVEFORM -TDR Pg .6-11 
APPLY ACSI-t -VE, PREQ ( ) <HP)IM> [, VOLTAGEP I 
, VDLTAGEPP ] ( ) <VDIM> [ ,POSSIDPE ) , NEGSIDPE] [ , DCOPPSET ( ) <VDfM> ] 
[ t TEslCEgUIPIMP (501 600) OHM [, =IMP ( )  <OHMDIM>] I [, W I M P  
( )  <OHMDIM>] , CNX HI ( )  3s 
C63D - AC -NOISE WAVEFORM -TOR Pg .6-12 
APPLY =I-, -ISE, F'REQ ( )  <HZDIM> , VO- ( )  <VDIM> 
[I DCOFFSET ( ) <VDIM>][ , TESTEQUIPIMP (501 600) OAM 
[, UrrrIMP ( )  <OHMDIM>] I [, TEiRUIMP ( )  <OHMDIM>] , CNX HI ( )  ]$ 
C64 - AC- Pg . C-17 
APPLY ACSIGNAL ACSTD, FREQ ( ) <HZDIM>, VDyPACE ( ) <VDIM> 
[ I  VOYPAGE MIN ( )  <VDIM> ] C ,  VOLTAGE MAX ( )  <VDIM> ] [ [ , aBRu-IMP>] 
, CNX tHI/W> ] $ 
C65 - PULSE TRAINS AND PULSE BURSTS Pg . C718 
APPLY PULSEDDC ( MP I DP, [D-Y ( ) cSDIM> ] ) , PERIOD ( ) 
tSDIM>, WIllTB ( ) <SDIM> [, BURST ( )] [, RISEZIME ( ) <SDIM>, PALLTIMe 
( )  tSDIM> ] [ [, <THRU--IMP>] # CNX HI ( )  ] $ 
C66 - SYN- SI- GENESATOR Pg . C-19 
APPLY S w t  ANGLE ( )  DEG C t CNX [ S1 ( ) 1 [ 52 ()I [ 53 ( )  ] 
C R 1 0  I C I 1 s  
C67 - AcPOWER Pg .C-19 
APPLY AcSI(3NAL Acmm, F W Q  ( ) <Hp)IM> $ 
CATEGORY V - -  
C81 - DC VOLTAGE Pg . C-21 
( MEAsURE ( MDNImR) ( VOLTAGE ( ) tVDIM> ), 
Dcs1- [ [ #  MLTAGEMAX() <VDIM> ] [, MLTAGEnIN ( )  <VDIM>] 
[I SAMPLEWIM'X ( ) <SDIM> I , RANDOW3AMPLE ] [,DELAY ( ) <SDIM> ] 
[,<VERIFY>] , <CONNHI/LO/GND> ] $ 
C810 - TIME 1- SINGLE AND DUAL CHANNEL) Pg . C-27 
{ MEASURE I MDNITOR ) (TIME ( ) tSDIM> ) , 
TIMEINTEWAL [ , {SINGLECHANNEL I }, MAXPIME ( ) <SDIM> 
[ t  D m ( )  <SDIM>] [, BUFFERED 1, UNBUFFERED ][,<VERIFY>], m t  
<VO->C, <VOLTAQP9>]* [ t  ACCOUPLE I , DCCOUPLE] [, TESTEQUIPIMP ( )  
<OHMDIM> 1, THRFSfEOU3 ( ) <VDIM>, ( POSWPE I NEGSIX)PE), CNX ( tHI/GND> 
I BNC ( )  !PROBE 1 tRP-PFtOBE, I I ( ) ) ,  STOP, lXRESHOLD ( )  tVDIM>, {POSSUlPE 
INecslOPE)[, tVOLTMEP> [, tVOLtPAGEP> I* [, ACCOUPLE I, DCCOUPLE] 
[, TSSTEQUIPIMP ( )  <OHMDIM>] , CNX ( <REP-HI/GND> 1 I ( ) )  ]I $ 
C811 - HARbSDNIC DISTORTION Pg . C-27 
{ MEASURE I MONITOR ) (DISTORTION ( ) PC), ACSIGNALC , VO- MAX &?- 
( ) <VDIM> t {FREQ I FREQ MAX) ( ) <HZDIM>, {ACCOUPLEl IXXX)UPLE) 
[, DELAY ( )  tSDIMs] [ , t V E R I F Y > ] t C O N N ~ I / l O / < 3 N D > ] $  
C813 - AM AND FM lKlDULATION Pg . C-29 
t MEASURE I =ImR_}_C Sc(MODW ( <=IM> I ( MoDAMPL ( ) PC I (VOL- ( ) <VDIM* I ( DISPORTION ( ) PC),). MFlIaRLl 
{ ( lKlDPl@Q ( ) cHZDIM> I ( E'RWDEV ( ) tHZDIM> I ( DISPORTION ( ) PC,), FMSIGNAL) 
[ I  MAX ( )  Dm, ( )  <Hp)IM> [, DELAY ( )  ~sDIM>]'[,<vERIFY>]; 
(~CONNHI/GND> I CNX RFB)]$ 
C82 - DCANDAcCURRENT Pg . C-22 
( MEASURE I MONITOR ) (CURRENT ( ) tADIM>), { DCSICNAL I ACSIGNAL) 
C [ I  DELAY ( )  <SDfM>][t<VERIFY>], CNX {Acmm I DCT I DCZA I DCZB 
I x 3 A  I DC3B I VfA ( )  FREETP ( ) I  I S 
C83A - Ac VO~GE(SINEWAVE RMS ) PQ . C-22 
( MEASURE I MONITOR ) (VOLTAGE ( ) <VDIM> ), ACSIGNAL C [ACCOUPLE] 
[ t  VDLTAQ3 MAX ( )  <VDIM> 1, FREQ ( )  <Hp)IM> 
[, DeraY ( )  tSDIM>][,tVERIFY>] , tCONNHI/ID/GND> I$ 
C83B - AC VOLTAGE(TRUE M) Pg . C-23 
( MEASURE I MONITOR ) (VO- ( ) <VDIM> ), ACSIGNAL 
C , VOL- MAX ( ) tVDIM>, FFtEQ MAX ( ) <HZDIM> 
[ t ACCOUPLe I , ECOUFLE 1 C ,  DELAY ( )  cSDIM> ] [,<VERIFY>] , 
tCONN-TERMHI/ID/GND> ] $ 
C84 - PEAK AND PEAK-TO-PEAK VOLTAGE FOR AC S1C;NALS Pg . C-23 
{ MEASURE 1 MONITOR ) ( (VO- / VOLTAGEPMIN ( VOLTAGEPP ) ( )  
<VDIM> ), ACSIGNAL [ {, MLTAGEPP MAX ( ) tVDIM>, ACCOUPLE 
I { I  VOL- MAX ( ) <VDIM> I , VOLTAGEP MIN ( ) <VDIM> ) 
C t ACCOUPLE I DCCOUPLE I ) , FREQ MAX ( )  <HZDIM> [, DELAY ( )  <SDIM> ] 
[,<VERIFY>], <CONN-I/Lo/GND, 1 $ 
C86 -- FREQUENCY AND PERIOD Pg . C-25 
( ~~I~SURE I MONITOR) ((FREQ ( )  <mIM>), ACSIGNAL C ,  FRECZ IYAX ( )  
<HZDIM> [ , SAMPLEWIDl'H ( ) &DIM> ] , <C86NEXF> ] I (PERIOD ( ) <SDIM> ), 
ACSICNAL [, PERIOD MIN ( )  cSDIM> [, PERIODAVERAGE ( )  PERIODS 1, 
VOLTAGE MAX ( ) cVDIM> [, ACCOWLE I , DCalUPLe] [, TEiRESHOLD ( ) tVDIM>] 
[ , DELAY ( ) tSDIM>] [ , MAXTIME ( ) <SDIM> I[, <VERIFY> 1, <CONN-TERMHI/C;ND> $ 
C88 - PLTLSE MEASUREMENTS FOR PULSED DC/SIGNALS Pg . C-26 
( MEASURE I MONITOR) ( ( VOypAGEPMAX IVOLTAGEPMIN I VOLTAGEPP I 
OVERSHOOT I UNDERSHOOT ) ( ) tVDIM> ) , PULSEDDC [ ( , VOLTAGEPP MAX ( ) 
<VDIM>, ACOOUPLE I (, VOLTAGEP MAX ( )  <VDIM> I , VOLTAGEP MIN ( )  
t VDIM, ) [ , ACCOUPLE I , DCCOUPLE] ) , PERIOD ( ) &DIM>, DU'IYCYCLE ( ) PC 
[ , DELAY ( ) <!3DIM> I[, <VERIFY> ] , ~ C O N N ~ I / I X I / G N D >  ] $ 
C89 - RESImANCE IMPEDANCE Pg . C-26 
[ MEASURE I MQNITOR ) ( RES ( ) <OHMDIM> ), IMPEDANCE 
[ [, IMP MAX ( )  <OHMDIM> [, FREQ ( )  tHZDIM>] I , RES MAX ( )  <OHMDIM> ] 
[ I  -UPAGE ( )  aVDIM>] [, DELAY ( )  <SDIM>][,tVERIFY>],CNX (HI ( )  IX) ( )  
I I PROBE I UtfiACPWRI RE=()) I $  
CATEGORY VI - RF STIMULUS AND MEASUREMENTS 
C91 -RP SINE WAVE STIMULUS Pg . C-29 
APPLY RFSIGNAL {RFA I RFB), FREQ ( ) tHZDIM>, POWER ( ) DBM 
C,= (COAX ( )  1 SANALYZER I S E W  TEST)]$ 
C92A - RF MODULATED WAVE STIMULUS(AM AND FM)(DEVICE: RPA, RPB) P9.C-30 
APPLY (AMSIGNAL I FMsImmL) (RPA I RPB), cARFI?EQ ( )  <Hp)IM>, 
CARPoWER ( ) D m ,  (EXP, I (SINEWAVE I SQUAREXhVE I TRIAN-VE I 
S-VE, (POSSIXIPE I NEGSIXIPE) I COMPLEXWAVE, STIM ( ) I m I S E ) ,  
MDDPREQ ( ) <HZDIM>,)(MDDDEEVEi ( ) PC I MDDAMPL ( ) PC I MODINDEX ( ) I 
FREaDm ( )  <mIM>)C, CNX (COAX ( )  I SELF TEST}]$ 
C92B - RE' MOWLATED WAVE STIMULUS(PAM)(DEVICE: RPA, RFB) Pg . C-30 
APPLY PAMSIGNAL (RFA I RPB [ , DEIAY ( ) <SDIM> ] ) , CARFREQ ( ) 
tEiZDIM>, CARPOWER ( ) DBM, (EXP I PRP ( ) <Hp)IM>, PULSE3IIDTB ( ) <SDIM>) 
I, CNX (COAX ( )  I s- =)I$ 
C93A - RE' ATTENUATION (DEVICE: ATmA) Pg .C-31 
APPLY RE'SIGNAL A m ,  A m  ( )  DB [, FREQ MAX ( )  tHZDIM>] 
C ,  CNX (ATPNOUTPUT ( ) I SELF TEST)]$ 
C93B -- RF ATTENUATION (DEVICCE t A m )  Pg . C-31 
APPLY RFSIGNAL A'ITNB, A'ITN ( )  DB [, CNX SELF TE3T]$ 
C94 - RPPOWERMEASUREMENTS Pg .C-31 
( MEASURE I MONITOR) ( (POWER ( )  DBM),RPSIGNAL I(POWER ( )  <WDIM>), 
RFSIm)CC, MAX ( 1  (DBMl<mIM>)l C ,  FREa ( )  <mIM>I[, ()I 
[,<VERIFY>], CNX (COAX ( )  I SANALmSCIRFA)]$ 
C95 - LF/HF/RF' F R E Q m W a  -S Pg . C-32 
( MEASURE 1 MONITOR) (FREQ ( ) < W I M >  ) RE'SIGNAL 
C,CPOWERMAXO DrntICm I I PBANDl LBAND I SENAD 1-1 -1 
-I[,( )IC,<VERIFY>lr (COAX ()I SANAL- I m ) I $  
C96 - RIP SIGNAL ANALYSIS ( DEWICE: S--ANALY!ZER) Pg . C-32 
RPSIGNALs SANALYZER, RFA'ITN ( ) DB, ( OUTPUTRF', I ( OUTPUTIF I 
(OUTPUTFMDISCRF IOUTPUTF'MDISCLF ~OVPPLlTmGAmRF IOUTP-LP) 
, BANIIWZI3TEI ( ) <HZDIM>), FREQ ( ) tHZDIM>,IFATTN ( ) DB,) CNX (COAX ( )I RFA 
I s A N A L ~ S C ) $  
CATEGORY VII - MI-
THRU-IMP - SO= IMPEDANCE -TED AT THE PIU TEST POINT 
ASSOCIATED VOLTAGE FIELDS SPECIFY VOLTAGE AT THE ATE 
END OF IMPEDANCE. Pg . C-11 
TEIRUIMP ( ) <OHMDIM>$ 
VERIFY -- CHECK WHETHER THE VALUE FALLS WITHIN THE RANGE Pg.C-7 
UL 0 0 s  
VDLTAGEP - FOR THE EASY OF WRITTEN, SO WE SEPARATE I T  m M  CB10, Pg,C-27 
(1FDyEAGEP MIN IVOL'PAGEP MAX ) ( )  <VDIM>$ 
APPENDIX I1 - EXAMPLES 
The two examples of spectrum a n a l y s i s  and digi ta l  counter- tes t ing  i n  this  
appendix i l l u s t r a t e  the use  of var iaous  f e a t u r e s  i n  NOPAL and the reports that 
are produced. Eight  r e p o r t s  are shown f o r  each example, as fol lows.  
R e p o r t  Descr ip t ion Report F i l e  
1. Source NOPAL s p e c i f i c a t i o n  as 
inpu t  by user .  
2. Reformatted NOPAL s p e c i f i c a t i o n ,  
wi th  inden ta t ion  of c l a u s e s  i n  
assertions and conjunctions,  
blocked t e s t a  and declarations. 
- 
3. Cross-reference of eymbolic names I 
used i n  the s p e c i f i c a t i o n ,  showing I 
where referenced,  attributes and I 
data types .  I 
I 
I -= 
4. Cross-references o f  tests, connection I 
p r i n t s ,  diagnoses,  messages, and I 
func t ions  used i n  the s p e c i f i c a t i o n .  ,I 
5. Plowchart of Main Procedure, showing F w  
d e c l a r a t i o n s  and order of tests. 
6. Dependency matrices and flowcharts, m="T 
showing sequences of steps o f  each 
test and of o v e r a l l  s p e c i f i c a t i o n .  
7 .  E r r o r s  and warnings. ERRFIL 
8 .  ATLAS program ATLAS 
11.1 r Frequency Spectrum Analysis  Example 
The fol lowing example i l l u s t r a t e s  use  of the NOPAL processor f o r  analog 
t e s t i n g .  The example is taken from the RCA EQUATE-ATLAS Programming Manual, 
J u l y  1981, page 13-66. It is as fol lows.  
THE UUT IS AN AUDIO Sf- GENERATOR THAT P-WCES A SIGNAL COMPOSED OF 
THREE OF EQUZG AMPLITUDES, 1 V PEAK, AT lCHREE -1ES: 512 HZ, 
640 HZ and 786 HZ. VERIFY THAT: 
1 )  THE ~xpm AUDIO -1ES ARE WITHIN +- 5%, 
2 )  THE VOyPAGE AT THESE PREQUENCIES IS 1 +- .3 V PEAK, 
3 )  THERE ARE NO E'REQUENCY COMPONENTS EXCEEDING -30 DB OUTSIDE THE THREE 
AUDIO S I a a L  RANGES. 
The r epo r t s  f o r  this  example are shown i n  Figures 11.1 through 11.8. The 
NOPAL spec i f i ca t ion  is shown i n  source form i n  Figure 11.1 and i n  refonaatted 
form i n  Figure 11.2. For convenience of presentation,  the spec i f ica t ion  is 
organized i n  three tests. Test  T1 cons i s t s  of nueasurement of  t h e  audio 
frequency spectrum, i n  256 spectral l i n e ,  5 HZ apart. A function called 
SPECTFUM is uaed for the measurement and it defines  a vector var iab le  -SPEC 
with 256 elements. Test  T2 cons i s t s  of  evaluation of the first two condi t ions  
above for each of  the three audio ranges. It is an a r r ay  test, perfommi for 
each of the three audio ranges, with a subscript J denoting the audio range. It 
verifies the exis tance of  a s i g n a l  i n  each of the expected audio s i g n a l  
frequency ranges, with a voltage amplitude of  1 +- .3 V The diagnoses se lec ted  
are of a r r ay  type, with three elements, one for each of  the three audio ranges. 
Test  T3 verifies t h e  last condition above, whether there is at least one 
frequency s p e c t r a l  l i n e  exceeding -30 DB outs ide the expected audio frequency 
ranges. If found, the diagnosis message repor t s  the lowest such frequency 
component. 
The spec i f i ca t ion  i n  Figure 11.1 includes comoaents which fu r the r  explain  
the objec t ives  of  statements and variables .  
Test T1 uses a SPECmZOEI function whfch def ines  the spectral values which 
form a vector PREQSPEC of 256 ( subscr ip t  I ) elements. 
I n  test T2 the spectral values i n  the three ranges are extracted from 
-SPEC t o  form a 3x10 matrix AUDIOSPEC, with 10 spectral l i n e s  f o r  each of  
t h e  audio frequency ranges ( subscr ip t s  J and K ) .  (The NOPAL processor s imulates  
th i s  matr ix  by a vector  i n  the ATLAS program.) AUDIOSPEC is defined as 
cons is t ing  of the 10 s p e c t r a l  l i n e  values  i n  FREQSPEC i n  each of t h e  three audio 
ranges only. The lower limit s p e c t r a l  l i n e s  of  each audio range are denoted by 
the va r i ab l e  LL which has three elements. 
I n  test T3, the s p e c t r a l  l i n e s  ou ts ide  the expected audio s i g n a l  range form 
a va r i ab l e  s i z e  vector  OUTSPEC, of at most 226 elements (excluding the 30 
spectral l i n e s  of  the th ree  audio ranges). OUTSPEC is defined ks cons is t ing  of 
the respect ive spectral l i n e  values i n  FREQSPEC. The s i z e  of  this vector  is 
va r i ab l e  and may be l imited by t h e  exis tance of the first ( lowest)  frequency 
component exceeding -30 DB. The subscr ip t  N is used i n  r e f e r r ing  t o  elements i n  
om-SPEC. 
The SPECTRUM function is declared and also defined by use of  a REQUIRE 
clause.  A s  shown it has f i v e  parameters: pol--the var iab le  denoting the 
spectrum value, po2-the maximum value of  spectrum element voltage,  po3-upper 
frequency, p o h t h e  dis tance between spectral l i nes ,  and po5-the number of 
spectral l i n e s ,  There are also two connection point  parameters, 
CNX , a n d C N X .  
1 2 
These parameters are exglained by comments i n  the source specif icat ion.  
PIG. 11.1 : TEST SPECIPICATION SWOl FOR EXAMPlE 1 
/* NOPAL TEST SPECIFICATION SOURCE PITZ: SPOO1.SPC */ 
NOPAL PIKXESSOR OPTIONS SPECIPIEDr 
NOPAL SPECIFICATION SWOl ; 
TESI' Tl;/*HPMURE SPECTRUM USING SPECTRUM FUNCTION*/ 
UFM; 
-1 <'PPl,.PPZ> - SZIECTRUM(PR~SPEC(l)DB,2.9V,.l KHz, 
5HZ.256) TARGET? PRE&SPEC(l); 
ASSERT: I = SUBS('~SPEC',256) TARGFZ: I; 
/*SUBSCRIPT OF OVERALL SPlXlT&L LINES*/ 
PUNCl SPEcrRuU, 
TYPE = a, 
PARAM = (Wl,T,DEC), 
PARAM - (POZ,S,DEC), 
PARAU = (PO3,S.DEC). 
PARAU = (PO4,S,DEC), 
PARAU = (WS,S,DEC), 
REQUIRE = UeASURE (SPECTRUM (PO1 ) DB), 
A c ~ s I ~ , ~ m o e  lax (POZ) V, 
PREQ ( W 3 )  
SPEC-LINE-FREQ ( W 4 )  HZ, 
SPEC-LINES (POS) , 
AcM:cOuere, 




FIG. 11.1 (COHII).) 
T P Z  TZ(J)j /* CHEU DB IN THREE AUDIO'RANGES 512 HZ, 640 HZ, 
AND 768 HZ, +- 58 TO HAVE AMPLITUDE 1 t.3 VOLT*/ 
nEAs J 
ASSERT : AUDIO-SPEC( J, K ) = FRE(LSPEC( U( J )+K ) 
SOURCE: PREQ-SPEC(LL(J)+IC),J,K,LL(J) 
TARGET: AUDIO-SPEC(J,K)$ 
ASSERT t J - SUBS( ' AUDIO-SPEC, DB1, VOLTS, LL, PREQ' , 3  ) 
TARGET: Jj/*SUBSCRIPT OP AUDIO RANGE*/ 
ASSERT: K = SUBS( ' AUDIO-SPEC I 2 ' ,10 ) 
TARGET: Kj/*SUBSCRIPT OF SPECTRAL LINE 
IN AUDIO RANGES*/ 
/*ume~ L m m  OP AUDIO RANGE S P ~ C ~ U L  LINES*/ 
ASSERT: LL(2) = 123 TARGET: IrL(2)j 
ASSEPA': LL(3) = 148 TARGET: LL(3)j 
ASSERT: DBl(J) = SUn(AUD10,8PJX(J,K),K) 
TAFtGET: DBl(J)j 
AsseR1.1 VOLTS( J ) = lo**( DB1( J)/20 ) 
TAFtGET: WLTS(J)) 
/VEST PASSING CONDITION+/ 
ASSERT: VOUlS(J) = 1 +- .3$ 
ASSERT: FREQ(1) 1: 512 TARGET PREQ( 1)$ 
ASSERT: PREQ(2) = 640 TARGET F'REQ(2)r 
ASSERT: w ( 3 )  = 762 TARGEF @REQ(3)) 
WIG: I AUDIO-PASS( J), I ^AUDIO-PAIL( J) J 
DUG AUDIO-PASS: PARMI ('PASSEDg,F%EQ(J),V0LTS(J)), 
PRINT = Us 
DIM; AUDIO-mIL: PARMI - ( 'FAILED' ,PREQ(J),WLTS(J) ),COW-PAIL(AUDIOO~), 
PRINT - ni 
FIG. 11.1 (CONTD.) 
TEST T3; /*CHECK IF AT LEZST ONE SPECTRUM LINE OUTSIDE 
AUDIO RANGE EXCEEDS -30 DB*/ 
ASSERT: IP Nt98 'MEN OUT-SPEC(N)=FRqLSPeC(N) 
ELSE 
IF N ~ 9 7  6 Ntll4 THEN OUT-SPEC(N)=PRE&SPEC(N+lO) 
ELSE 
IF N~113 C Nt128 THEN OUT_SPEC(N)=PREQSPEC(N+20) 
EGSE 
IF ND 127 THEN OUT-SPEC( N)=PRxSPEC( N+30 ) 
TARGET OM-SPEC( N ) ; 
ASS=: N - SUBS('0UT-SPEC',*) TARGET: N; 
/*SUBSCRIPT OP SPEcmu\L LINES OWI'SIDE AUDIO RANGES*/ 
ASSERT: IF (OUT-SPEC(N)*-30) 1 (N-226) THEN EM)-N = FALSE 
TARGET I END-N# 
ASSERT: OM-DB = LAST(OW-SPEC(N), N) 
TARGET: 0t?l+-DB1 
ASSERT: OUT-VOLTS a lO**(OWI'-DB/20) 
TARGET: Oa-vDLTs; 
ASSERT: OUT-DBr-30 j /WEST PASSING W I T I O N * /  
WGIC: I OUT-PAIL, 1 "  OUT-PASS, 
D U G  OUT-PASS : PARAM = ( ' PASSED' , OLfi-DB, OW-VOLTS ) , 
PRINT = H*, 
D ~ A G  our-m~~ I PARAW = ( PAILW' , OUT-DB, OC~T-VOLTS ) ,
COHP-FAIL( OUTJuioIO-RANGE ), 
PRINT - n; 
COW-PAIL : A U D I O - m ,  FAILURE FUNC= FAIL) 
--FAIL r OUT-AUDIO-RANGE, FAILURE FfRJC= FAIL; 
m a  w; 
FWCr SUBS; 
mNc¶ PALSE, 
FUNC: FAIL, TYPE- P; 
EM) Spool ; 
11.2 : D i g i t a l  Counter Example 
The following example i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  use of NOPAL for d i g i t a l  t e s t i n g .  
THE ULfi IS A DIGITAL COUNTER OF INPUT PULSES THAT CAN COUNT 0 TO 255. 
THE COUNTER HAS ONE INPUT LINE OVER WHICH "ONE*' OR *'ZEIdDn SIGNALS MAY BE APPLIED 
AND AN EIGHT BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT OF THE COUNT. THE TEST RFQUIREMENTS ARE AS 
P O ~ ;  
1 )  UPON APPLICATION OF A "ONE" TO THE INPUT, TEiE OCfiPUT MUST INCREASE BY 
B ' l * .  
2 ) UPON APPLICATION OF A "ZElW' TO 'EKE INPUT, THE OUTPUT MUST NUI' CHANCiE. 
3) IF  TEE COUNTEXHAS APAILURE, 'EKE DIAGNOSIS MUST INCLUDE ONE COUNTER 
VALUE WHERE THE -FAILS. 
The r epo r t s  for t h i s  example are shown i n  Figure 11.9 t o  11.16. The source 
spec i f i ca t ion  is shown i n  Figure 11.9. For convenience of  presentat ion t h e r e  
are t w o  tests. The first test, T1, appl ies  a stimulus t o  t h e  input of  the 
counter cons is t ing  of  a sequqnce of  256 p a i r s  of  "ZEEZO" and *'ONE*' and measures 
t h e  counts for each appl icat ion of a wZEROw or a "ONEn. This test uses a 
m i n e d  stimuli/measurement function names DIGSRS. TP1 is t h e  input  
connection. TP2 is a vector of e igh t  output connections. STIM and RESP are t h e  
input and output vectors (512 elements) respectively.  I is the subscr ipt  of 
these  vectors. 
Test T2 is also a scalar test. It  def ines  a binary variable COND(J) f o r  
each one of t h e  appl icat ions  of an element of S T I M  t h a t  a "ONEw value. The 
subscr ip t  J h a s  a variable range with an upper l i m i t  of  256. For each STIM 
value of one, i f  t h e  counter o u r p u i - ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 2 * 5 )  is incremented by B ' l *  then 
COND( J )  is TRUE, otherwise it is FALSE. The function DIG-ADD is used f o r  binary 
addi t ion of two operands. It has  t h r e e  operands: t h e  two operands t h a t  are 
added ( i n  b inary)  and t h e  length of  t h e  operands i n  bits. COND( J )  is a vector 
o f  variable size. The range of  J is terminated on t h e  first occurance of 
COND(J)=PALSE, or i f  t h e  counter functions w e l l ,  on Ja256; namely, on f inding 
t h e  first malfunction of t h e  counter, or on completing t h e  check of a l l  256 
count posit ions,This is spec i f ied  by t h e  variable END.J. The test passes i f  t h e  
last element of COM)( J )  is TRUE, and f a i l s  otherwise. 
FIG. 11.2 I REFORMATTED REPORT FOR EXAMPLE 1 
/* REFORMATTED SPECtPICATION REPORT, PILer SOURCE2 */ 
.................................................. 
/* */ /* NOPAL TEST SPECIFICATION FOR SPWl */ 
/ * */ 
.................................................. 
WPAL SPECIFICATION SP001; 
0 
TEST Tl; 
ASSERTIOt4 -0002( X T l )  a
I - SOBS('FREQ-SPEC',256) 
m r  I 
SMIRCer SUBS; 
/* NULL LOGIC */ 
/* NULL SCIMULUS */ 
ASSERTION SKWOO02( $KT2 ) r 
J = S~JEIS('AUDIO-SPEC,DBl,WLTS,LL,FREQ',3) 
TmGErl J 
SOURCE r SUBS; 
FIG. 11.2 (CONTI).) 
ASSERTION m W O 4 (  m T 2  ) r 
LL(1) - 97 
-: W l ) ,  
assmrolu $l4Jmoos( mT2 ) t 
- 2 )  - 123 
TARGET: W 2 ) 1  
ASSERTION mW0007( SKT2 ) t 
D8l(J) = SUN(AUDIO,SPGC(J,K),K) 
TlmGETt DBl(J) 
SOURCE: Srm(AUD10-SPrr(J,K), K), K, J, AUDIO-SPEC(J, It)) 
ASSERTION SKrnl2( slCl2 ) a 








APmcmo -PAIL( AUDIO_RAIIC;C), 
PARA)ICFUUb('FAIISD*, m). VOLTS(J)), 
P R I M )  
PIG.  1 1 . 2  (CMJTD. ) 
TEST T 3 #  
AssnrrIolo SH-Wool( $ K T 3  ): 
I? N t 9 8  'IHEIO 
UlT-SPEC(N) - F R E L S P e c ( N )  
ELSE I F  N s 9 7 C N t l l 4  'RW 
OUT-SPEC( N ) * -SPEC( N+10 ) 
EUtE I F  N~113CNcl .28 THEN 
OUT-SPGC( N ) - PREQ_SPEC( N+ZO ) 
ELSE I? Ns127 THEN 
W-SPEC(  N ) = PREQ_SPEC( N+30 ) 
TARGcl'r OUT-SPEC(N ) 
-1 N, =SPE(N+~+~O ) , m s e e c (  wzo ) , m s e E c (  
N+10 ), PREQSPEC( N ) ; 
ASSERTION $YWWOZ( $KT3 ) r 
N - SUBS( 'OUT-SPEC' ,*) 
-8 N 
SOURa: SUBS, 
ASSERTION ~ ~ 3 (  $ K T 3  ) r 
I F  (Otfi-SPEC(N)>-30)l(-226) THPN 
E N D 3  = lrAZSt 
TARGET: MDJ 
SOURCE: OUT-SPEC(N), N, PAISE; 
AssERTION mW005( R T 3  ) 8 
O(fi-vOCTs = lO**(mr-DB/ZO) 
TARGET: OUT-Mms 
-I aJT98; 





Apncreb -FA1 y OUT-AUDIO-la ), 
OTHER P- 'FAILED' , OCfi-DB, OLIT-MmS ) , 
P R I N T 4 ;  
Dr IWWSIS  OUT-PASS a 
OPERATOR ne95M;Er 
antGR PMlWETERSI( 'PASSED', OUT-DB, OOT--vOUlS ), 
PRINT*; 
PIG. 11.2 (w.) 
Cone-PAIL 00100: AUDIOARANEE, PAILURE FUNCTION-PAIL) 
Cone-PAIL 002001 0UI'-AUDIO-RA. PAILURE FUNCTIONSFAIL) 
/nnPnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnn*nnnnnn*nn*nn*nn**nnnnnnn*/ 
/* */ 
/* m CONNeCTION POINTS */ 
/* -., */ 
/*nnnn*nnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnn**nnn*wnnn/ 
PwcrION r SPECFRW, PCMXION TYPE-, #PINS= 2, 
PARZW#Ol=( Pol, T ) , 
PARAnn02=( w2, S ), 
PARAnx03=( P03, S ), 
PARAM#O+( P04, S ), 
PARAMX05-( PO5 , S ) , 
REQUIRE - MEASURE ( S P ~ ~ R W  * m i 9  DB ), nc-SIGNU, VOLTAGE wc * m 2 -  
V, PREQ 'P03' KHZ, SPEC-LINE-PREQ 'POI' HZ, SPEC-LINES 'POS', AC-COUPLE, CNX HI 
'-~F.i.TMJM.CNX01' LO 'SPECl'RUM.CNX02') 
I :  b 
PwcrION r PAIL, RJNCTION TYPefPj 
FUNCTION I SUM, PUKTrON TYPE-E) 
FUKTION r W, FUNCTION TYPE=Ej 










25 DIAGNOSIS LABEL ----- 
23 
24 DIAGNOSIS LABEL ---- 
23 
39 COWWNENT ID , WITH FAILURE-FlMXI~: FAIL 
25 
VARIABLE ID AUDIO-SPEC , 2-DIMEUSIONAL ARRAY 
ItmEGER 
17 




A T E - ~ I o u  ID 







Gmm . DECIMAL 
. P DEcIEPUl 
, E DECIMAL 
, 1-DIMR4SIT)NU ARRAY 
I N m a m  
, 1-D-SIOUAL ARRAY 
IHlMaGR 
24 25 
VARIABLE ID , 1-DINEUSIONAL ARRAY 
IEmGCR 
24 25 





11 17 18 19 
VARIABLG ID 







, 1 - D I ~ I O N A L  ARRAY 
IHIZGER 
11 
VARIABLE ID , 1-DIMEUSIONAL ARRAY 
1- 
11 




24 25 37 38 
VARIABLE ID 
30 32 33 
INTEGER 











34 35 37 38 






















 POINT ID 
4 
U U F W I N T  ID 
4 
VARIABLE ID 
, WITH FAILURE-PUNCCION: PAIL 
------- 
INTEGER 






, 1-DInENsIoNAL ARRAY 
INTEGER 
PIG. 11.4 : CROSS REFERENCES -- TESTS VS DIAGNOSES VS MESSRGES VS TEST POINTS 
VS FUNCTIONS -- FOR EXAMPLE 1 













AUDIO-PASS, AUDIO-PALL, OUT-PASS, OUT-FAIL, T2, T3, 
SUMMARY CROSS-REFERENCES, PILE: XREF2 --- AFPECl'ED-COMPONENTS c=> DIAGNOSES c=> TESTS 
AF'FECX'EDCOMPONEKT DIAGNOSES 
------------------ -- - - --- -- 
00100 : PAIL( AUDIO-RANGE ) AUDIO-FAIL, 
00200 : FAIL( OUT-AUDIO-RA ) OUT-FAIL, 
SUMMARY CROSS-REFERENCES, PILE: XREF2 --- WT-CONNECI'ING-POINTS TESC-HODUtES ATE-CONNeCIPINDPOINTS 
SUMMARY CROSS-REFERENCES, PILE: XREP2 --- ATE-POWOTIONS c=r  TEST-HDWLES 
SP~CFRUH, n 
son. E 
W T ,  E 
SUBS, E 
FAME, E 
PIG. 11.5 r PIOWHART RFSORT FOR NOPAL SPECIFICATION SPOOl 
/***** FOR W E A L  PWCEWRE SP001 *****/ 
BEGIN Swol; 
D E C W E  AS G U ) W  VARCABLESI 
PREQ_SPEC( 256). I, J, END-N, 
ovr_-mL'=; 
DECLARC AS eVM. OR COWFtDL FUNCI'IONSI 
LWT; 
D W  AS WIEI[ILUS RINCTIONSI 
/* m, ~~~ ~ I W S  */ 
DECLARE AS )IWSURMEHC ~ I O N S I  
SPEcmUm; 
O W  AS PAILUWS ~ I a w r  
FAIL; 
PERPDRH TEST T1; 
LOOP OP J ITERATES PROM 1 'm 3 
PERPORX TEST n; 
UXlP OF J ENDS i 
PERPORM TEST T3; 
END SWOli 
PIG .  11.6 : SEQUENCE REPORT POR EXAMPLE 1 
T 1  
T 2  




























P u N m I O N  I 
VARIABLE. I 
SEQUENCE OP PIbDCESSING FOR NOPAL SPECIPICATION S W O l  
ORDW 
VECTOR ORDER NAME TYPE 
INDEX m R  
1 16 OWP-VOLTS GLOBAL VARIABlS 
2 15 LWT EVAL OR a3Hm(OL P u N m I O N  
3 13 P M S E  evU OR COWl'KOL PUNCPIW 
4 12 SUM EVAL OR CONmdOL PUWX'ION 
5 9 SUBS EVAL OR CONmdOL FUNCTION 
6 1 T1 TEST 
7 8 P Q S P E C  GLOBAL VARIABLE 
UX)P OF  J I'PERATES PKiN 1 TO 3 
0 2 'CZ TEm 
9 4 AUDIO-PaSS D I A W O S I S  
10 5 AUDIO-PAIL D I A C W S I S  
UX)P OP  J ENVS j 
11 3 T 3  TEST 
1 2  10 I G L O W  VARxABra 
13 6 OUT-PAIL DIAGNOSIS 
14 7 OUrSA95 DIAGNOSIS 
15 14 END-N CIDW VARIABLE 
16 11 J GI1)m VARIABLE 
PIG.  11.6 (COWD. ) 
I H m U  TEST SEQUENCING POR WDUIZ T 1  
ANALYSIS OF THE ADJACENCY M&TRIX 
1 2 3 4 5  
- - - - -  
1 $ ~ m n , O l  cxxmmcTION 0 0 1 0 0  
Z $ym)oO2 CLSSERTION 0 0 0 1 0 
3 F R W P E C  VhRIAetZ 0 0 0 0 0  
4 1 VARIABLE 0 0 1 0 0  
5 SUBS FVNCTION 0 1 0 0 0  
SEQUENCE OP PROCESSING FOR TEST WDCJLE T l  
ORDER 
VECl' ORDER RANK NAME TYPE TEXT 
INDEX VECDR 
1 1  0 SKWOOO1 CONJONCTION (d"l'1, TP2,  = S P E E F R U M ( P ~ P E C ( 1 )  DB , 2 .9  V ,1 KHz ,5 HZ ,256)) 
TARGET: PREQ_SPEC( 1 ) )  
2 5 0 SUBS FclNCrION 
3 2 1 S K U 0 0 0 2  ASSEWION I - SUBS( ' FReQ_SPECe ,256 ) 
TARGEl'r 1 
SOURCE: SUBS) 
4 4 2 I VARIABLE G = w  / TqRGET / 
UX)P-1 STARTS: SOBSCRIPT I ITERATES PROH 1 'ID 2 5 6  
5 3 3 F R e S P E C  SUBSCRIPT-VA .GIDBAL / TAMEX / 
UlOP S-Y TAEILE r 
UlOP-1 FIRST NODE IS 5 LAST NODE IS 5 SUBSCRIPT IS I 




4 S ~ W o o 4  
5 SKWOOOS 
6 SKWWO6 
7 ~ W 0 0 0 7  
0 syosoooe 
9 ~ w o 0 0 9  
10 SKWOOlO 















VECC ORDER RANK 
INDEX VeCIPR 
1 4 0 
INTRA TEST SEQUENCING FOR MDULE T2 

























SEgoENCE OF P ~ S I f f i  FOR TEST M o m  T2 
SKWOOO4 ASSERTION LL(1) = 97 
TARGET: LL( 1)1 
sywoooe ASSERTION ~ 1 4 2 )  = 123 
TARGET: L Y  2); 
SYM)006 ASSERTION LL(3 ) = 148 
TARGET: LL( 3); 
S~WOOlO ASSERTION PREQ( 1 )  = 512 
TWGETr PREQ( 1); 

PIG. 11.6 (CONTD. ) 
DB1 SUBSCRIPT-VA UXtiL 
SKWOO08 ASSERTION VOLTS( J) = lO**(DBl( J)/2O ) 
'TARGW: VOWS( J) 
SOURCE: J, DBl( J)J 
VOLTS . SvBsCRIPT-VA UlCU 
SKWO009 ASSERTION VOLTS(J) L; 1 +- . 3  
SOURCE: VOLTS( J), 4) 
AUDIO-PASS DIAGNOSIS 
AUDIO-FAIL DIAGNOSIS 
OTHER PARAMETERS ( 'PASSED' ,PREP( J),VOLTS( J) ) PRINT = UJ 
APFECmD COMPONEWS = FAIL(AUD10-RANGE), OTHER PARAMETERS = ( 
'FAILED' ,FREQ(J),VOLTS(J) ) PRINT = MJ 
U30P SUMMARY TABIS r 
UXIP-1 FIRST NODE IS 16 LAST NODE LS 18 SUBSCRIPT IS K 
PIG. 11.6 (CONTD.) 
. a .  



















VECr ORDER SaNK 
INDEX vlzcmn 
1 11 0 
1- TEST SEQUENCING FOR MDMJLe T3 



















NAIlE TYPE T5Cr 
SUBS FmcrION 
4 10 0 OUT-MIRS VAR1ABI.E 
5 2 1 SKWOOO2 ASSERTION 
a B A L  / SOURCE / 
N = SUBS( 'W-SPEC', *)  
TAlXETr I 
SOURCE: SUBS# 
F I G .  11.6 (CONTD.) 
IIXIP-L STARTS: SOBSCRIPT N ITERATES FXOM 1 * 




IF ~ e 9 8 '  WEN OW-SPEC(N) = FREQ-SPEC(N)  
ELSE IF N * 9 7 6 N < 1 1 4  THEN OW-SPEC(N) = FREQ-SPEC( N+lO)  
ELSE IF N > l l 3 W t 1 2 8  THEN OUI-SPEC(N) - PREQ-SPEC(N+20) 
ELSE IP N> 127 'THEN OW-SPEC(N) = F R W P E C ( N + 3 0 )  
T?iRGET: OUT-SPEC( N )  
SOURCE: N, PREQ-SPEC( N+3O), FREQ-SPEC( N+20) ,  
P R E Q S P E C (  N+ 10 ) , P R E Q S P E C (  N ) ; 
ASSERTION IF ( O E S P E C ( N ) > - 3 O ) l  ( N s 2 2 6 )  THEN END-N = FALSE 
TARGBT$ END-N 








D I A G m s ~ S  
OuF_DB = LAsr(OC?P-SPEC( N ) , N )  
TARGET: our-DB 
SOURCEr W - S P E C (  I), N, LAST( m-SPEC( N), N ) J  
OTHER P- = ( 'PASSED' ,OW-DB,OW--VOLTS) P R I N T  = M) 
PIG. 11.7 r ERIMR AND WARNING REPORT FOR EXAMPTd3 1 
ERI(I)R/WARNING WeSSACeS GENERATED DURING NOPAL SYNTAX ANALYSIS: 
* W I N G * *  T,ElC(LABEL)lr NAne/IWTEC;eR WAS lC0 WNG. T-TED. IN STATEMElW 38, NEAR TEXT 'OW-AUDIO-FJA' 
**)IBrRWINO** LEX( LABEL)l:- NAME/INTEGER WAS LONC. TRUNCATED. IN STATEMENT 40, NEAR TEXT 'OW-AUDIO-Rk' 
*ST&TISTICS*K). OPSAPERRORSa 0 , NO. OPWARNINGSa 2 , NO. OPSTA- 45 
ERmFt,/&W1m Ci GENERATED DURING mss-REFERENCE: 
**WIIRNtW** XRP3:- :- IS USED AS A CI)CAL VARIABLE IN TEST TZ 
AND krpo fN Dua;HosES AUDIO-PASS ,AUDIO-FAIL 
*W&RMIW** XRI~'.:. 'bUF-08 IS USED AS A ILCAL VARIABLE IN TeST T3 
AND lCLiSO IN Dua;HosES om-PA85 ,om-PAIL 
*W'ARNINO** XRP3: M L T S  IS USED AS A UXAL vARIAart IN TEST TZ 
AND ALSO IN D1AC;NOSES AUDIO-PASS ,AUDIO-FAIL 
*STATISTICS* NO. OP lQIEP1 ERRORS - 0 NO. OF WARNINGS = 3 
ERROR/WARNING MESSAGES GENERATED DURING SEQUENCING AND CODE GENERATION: 
, 
**WIIRNING** ESQ6: (POSSIBLE IN COW^): G W B U  VAR I DEPINED AS TARGET IN TEST Tlr EUP NEVER USED. 
*+WARNING** ESQ6 r (POSSIBLE ItKOW-): VAR J DEPINED AS I t4  TEST 'CZ# BUT NEVER USED. 
WARNING nEssmz3 GENERATED WRING aooe Gwtrur'rrolr 
*+WARNING** INIl: UClT POINT 'TPZ' NIYT QlNNl%3ED TO ANY ATl3 PIN 
*WARNING** INIlr WT POINT 'TPl' NOT TO ANY ATE PPM 
**WARNING** -3: SYSGIB WES HClC MIST SHWGD BE INCLUDED AT ATLW -1LE TIME. 
*WARNINW* PL63r RUNLIB MlGS NOT MIST SHOULD BE INCLUDE0 AT A W  COMPILE TIME. 
**WARNING** ISQSr (POSSIBLE AnBIGUITY): VARIABLE LL OP TEST T2 , IS DEFINED -RE THAN ONCE IN SYWOOO4 , 
$N,,-WOOOS , SH-WoOS . nlCr EcrrsT BE EXCLUSIVE . 
*WARNING** ISQS: (POSSIBLE AMBIGUITY): VARIABLE FREQ OF TEST n , IS DEPINED HDRE RU\N ONCE IN SKWOO~O , 
$&WOO11 ,$KO012 . THEY MUSF BE EXCLUSIVE . 
**WARNING** SUSB I ( INCONSISTENT) r IN STATEMENT NUMBER 30 
THE 80UND OF DIMENSION-1 0P VARIABLE PRFQSPEC WAS DECLRRED TD BE 256 BVC 16001 IS USED HERE. 
*STATISTICS* NO. CODE GENERATION ERIIDRS = 0, K). OF WARNINGS== 4 
*STATISTICS* NO. OF SEpUENcINO m R S -  0, NO. OP WARNINGS- 5 
FIG.  11.8 a AT- PIEDGRAM FOR EXAWLE 1 
-IN ~ T E  PT(M;RAW 'smi* s 
NAMES INDEX 
*** W m  *** 
' ~1 '  - 1 
"r2 ' - 2 
'T3' - 3 
r*r 0-m *** 
'AUDIO-PASS' -- 1 
*AUDIO-MIL~ -- 2 
' Otfi-FAIL* -- 3 
' om-PASS ' - 4 
**r *** 
PAIL( OUFAUDIO-RA) - 1 
. PAIL(AUD1O-mmE) - 2 
s 
DECLARATIONS OF SYSTEM VARIABtgS S 
D~CLAR~ DIGITAL, cIm, . D I A G - w e (  4 )  s 
bECtlW DECIMAL, 'SYS.s-TIMc' S 
DECLARt DECIMAL, 'SYS.o-TInE' S 
0- DECIMAL, ' S Y B . w m Y '  s 
DecLRRG D E C n l a ,  'rn.uam' s 
DEClARE DECIKAL, LIST,*SYS.PCSSTS I N  CONJ'(4) S 
DECUU~ DIGITAL. trm, ' s u s . ~ ~ ~ r u c * (  a )  s 
DECLllRt DIGITAL, ' S Y S . ~ '  $
DECLARE DIGITAL, ' S Y S . a s a r L n G '  S 
OECLAIM DECIMAL, * r n . T m * ,  *SYS.TIMC* s 
D- D E C ~ ,  L I m ,  . s u s . c r ~ ~ * ( s )  s 
DECLARE DECIMAL, *sY~.I' s 
DECGARt DIGITAL, 'SYS.Y/U' 5 
0- DIGITAL, 'SYS.Sl'AIm' S 
DGCLARC DIG-, 'SYS.SELECl" S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, LIST ,  *AR-C€MP.NMlE*(l) S 
UccLaRc DIGITAL* LIST ,  'm?-ConP.S-*(l) S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, LIST ,  '1VT4mI?.WHtRE9(2)  S 
D m  DECIUAL, ' A R ~ . ~ '  s 
DGCLllRt DIGITAL, 'Am4mI?.CHAWGE' 5 
c *** *** s 
D U I N E  'SYS.SGLECTCD* , 8'10' S 
DGTINt 'SYS.NUl' SELEClTD' , 8'01' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.ls(lF TESTED' , 8'00' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.TESTED1 , 8'10' S 
D U I N E  'SYS.SK1PPEbv , 8'01' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.#DIAGs' , 4 S 
DEFINE '?.#TESTS1 , 3 S 
'DUINE"SYS.TRUE' , 8.1' S 
DErING .&.+' , 8 * O V  S 
o u r m  * ~ . ~  KNOW*, 8'00' 5 
'DEFINE '&.IS', B'OOll  S 
Dlnrn 'sus.1~ m*, ~ * o i o *  s 
OIPINE 'SYS.IRY BE', 8'011' S 
O U I N E  'SYS.MAY BC NOT', 8'100' s 
O U I N E  'SYS.-',2 s 
PIG. 11.8 (CCNTD.) 
C lJUF POINT DEPINITIONS S 
C POLIDWING DISK PILE SHOULD COE(TA1N THE 
C MISSING EQUATE/UUT PIU 6 DIU ASSIGNMENTS. S 
INCUIDt "CNXSW" S 
C lQLlCIlD MPINITIONS S 
DEFINE 'PRT.TIMEv, 'SYS.CII3QC'(l), " It:", 
'SYS.CII3QCV(2), " # # a n ,  'SYS.CIIXX'(O), "It" S 
C " ' ~ T I O N S  W R  USER DEPINED WEAL VARIABLES S <. , , ,  . DECLME m G E R ,  LIST, 'PReQ-SPEC* (256) S 
DECLMEINTEGER, 'I' s 
wbcr;iir& ZUI'EGER, 'J' S 
DBCEilC#G' DIGITAL, *WDN* s 
& DECIMAL, 'm-WLTS' S 
C S m  UI'ILITY ROUI'INES S 
DEFINE PRlXXWRE, 'GET.T1MEe S 
RE&D(TIME 'SYS.CIIXXW(1) ALL), SYS-CILIQC S 
'SYS.TIME9 = 360O*'SYS.CLOaC'(l) + 60*'SYS.CIIXX'(2) + 
'SYS.cLOQc'(3) s 
END 'GET.TIHE' S 
DECYJIE DECIW, ~ s ~ ~ t m u n a . c ~ x o 1 ~  s 
DECLARE DECIMAL, 'SPEtmuna.CNXO2' S 
DECLARE DECIW, 'SYS.DEC.01' S 
DECLARE INTEGER, LIST, 'AUDIO-SPEC.2' ( 3.10) 5 
DECLARE 1Nrlw;eR. LIST,'LL.2' (3) s 
DECUIRt INTEGER, 'K.2' S 
DECLARE 1Nrlw;eR. 'J.2' S 
DECLARE INTEGER, LIST, '061.2' (3) S 
DECLARE I-R, L I ~ ,  *M)LTS.~- (3) s 
DECLARE INTEGER, LIST,'PREQ.2' (3) s 
DeCLARE DIGITAL, '-11.2' 5 
DECLARE DEClW&, 'SYS.DEC.02' S 
DECLARE DECIUAL, 'DOOl.PO2' S 
DECLARE DECIUAL, 'WOl.PO3' S 
DECLARE DeCIUAL, 'W02.PO2' $ 
DECLARE DECIERL, 'QOO2. W3' S 
DECLARE INTEGER, LIST, 'OCfiSPEC. 3 ' ( 2 ) S 
DECLARE INTEGER, 'N.3' 9 
DECLARE INTEGER, 'OvP-DB.3' S 
DECLARE INTEGER, 'OUFWJLTS.3' S 
DeCLRRE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.01' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.02' S 
DeCLRRe DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.03' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.04' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.05' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.06' S 
DeCLRRE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.07' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.08' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.09' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.10' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL. 'SYS.DIG.11' S 
O?UXARE DIGITAL, 'END-N.3' S 
j i ,  
PIG. 11.6 (CONTD.) 
DECLARE DECIMAL, 'W04.PO2' S 
DECtRRE DECIEIAL, 'WO4.PO3' S 
DECWIE DECIMRL, 'WO3.PO2' S 
DEGhRE DECIW, 'DOO3.PO3' S 
IWCUIDE w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " '  s 
" ~ I M  PRuxmJRE, *Aw-CoMP.PRINT*S 
300 COWARE 'SYS.I*, rn 2 s a m  ~TEP 365 IP NOGO s 
RECORD 'AFP~.COUNl","###r PAIL(0UT-AUDIU-RA)"S GOlQ STEP 310 S 
305 REZORD 'AFP-COMP .COUNTg, "###I FAIL(AfJD1O-RANGE)"$ 
3 10 END 'APF-COMP.PRINT*S 
1- "RUNLIB" S 
Cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnn*nn***nnnnnnnnnnns 
cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnwn*nnnn*nn*nnn*nnnsnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnns 
C D I ~ I E S P R D C S S  
Cnn*nnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnns 
cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnns 
1000 D E P I N E P M ,  ' ~ I & P ~ s ' S  
RECORD "TEST( PO1 ) ltAT RANO~(%~ )###HZ1 LEPFECPIVe ", 
"VOLTAGE IS ( W3)###. ##VOLTS" s 
'SYS.DUG-PLMi'(1) = *SYS.SELECIZD' S 
END 'AUDIO-PASS' S 
cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnknnnnnnnnnnns 
1100 DEFINE PROCGMIIVI, 'AUDIO-PAIL' S 
'APP-(xmp.com' = 1 S 
'AppCOE(p.NAME'(1) = 2 S 
' A P P ~ . S E ~ ' ( l )  = 'SYS.MAY Bd' $ 
PERPOlW 'APP-COMP.WMTe' S 
RECORD -TEST(PO~)ILAT PREQUWCY FWGE( W Z ) # O # H Z I ~ ~  -, 
"VOul'AGE 1s (PO3)###. trvours- s 
'SYS.DIAG-PLAG'(2) = 'SYS.SELECTED' S 
END 'AUDIO-PAIL' S 
Cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn**nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnntnnnnnnwnn$ 
1200 DEFINE P-E, '0UT-PAIL' $ 
'Aw-coMP.COUPIT' = 1 s 
'ApI-(xmp.tJAME'(l) = 1 $ 
'APP-Cols.SELEC2'(1) = 'SYS.MAY BE' S 
PERWRM 'APP4X)MP.UPMTE' S 
RECORD **TEST( PO1 ) I LAT FREQUENCY RANGE( PO2 )###HZ I LEFT&IVE ", 
-VOLTAGE IS  PO^ .ncrvom- s 
'SYS.DIAG-PLM;'(3) - 'SYS.SELECTED' S 
END 'om-PAIL' s 
cnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnn*nnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnn~ 
1300 DEFINE PWOCEDURE, '0WI'-PASS' S 
RECORD "TEST( PO1 ) I LAT FREQUENCY RANGE( PO2 )I# #HZ1 LEPP-IVE " , 
" '*prAGE 1s (PO3)r##.#wvovrs* s 
,'isus':bru;PLAG.(4) = *SYS.SELECTm* s 
FyD 'gyliPASS' s 
Cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnn*n*nn*n****nnnns 
'C*nri&xnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnn*nnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn~**nn*nnnnn*ns 
C ~ P W ) C S S  
c"nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnn*n***nnnnnn*nnnn*n*n*nnnnnnnnnnnn*nnn*n$ 
Cnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnwnnnnnnnnnnnnn*n*n*nn**nnnnnn***nnnnnnnn*nns 
PIG. 11.8 (CDNTD.) 
1400 OErINE PROCGDVRG, 'Tl' s 
'SYS.rlAG' = 'SIS.TRm9 S 
'SYS.MREM0' = 'SYs.TRuE' $ 
' A W - c Q M P . ~ '  - 1 s 
MINE 'SPBX'RCR4.CMR)l'. 'TP1' S 
DICIIW 9 ~ ~ ~ . ~ 2 D ,  *mz9 s 
laAsURI5 (SptcmrUn 2.9 08 ), X-SI-, \It)- IRX 1 V, IRGQ 5 
KHZ, SPEC-LINE-PREQ 256 HZ, SPEC-LINES 'PREQ-SPEC' ( 1) 
ACUXJPLE, CNX HI 9s~tcl.llrm.axo1* xa * ~ P ~ . C N X O Z ~  s 
1405 * s Y s . ~ ~ * ( l )  = 'SYS.'rlwrKD0 S 
WD '12' S 
~***********.******.I****nn~n**n~nnn*nnn***n**n**n~***n******n*~n~nnn***n*nn*~ 
UOO WIm Pmmsomc, 'T2' s 
: w  ., 'srs.Ra#' a 'SIS.me s 
' s r s . ~ M 0 '  = 'SYS.nnrt' s ' 
'AII-QOIQP.TcsT' = 2 s 
'LL.2'(1) - 97 S 
'~~.2*(2) = 123 s 
'LL.2*(3) = 148 S 
'FRGQ.2'(1) - 512 S 
'?R4.Z1(2) = 640 S 
'raGQ.2'(3) = 762 S 
*END-K.~~ = 'SYS.TRUE* s 
M R  'K.2' = 1 TRRO 10 BT 1 T%EN S 
'AUDIO-SPGC.2'( '5.2'. 'K.2' ) = 'PREQSPGCo(( 'LL.Z0( 'J.2' )+ 
'K.2')) S 
'stm.ml* = *AUDID-SPEC.2'(*J.Z','K.2') S 
* S I E ~ . P R ~ ~ ~  = 'K.z. s 
-05 PLRmPN 'SUI(' S 
'SYS.mc.01' = 'SU(.RW9 s 
*mi.z9( *.7.zn ) = *sys.~tc.oi* s 
COWARB *END-K.~~,EQ *SIS.TRUE* s 
Gom STEP 1510 IF NOGO s . 
u m m s  
U10 'WW.Z'('J.2') = (lo**( '081.2*(*J.2')/ 20)) $ 
'SYS.DC.02' = .3 S 
COMPARIS * v D ~ . ~ ~ ( * J . ~ ~ ) ,  UL 1 + *SYS.DB.O~* LL 1 - *z~).DQc.o~* s
G u m  SmP 15ls rr Go S 
'SYS.rLAG1 - 'SIS.FALSG' S 
'SYS.ASRILmAG' = 'SYS.FLSG' S 
151s COMPARE' 'SYS.ASLSREM0, EQ *SYS.nnrt0 S 
Gvm STEP 1520 1r woo0 s 
'D001.002' = 'PREQ.2'( '5.2' ) $ 
'WOl.PO3' = 'VOLTS.Z'('J.2') S 
PERmrac 'AUDIO-PASS' S 
1520 COMPARE *SYS.ASRErlAG*, EQ 'SYS.TRm' S 
Gom STGP lS2S IF Go s 
* m z . m 2 *  = *nuq.z9( *J.z* ) s 
*m2.m3* = 1 ~ m . 2 * (  *J.z*) s 
PER~RU 8 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 9  s 
U25 'SYS.TCSWLAG'(Z) = 'SYS.TESTED* s 
Qm 'T2' S 
C***BC.**************n**~nn**nn**nnn~nnnnnn*nnn*nnnnn*nn*nnnnnnnn*nnnnnn*n**~ 
1600 DBm PIIOCeWRt, 'T3' S 
*sYs.M0' - 'SYS.'IIWG' S 
' S Y S . A S I C C - W '  = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
*AFP-CCMP.TEST* = 3 5 
PIG. 11.8 (CONIP. ) 
POR 'N.3' - 1 THRU 16001 BY 1 THEN S 
. .  COMPARE 'N.3', L T 9 8 S  
GOIQ STEP 1605 IF NOCO S 
.:::-. 'SYS.DIG.01' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
$ :xc,,: * ,  
. m S T E P  1610 S 
C;aa6QSb * 'SYS.DIG.01' - 'SYS.PALSE' $ 
1610 COMPARE 'SYS.DLG.Ol', EQ 'SYS.TRUE9 S 
GUKi STEP 1615 IF NOGO S 
'OWI'-SPEC.3'(2) = 'PR*SPECD(2) S 
GVIYl STEP 1700 S 
COMPARE 'N.3', GI' 97 S 
COlD STEP 1620 IP NOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.02' = 'SYS.TRUE1 S 
rn STEP 1625 S 
'SYS.DIG.02' = 'SYS.PIV;SE9 S 
COMPARE 'N.3', M 114 S 
CO'm STEP 1630 CP NOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.03' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
GOm STEP 1635 S 
'SYS.DIG.03' = 'SYS.PALSE' S 
COMPARE 8'1'. EQ 'SYS.DIG.02' AM) 'SYS.nlG.03' 5 
rn STEP 1640 IF NOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.04' = 'SYS.TRUEn S 
CO'm STEP 1645 S 
'SYS.DIG.04' = 'SYS.PALSEw S 
COMPARE 'SYS.DIG.O4', E Q  'SYS.TRUE' S 
GOlQ STEP 1650 IP NOGO S 
'OUT-SPEC.3'(2) = 'PREQ-SPECe(('N.3'+ 10)) $ 
GUIU STEP 1700 S 
COMPARE 'N.3'. GI' 113 S 
Q3'lO STEP 1655 IP mx;O S 
'SYS.DIG.05' = 'SYS.TRUE* S 
GOlQ STEP 1660 S 
'SYS.DIG.05' = 'SYS.PAI&Eg S 
COMPARE 'N.3'. M 128 S 
CUKl STEP 1665 IP lJOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.06' = 'SYS.TRUE* S 
STEP 1670 S 
'SYS.DIG.06' - 'SYS.PALSE' S 
COMPARE 8'1'. EQ 'SYS.DIG.05' AND 'SYS.DIG.06' 3 
STEP 1675 IP NOGO 3 
'SYS.DIG.07' = 'SYS.TRUe' S 
-STEP 1680 S 
--.DIG.07' a 'SYS.PAlSE' S 
-E 'SYS.DIG.O7', EQ 'SYS.TRUED 5 
W - P  1685 IP NOaO S 
WUPSPEC.3'(2) = 'PReSPEC'(('N.3'+ 20)) S 
:@lDAWPEP 1700 S 
#il5 COMPARE 'N.3'. GI' 127 S 
G[m) STEP 1690 IF NOa) S 
'SYS.DIG.08' = 'SYS.TRUE9 S 
Go STEP 1695 S 
FIG. 11.6 (COWPD. ) 
1690 'SYS.DIG.08' = 'SYS.FALSE' S 
1695 COMPARE 'SYS.DIG.O8', EQ 'SYS.TRUe' S 
OO1O STEP 1700 IF MXiO S 
'OCRLSPEC.3'(2) = 'PREQ-SPEC1(('N.3'+ 30)) S 
aYP3 STEP 1700 S 
1700 b A R E  '(X1T-SPEC.3'(2), 6 ( 0.000000E+00- 30) S 
STEP 1705 
, ... 
IF MXiO S 
: I '  
.'SYS.DfG.09' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
m,? 1710 S 
1705 'pYS.DrG.09' - 'SYS.FALSE' S 
1710 ' w+tE *N.aD, EQ 226 S 
STEP 1715 I? NOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.10' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
GUl%3 STEP 1720 S 
'SYS.DLG.10' = 'SYS.FALSE' S 
COMPARE B'l', EQ 'SYS.DIG.09' OR 'SYS.DIG.10' S 
OOTO STeP 1725 IF NOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.11' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
C o s r e O  1730 S 
'SYS.DIG.11' = 'SYS.FALSE8 S 
COMPARE 'SYS.DIG.ll', EQ 'SYS.TRUE' S 
car0 STEP 1735 IF NOGO S 
*-N' = 'SYS.PAGSE' S 
GQID STEP 1735 S 
'UST.PRM0lg - 'mSPEC.3*(2) S 
'UST.PRM)2' - 'N.3' S 
PERPOlW 'LUT' S 
9 s ~ . ~ ~ . 0 1 *  - * ~ . R E s '  s 
'OWD6.3' a 'SYS.DEC.01' S 
*ovFSPEC.3'(1) 'OCRLSPEC.3'(2) s 
'FREQ-SPEC.3'(1) - 'PREQ-SPEC.3*(2) S 
COMPARE 'EMtN.3', EQ 'SYS.TRUE' S 
GCYIO STID 1741 IP NOa) S 
EHO B)R S 
1745 'OUP-MLTS.3' = ( lo**( 'OCrr-D8.3'/ 20)) S 
-ARE 'OU'FDf3.3', CiT ( 0.600000E+00- 30) S 
OO1O Srea 1710 I? GO S 
'SYS.PLACW - *SYS.FALSE* S 
'SYS.ASRT-PUC' = 'SYS.FAI;SE' S 
1750 C O E l P A R e ' S Y S . A S R L L P t M ; ' , ~ ' S Y S . ~ ' S  
GO7l3 STEP 1755 IF GO S 
'W04.PO2' - 'OCRLDB.3' S 
'WO4.PO3' - 'OtRL-VOLTS' S 
PERWRn 'OIfiPASS' S 
1755 COUPARE @SYS.CSREPtM;', EQ 'SYS.TRtlE' S 
ooT1) Sl'EP 1760 IF NOa) S 
'D003.PO2' = 'OUT-06.3' S 
'W03.PO3' = 'om'-VOVm.3' S 
P m R n  'OCPIL-PAIL' S 
1760 *q.vlarrr;*(a) - -SYS.TESTED* s 




PIG. 11.8 (COHm).)  
t 1eOO PGRPORn 'GET.TIMe' S 
v ! t D  " I X  TESTING m: spool" s 
RWDRD 'SYS.CLOCK1(4), "DATE #It/", 'SYS.CUXX'(5). "##/" , 
'SYS.CUXX9(6), "## TIME", 'PRT.TIMe' S 
*&.TIM* - *srs.Tmem s 
,mR "SYS.I* - 1 'IMW 'SYS.#DIAGS' THEN S 
'SYS.DIADPtAG*('SYS.I')= 'SYS.NOT S E W D '  S 
'SYS.WESTS IN CONJ'('SYS.1') = 0 S 
END FOR S 
POR 'SYS.1' - 1 THRU 'SYS.XamWNENTS' THEN S 
' A P P ~ . ~ T e e ( ' s Y s . I v )  a 'SYS.mNT KNOW' s 
*APP-COMP.WttERE'('SYS.I') = 0 S 
EM) m R  s 
FOR 'SYS.1' = 1 lXRU 'SYS.#TESTS' THEN S 
'sYs.TEslLPtAc'('sYS.Ir) = 'sYS.NOT TESTED' s 
END FOR S 
c BEGINNING OF m r f f i  s 
C s 
C ~ L P R E C E D I N G T H E C A L L O N T H E T E S T l l O D U L E  'Tl' S 
1900 'SYS.PLM' - 'SrS.TRuE' s 
PERmRM 'Tl' s 
c s 
FOR 'J' - 1 THRU '3 '  THEN S 
C CONTROL PRECEDING THE CALL ON THE TEST MXXlLE 'TZ' S 
2000 'SYS.PrAG' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
PER~RU '~2' s 
c s 
END POR s 
C CONTK)L PRECEDING THE CALL ON THE TEST llOMILE 'T3' S 
2100 'SYS.PLM;' - 'SYS.TRlJE' s 
PERFORM 'T3' S 
C s 
2200 PERWRM 'GEI'.TIWE' S 
RECORD "PINISHED TESTING AT", 'PRT.TIME' S 
'SYS.TMP 'SYS.TIW' - 'SYS.TIM' S 
'SYS.CLOQC'(1) = INT ('SYS.TIM9/3600) S 
'SYS.TIN' = 'SYS.TXM8 - 3600**SYS.cIlxx9(l) S 
'SYS.cIlxx'(2) = INT( *SYS.TIMD/60) S 
'SYS.CIOCK'(3) = 'SYS.TIM9 - 60*'SYS.CWCK'(2) S 
RECORD "DURATION " , 'PRl'.TIME* S 
R m m w  ALL S 
RECORD "W YOU WISH TQ SEE THE FINAL FAUW' ISOLATION STATE ? ", 
"(V) " 
"qqk " ~ t D A T A - G o - N O G O  s 
STEP 2205 IF KX;O S 
PERCOm @PRIHF.OOHP mow' s 
PERmRn 'PRINT.1S' 5 
PCIPOF 'PRINT.IS NOT' s 
~ R I I ~ ~ P R I N T . ~ Y  BE* J 
WRIORn 'PRINT.mY BE NOT' S 
2205 RECORD "M, YOU WISH 'IC) RERUN THIS PROGRACI? (Y/N)" S 
WAI'FFOR U A N U A G D A T A - e r n  S 
STEP 2210 r.P NOGO s 
FIG. 11.9 r TEST SPECIFICATION DIGITAtTEST POR EXAEIPLE 2 
/* NOPAL TEST SPECIFICATION SOURCE PIra: DIGIT.SPC */ 
I(WU P-R OPTIONS SPECIFIED: 
r.M)pAG SPECIFICATION DIGITALTEST) 
TEST Tl; /*WFASURE COUNTER OWI'PW POR 256 COUNTS*/ 
CONJ: <TI,-> - DIG-SRS(STIM(l),RESP(l),512,8,50 IMZ, 
3.5 V,0.5 V.2 V,l V) 
TARGET: RESP( 1); 
ASSERT: IF 1-1 RlEN STIM(1) - 8'0' 
ELSE STI( I) = "- STm( 1-1) 
TARGET: STIM(I)$ 
ASSERT: IdUBS('STM,RESP',512) TARGET: I# 
PUNC: DIG-SRS, /*DIGITAL STIMULI-RESPONSE-SAVE*/ 
TYPE = n, 
PJUWW(POl,S,DIG), /*STIMULI m R  1ST -/ 
PJUWW(POZ.T,DIG), /*RESPONSE m R  -/ 
P-( WB , s , DEC 1, /*nessu;s 
PARAnt(PO4,S, DEC), /*NUnBeR OP BITS/mRD*/ 
P-(pOs.s,oEc), /*-eQUENCI OP SIoWAL APPWCA'rIOII f RFt*/ 
PARAM=(W6,S,DEC), /*OME IJ?XEL*/ 
PJUWW(W7,S.DEC). /*ZdI10 LWEL*/ 
PARM-(POB,S,DEC), /*MINONELEVEL*/ 
PARAXI( W9, S, DEC), /*MAX Z E m  LEVEL*/ 
REQUIRE- Do DIGITAL-TEST, 
STmJEsP-SAVE, 
STlM (pol), 
RESP (PO2 ), 
ILY;-LmmH ( W 3 )  WORDS, 
WORD-LENm (pO4) BITS, 
WORD-RATE ( PO5 ) ICHZ, 
VOVPAGE-ONE (PO6) V, 
V O ~ Z E R o  ( W 7 )  v. 
VOLTAGE-OME UIN ( W E )  V, 
VOLTAGE-- lax (PO9 ) V, 
cmmm (-1). 
CNICRMP ( -2 ) ;  
FIG. 11.9 (CONTD.) 
ASSERTI IF(RESP(2*J)-DIG-W(RESP( 2*J-1),H'0l9. 0 ) ) 
~ ~ ~ J ) -  * 
ELSE ODND(J) - M E  
TARGET: COND(J)j 
ASSERT: J=SUBS(@COHD',256) TARGET: J; 
ASSERT: IP( COND( J)-FALSE ) ( ( 51256 ) THEN 
END-J - TRUE ~ : E H D - J j  ' 
ASSERT: CONqJ) = TRVGI 
IM;IC; 1 COUNT-PASS. I'-mIL; 
DIAL; cout?r-PASS : PARm=( ' PASSED' ,axmr), 
PRINT = HJ 
DIM; COUNTUNTFAIL: P m (  'FAILED' ,COUNT),COMP- PAIY -IR~), 
PRINT = M i  
COUP-FAIL : COUWl'ING, FAILURE FUKTIONI.FAILj : 
PUNC: DIG-ADD, 
TYPE - E. 
PARAU - (POl,S,DIG), /*FIRST OPERAND*/ 
P A W  - (POZ,S,DIG), /*2ND OPERAHD*/ 
PARAM = (~3,s. ~m), /*mmim OP BITS*/ 








FIG. 11.10 r R E P o m ' m w  REPORT FOR EXAMPLE 2 
/* RePORMATI'eD SPECIFICATION REPORT, FILE: SOURCE2 */ 
/nnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnwnnnnnn***nnnnn*nnn**/ 
/ */ 
./i NOPAL TEST SPECIPICATION FOR DIGITALTEST */ 
In */ 
/nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnn*nnnnnnnn/ 
ASSERTION S y m 0 2 (  SKTl ) r 
IP 1-1 THEN 
STIH(1) = B"0" 
ELSE 
STIN( I ) = STIY 1-1 ) 
TaRGmr STIH(1) 
SOURCE: STIH( I-l), I; 
ASSERTION m W O 0 0 3 (  $KT1 ) r 
I - SOBS('STfM,RESP',512) 
TARGET: I 
SOURCE r SUBS 8 
TEST T2; 
/* NULL STEEaJUlS */ 
PIG.  11.10 (CONTD. ) 
ASSERTION SEl.W0001( $ K T 2  ) r 
IF ( RESP(2*J)aDIG_AOO(RESP( 2*J-I),  H' '01' ' ,8 ) ) THEN 
Q3ND( J )  = TRUE- 
EZSE 
mJ) = FALSE 
-1 COND(J) 
SOURCE: TRUE, RESP(2*J-I) ,  RESP(Z*J),  J, FALSE, DIG-- 
RESP(2*J-l),  H"01". 8 ) ;  
ASSERTION SKWOOO2( $ K T 2  ) I 
J - SUBS( 'COND',256) 
TARGET: J 
SOURCE: SUBS; 
ASSERTION SM,-WO003( S K T 2  ) a 
IF (CWD(J)-PALSE)((J=256)  THEN 
END-J - TRUE 
TARGET: Em-J 
-: TRUE, J, FALSE, COND(J); 
ASSERTION SEl.W0004( S I L T 2  ) a 
CQUNT = W ( O O N D ( J ) , J )  
TARGET: COwT 
-2 W ( C O N D ( J ) ,  J), J, C O w J ) )  
ASSERTION $KWOOOS( $ K T 2  ) a 
COND(J) = 
SOURCX: TRUE, J, COCJ'D(J); 
LOGIC StLK;ICWlO(T2 ) : ICOUWF-PASS, I -^-PAIL# 
D-IS Corm-eASs: 
OPERAmR MESSAGE: 
amGR P-RSI('PAsSGD*, COUNT), 
PRIWPMI 
DI-IS CWNT-PAIL: 
OPERATOR MeSSAGE : 
APPECPED -PAIL( COCWTING ) , 
OTHGR PARAMtWERS-( ' FAILED' , COUNT), 
PR1Nl'L-n; 
FIG. 11.10 (CONTO.) 
COMP-FAIL 00100: COUNTING, PAILLIRE -ION-PAIL) 
/nnn*nnn***n*nnn*f*nnnn***tt****nnn*n*nnnnn****n*n*/ 
/* */ 





/* ATE FmCrIWS 
In */ 
/nnnn*nnn*tnnnnn*nnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnn*n/ 
AJNCTION r DIG-SRS, FUNCTION TYPEIn, #PINS- 2, 
PARAMXOl=(POl. S), 
PAI?Ane02-( W2, T ) , 
PAmn#o3-(W3, 5). 
PARMnro4-(PO4, S), 
P-05=( PO5 , S ) , 
Puun(106=(P06, S), 
PARAWIO7-( W 7 ,  S ), 
PARAmOB=( P08, S ) , 
PARAwI09I(PO9, 5). 
REQUIRE - Do DIGITAL-rrsP, STIM-RESP-SAVE, STIN 'Pol', RESP 'Po?!u.!lrrt. 
5- 'W3' OsDRDS, W O R 0 - w  'W4' BITS, W O W R A T E  'POS' KHZ, M M -  ' 
P06' V, V O W A G E - m  'P07' V, MLTAGE-OM MIN 'PO8' V, vlourru;E-zeao B W C  'PO%'.bW 
CNX-!3TIW 'DIG-SRS . CNXOl) , 
mmCTION r PAIL, WtUX'ION T!lFePF; 
PUNmION r DIG-ADD, RJlUCTION T!lF5E, 
PARAM#Ol*(POl, S ), 
PaRw#02=( PO2, s ) . 
PAmlmO3=( W 3 ,  s ) 1 
P m m I O N  r SUBS, FUWX'ION TYPE=E: 
PIG.  11.11 r CROSS REFERENCE AND AlTRIBWES REPORT FOR EXAMPLE 2 
NAME 
-- 
DeP NO. A I T R I B u m s  AND R E P m E N m s  
VARIABLE I D  , 1-D1)ICNSIONAG ARRAY 
DECIMAL 
DECIMAL 
, WPCB FAIGURE--Imc PAIL  
---- 
---- 
12 13 1 4  
VARIABLE I D  
16 17 




DIAGWSIS  -EL 
15 
SPM3IPICATION LABEL 
ATE--ION I D  
10 
A T e - m 1 m  I D  
4 
VARUBLg I D  
ATK-FWCTICUU I D  
17 19 
ATE-RmcTIOEI I D  
1 2  10 
VARIABLE I D  
5 
VARIABLE I D  
10 12 13 14 




VARIABLE I D  
eno-J 
F A I L  
z m  
, E DECIBmL 
, 1 - D ~ I ~  ARRAY, GmAG 
=I- 
, l - D ~ I U m L  ARRAY 
DIGITAL 
. E 1- 
10 
VARIABLE I D  STM 
SUBS 
FIG. 11.12 I CROSS REFERENCES -- TESTS VS DIACXOSES VS MESSAGES VS TEST POINTS 
VS FUNCTIONS -- POR FXAUPlZ 2 
SUMAFtY CROSS-REFERENCES, FILE: XREFZ --- DIAGNOSES 4*b TEST-WDULM 
COUNT-PASS 
COUNT-FAIL 
SUWARY CROSS-REFERENCES, F1l.E: XREP2 --- MESSAGES <-> DIAGNOSES <-> TESTS 
MESSAGE 





SUNWARY CRDSS-REFERENCES, FILE: XREF2 --- AFFECTE- DIAQUISES a=% TESTS 
DIAGNOSES 
- - - - - - - - - 
COUNT-FAIL, 
SUMUARY CRDSS-REFERENCES, FILE* XREP2 --- -ING-POIECTS a=> TEST-MDULES <=s ATE-CONNECTING-POINTS 














PIG.  1 1 . 1 3  r FWWXART REPORT FOR NOPAL SPECIPICliTION DIGITALTEST 
/***** m R  GUBAL PROCeWRe DIGITALTEST *****I 
BEGIN D I G I ~ T I S T )  
D t C L l W  A S  GLOBAL VARIABLES I 
-( 512 1, END-Jt 
AS- EVAL OR CONTlWL FUNCTIONS: 
DIG-ADD, LRSC; 
DEcLmE AS S'rIMJLUS PuNcTIONSl 
/* NO STIMULUS  IONS */ 
DECLARE AS M E M U R m  PU~JCI'IONSI 
DIG-SRS) 
DEIJWE AS FAILURE FUNCTIONS: 
PALL8 
PERPORM TEST T I ;  













































P w t e r I o N  ( 
 ION I 
P'IJNmrm I .  
F w c r I o N  ( 
VARIABLE ( 
FWCTION ( 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0  01213 0  0  0  0  0  1 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Q O O O O O O O O O O  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  











~ - F m I  L 
=-J 
GVAL OR COmmL P'IJNmIOI( 
EVAL OR CONTROL FWWXION 
EVAL OR m L  FUNCl'IOII 
EVAC OR U X m m L  P'IJNmIou 






m E A L  VARIABLE 



















INmu TEST SEQUENCING IIOR mMILE T2 


















SeQuElsrr OP PROCESSING POR %'EST b13tXILE T2 
ORDER 
Ven ORDER RANK NAME TYPE Te]m 
INDEX WEIOR 
1 9 0 TRUE Puucr IOW 
3 12 0 PZLLSE PuNcr ION 
6 2 1 m-2 AS!3ERTION J = SUBS( 'C0NDm,256) 
mRaT: J 
SOURCE: SUBS) 
PIG.  11.14 (CONTD. ) 
7 11 2 J VARIABLE 
8 17 3 LAST FUNmION 
LOOP-1 STARTS: SUBSCRIPT J ITERATES F%OM 1 TO 2 5 6  
9 1 4 S K W O O l  ASSERTION 
me-1 ENDS} 
14 15 7 
IF ( R E S P ( 2 * J ) = D I G - ~ R E S P ( 2 * J - l ) , H " 0 1 " , 8 ) )  THEN COND(J) = TRUE 
ELSE COND( J )  = FALSE 
TARGET: COND( J )  
SOURCE: TRUE, RESP( 2"J- l ) ,  RESP( 2*J ) ,  J, FALSE, D I O A D q  
RESP(Z*J-I), n -o i l* ,  e ) ~  
SU89CRIPT-VA LOCAL 
ASSERT1 ON IF (COND( J)=FALSE) 1 ( J = 2 5 6 )  THEN END-J - TRUE 
TARGEI': END-J 







COUNT -(COND( J ) , J )  
TARGET: COwT 
XMJRCE: LAST( COND(J), J ) ,  J. COND( J)}  
G W a A t  / TARGET / 
OTHER PARAWereRs = ( ' PASSED' ,COUNT ) PRINT = M} 
APFECTED COMPONENTS = FAIL(COUWl'ING), OlWER PARAMETERS = ( 'FAILED', 
COUNT) PRINT = M} 
W P  SUbMARY TABLE r 
LOOP-1 F I R S T N O D E I S  9 LUST NODE IS 13 SUBSCRIPT IS J 
PIG. 11.15 r ERIIOR AND WARNING REPOW POR EXAMPLE 2 
ERRlDR/WARNING MESSAGES GENERATED DUREffi NOPAL SYNTAX ANALYSIS: 
*STATISTICS* NO. OP SAP ERIIORS * 0 , NO. OP WARNINGS = 0 , NO. OP STA- 27 
ERRDRJWARNIWG MESSAGES GENERATED DURING CROSS-REPERENCE: 
*~UNING** X RP~ r ~XIPIF IS USED AS A LOCAL VARIABLE m TEST n 
AND AtSO IN DI-ES CWWT-PASS ,COUNT-PAIL 
*mTISTICS* NO. OP XReFl ERmRS = 0 NO. OP WARNINGS = 1 
E R W 3 m I N G  MESSAGES GENERATED DURING SEQUENCING AND CODE GEt4ERATIONr 
* W A R N I W *  -9: (POSSIBLE 1NCOMPLETENESS)r TEST EPOUtE T1 W E S  RAVE ANY D-IS. 
WARNING MESSAGES GENERATGD DURING CODE GENERATION 
*WARNING** INIl: UUl' POINT 'T2' WT OONNeCLZD TO ANY ATE PIN 
*WARNING** INIlr U[fi POIW'I' 'TI' WT CONNECTED Am ATE PIN 
*WARNING** PLB3: SYSLIB DOES F4DF EXIST SRIUID BE INCLUDED AT A m  COIBIIZ TIME. 
*WARNING** ~ ~ 8 3 :  RUNLIB mes m MIST s m m ~  BE INCLUDED AT A- COMPILE TI=. 
*WARNINGn* CYClr (CIXULhR DEP): THE POLIIIWING CI1I)[m OP IN TEST T1 ARE CI-Y DEFINED: 
m w o o o 2  (mi 2), srm(raar s), sywooo2 (ROW 2) 
*WARNING** CYCOI CYCLE MENTIONED A B M ~  HAS BEEN e L r n x m m  
BY CHANOING ENTRY 5 ,  2) 21 'XU 0 IN ARTAcEWY IRTRIX. 
*STATISTICS* NO. CODE GENERATION ERRORS = 0 ,  NO. OP W I W  4 
*mTISTICS* NO. OP SEQUENCING ERROR9 0 ,  NO. O?' WARNINGS- 3 
FIG. 11.16 I ATLAS PROGRAlI POR EXAMPLE 2 
BEGIN EQUATE PROGRAn 'DIGITAL-TEST' S 
NAMES INDEX 
*** TEST m w  *** 
'TI' -- 1 
'T2' -- 2 
*** *** 
FAIL( COUNTING ) -- 1 
S 
DECLARATIONS OF SYSTEM VARIABLES S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, LIST, 'SYS. DIAG-FLAG'( 2 ) S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, 'SYS.S-TIME' S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, 'SYS.MIMEg S 
DECLRRe DECIMAL, 'SYS.WMHY' S 
DECLARE DECIWLL, 'SYS.NWE9 S 
DECLARE DECIWG, LIST, 'SYS.#TESTS IN CONJ0(2) S 
DeCUIRe DIGITAL, LIST, 'SYS.TESFPLMi'(2) S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.FLAGw S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.ASI1T-m'. $ 
DECLARE DECIMAL, 'SYS.TIII9, 'SYS.TIME' S 
DECTARE DECIMAL, LIST, 'SYS.CLOCIC'(6) S 
DECLARE DECIMRL, 'SYS.1' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.Y/N' S 
DECLARE DIGITU, 'SYS.SIXTE* $ 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.SELEcl" S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, LIST, 'APPCOMP.NAME'(1) S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, LIST, 'AFT- . S E m ' (  1) S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, LIST, 'AFF-aMP.WHERE'(1) S 
DECLARE DIGITU, LIST, 'APF-COMP.STATE'(1) S 
DECLARE DECIWLL, 'AFT-COXP.TEsl" S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, ' A F P ~ . C O U N T '  S 
DECLARG DIGITAL, 'AW-COMP.CXANGG' S 
*** C0NsTANq-g *** $ 
DEFINE 'SYS.SeGECTeD' , 8'10' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.NOT SELECI'ED' , 8'01' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.NOT TESIWl' , 8'00' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.TESIWl' , 8'10' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.SKIPPEDW , 8'01' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.#DIAGS' , 2 5 
DEFINE 'SYS.#TESTS9 , 2 S 
DEFINE 'SYS.'II(ue' , 8'1' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.FALSE' , 8.0' $ 
DEFINE 'SYS.ODNT KNOW', 8'00' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.1Sg, 8'001' S 
..DEFINE 'SYS.IS NOT', 8'010' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.MRY BE', 8'011' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.M&Y BE m', B'100' S 
DEFINE 'SYS.#COMFONENTS',l S 
FIG. 11.16 (COHI1). ) 
C UUF POINT DEFINITIONS S 
C POLII)IIING DISK F ILE  SHOUIl) CONTAIN THE 
c nIssxm EQUATE/UUT PIU c DIU ASSIGNMENTS. s 
INCLUDE "CNXDIG" S 
C lPLCllD DEFINITIONS S 
DEFINE 'PRT.TIME9, 'SYS.CUUC0(1), * ##:", 
'SYS.cmaC'(2), ' # # : " ,  'sYS.-'(3); "#CU S 
C DECIARATIONS FOR USER DEFINED W B A L  VARIABLES S 
D W E  D E C I W ,  LIST, 'RESP* (512)  S 
D W E  DIGITAL, 'END-J' S 
C SYSTen UTILITY m1MS s 
DEFINE P-, 'GET.TINE9 S 
READ(Tm 'SYS.CUUC9(l) ALL), SYS-CIC)(X S 
*SYS.TIME1 = 3600*-SYS.MCX'(1) + 60**SYS.MCX*(2)  + 
'SYS.cmaC'(3) s 
END 'GET.TI)lE' 9 
DECLARE D E C I m ,  ' D I G - S R S . m l '  S 
DECLRRE DECIUAL, 'DIG-SRS.CNXO2' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, LIST,'STIM.l '  (512)  S 
DECLARE INTEGER, '1.1' s 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.01' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'END-I. 1' S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, 'SYS.DEC.01' S 
DECLARE DECIMAL, LIST, 'COND.2' (256)  S 
DECLARE I-, 'J.2' S 
DECLARE DECI~,  9 ~ . 2 *  s 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.02' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.03' S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'SYS.DIG.04' S 
DEcLwE D E C I W ,  'SYS.DEc.02* S 
DECLARE DIGITAL, 'ENDJ.2' $ 
DECLARE DECIMAL, * m 1 . ~ 0 2 ~  s 
DECLARE DQCIHAL, 'WO2. W 2 '  S 
INCLUDE "SYSLIB" S 
DEFINE PROCEWRE, ' V . P R I M '  S 
300 RECIX)RD '-.COUNTn ,"###: PAIL(C0UNTIffi)"S 
305 EM) 'WP-COMP.PRINT'S 
INCUDE "RONLIB" S 
Cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnns 
Cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnns 
C D I ~ G S P K J C S $  
Cnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnn$ 
Cnnnntnww*nnnnnnn**nnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn$ 
1000 DEFINE PIIOCEWRE, 'COOHILPASS' S 
RECORD " LAST COrJtm(W2) 6' '########" " S 
'SYS.DIWPIAG'(1) = 'SYS.SELECTCD' S 
.. ., ,Em 'cwem-PASS' s 
,.-e;nt???*,*?w~nn~**t~nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnntnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnns 
, .J,lQQ,, . Os;RIN8 .P-, 'CWWFFAIL'  S 
,'APP-COIB.couur' = 1 s 
'APT-ame.NAWC'(1) = 1 s 
'AFF-COMP.SEIZCI"(1) = 'SYS.EIAY BE' S 
PIG. 11.16 ( C O W .  ) 
PERWRM 'AFF-CDMP.UPDATE' S 
RECORD ,, LtST COUNT(PO2) 6' '########'  ' " S 
'SYS.DIADFLAG'(2) = 'SYS.SELECPED' $ 






1200 DEPINE PROCEWRe, "1' s 
'SYs.PLm' = 'SYS.TRUE' s 
'SYS.ASRP-FLAO' 'SYS.TRUE' S 
'APP-COHP.TEsT' = 1 S 
'GND-1.1' = 'SYS,'TRUG' 5 
POR '1.1' 1 TIiRU 512 BY 1 THEN S 
COMPARE '1.1~. EQ 1 s 
GOTO STEP 1205 IP NOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.01' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
arm STEP 1210 S 
1205 'SYS.DIG.01' 'SYS.FALSE' S 
1210 COMPARE 'SYS.D1G.Ol1, EQ 'SYS.TRUE' S 
GOTO STEP 1215 IP NOGO S 
'STIM.l'('I.1') = B'O' S 
Go'm STEP 1220 s 
1215 *~~1~.1*(*1.1*) = *STIM.~~((~I.~*- 1)) s 
1220 CDNPARE 'END-1.1'. EQ 'SYS.TRUC' S 
OOTO STgP 1225 IF NOGO S 
END POR S 
1225 DEFINE 'DIG-SRS.CNXOll, 'Tl' S 
DEFINE 'DIG-SRS.CNXO2'. 'T2' S 
DO DIGITAL-TEST, STIM-RESP-SRVE, STIM 'STIM.l'( 1) RESP 512 
MSG-LENm 8 WJRDS, WJRD-LENGTH 50 BITS, WDRD-RAF 3.5 KHZ, 
VOLTAGE-ONE 0.5 V, VDLTAGE-ZERO 2 V, V O L W - O N E  MIN 1 V, 
VOLTAGE-ZERO MAX 'RLSP'(1) V, CNX-WR4 'DIG-SRS.CW(Dlg , 
CNX-RESP ' DIG-SRS .CNXO2 ' S 
1230 'SYS.'IZSILPLAG'(l) = 'SYS.TESTEDg S 
END "1' s 
Cnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnn**nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnn*n*nn*nnnnnnnnnnns 
1300 DEFINE PRCKXWRE, 'T2' S 
'SYS.FLRG' = 'SYS.TRUE' s 
'SYS.AsRFPLRC' = 'SYS.'TRUG' s 
'WF-amP.TeST' = 2 s 
'ENPJ.2' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
POR 'J.2' = 1 THRU 256 BY 1 THEN S 
'DIG-ADD.PRMO1' 'RESP'(((2n 'J.2')- 1)) S 
'DIG-ADD.PRMO2' = X'01' S 
'DIGAM).PRMO3' = 8 S 
PeReORH 'DIG-ADD' s 
'SYS.DEC.01' = 'DIG-ADD.RES* S 
COMPARE 'RESP0((2* 'J.2')). EQ 'SYS.DEC.01' S 
OOTO STEP 1310 IP NOCO S 
'SYS.DIG.01' = 'SYS.TRUe' S 
FIG. 11.16 (CONTI).) 
'SYS.DIG.01' = 'SYS.FALSE' S 
COMPARE 'SYS.DIG.Ol', EQ 'SYS.TRUE' S 
GWKJ STEP 1320 I? No00 S 
'COND.2'( 'J.2' ) = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
GO'm STEP 1325 S 
*COND.Z*( *J.z' ) = .SYS.PALSE' s 
COWARE 'COND.Zg('J.Z'), EQ 'SYS.PALSE' S 
m STEP 1330 IP NOOd S 
'SYS.DIG.02' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
GOlQ STEP 1335 S 
'SYS.DIG.02' = 'SYS.PALSE' S 
COMPARE 'J.2'. EQ 256 3 
GO'm STEP 13- IF NOGO S 
'SYS.DIG.03' = 'SYS.TRVG9 S 
COEO STEP 1345 S 
'SYS.DIG.03' = 'SYS.PALSE' 3 
COMPARE B'l*, EQ 'SYS.DIG.02' OR 'SYS.DIG.03' S 
GWKJ STEP 1350 IF NMX) S 
'SYS.DIG.04' *SYS.TRIJEt S 
GOTO STEP 1355 S 
'SYS.DIG.04' - 'SYS.PALSg' S 
COMPARE 'SYS.DIG.O4', EQ 'SYS.TAUC' S 
CXJPO STEP 1360 IF No00 S 
'END-J' = 'SYS.TRVG' S 
GWKJ STEP 1360 S 
* L ~ ~ . P R M O ~ '  9 ~ . 2 * (  *J.z* ) s 
'Lrm.PRMO2' 'J.2' $ 
PERPOW 'Lrm* S 
'SYS.DEC.02' = ' W . R E S '  S 
'OWHP.2' = 'SYS.DEC.02' S 
COMPARE *COND.Z~(*J.~'), EQ *SYS.TRVG~ s 
GOTO STEP 1370 IP GO S 
'SYS.PLAG' ' S Y S . ~ E '  S 
'SYS.ASRILmAG' = 'SYS.FALSE' S 
1370 COMPARE 'END-J.2', EQ *SYS.TRVG' S 
GO'm STEP 1375 I? NOQ) S 
END POR 3 
1375 C O M P A R E ' S Y S . A S ~ ~ ' , E Q ' S Y S . ~ ' S  
GMQ STEP 1380 I? NOGO S 
'M)Ol.P02' = 'MUNT.2' S 
PERPOW 'COUN'FPASS' S 
1380 mfWZ'SYS.ASRI'-PLAG',EQ'SYS.TRUE'S 
GCIFCl STEP 1385 IP GO 3 
'm02.rn2' - 'a3uNT.2' s 
PERFORM 'CWN'FFAIL' S 
1385 'SYS.TE23T-rtAc*(2) = *SYS.TESTEOg S 
END 'T2' s 
~nnnnnnnnnn**annnnnnnnnnnnnnn**nnnn**nnn**nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnn*nnn$ 
Cn*nnnnnnn*nnnn*nnn*nn**n*u**nnnnnnnn*nnnnnnnnnnnn*nn****n***n*****n**nnn*n*$ 
C SYSTEM VARIABLE INITIALIZATION AND FIRST ENTRY POINT S 
C**nnnnntn**nnnn**n**n**nnn*nn*nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnunnnnnn**nnnnn*n*nn*******$ 
c*****n**nn*n*n**n**ntnnnnnnn**nnnnn*nnnnnnn*nn*nnnnnn*nn**nn*nn****n*nn****s 
FIG. 11.16 (COHTD.) 
E 1400 PERPORM 'GET.TIME' S 
RECORD "IX TESTING OUT: DIGIT-ST" S 
RECORD 'SYS.-'(4), "DATE ##/",'SYS.-'(S), "##/" , 
'SYS.CWCK'(6), "## TIME", 'PRT.TIME' S 
'SYS.T'IU' = 'SYS.TIMEg S 
FOR 'SYS.1' - 1 THRU 'SYS.#DIAGS0 'IFEN S 
. . :SYS.DIAG-FLAG'('SYS.I')= 'SYS.NOT SELECTED' S 
'SYS.#TESTS IN CONJ'('SYS.1') a 0 S 
END FOR S 
FOR 'SYS.1' = 1 THRU 'SYS.#-' THEN S 
'AFF-COE(P.STATE'('SYS.1') = 'SYS.oocn' I[NOW' S 
lwlFcmP.WXERE'( 'SIS.1') = 0 s 
END FOR S 
FOR *SYS.I~ = 1 THW 'SYS.#TESTS* THEN s 
'SYS.TmFPGAG'( 'SYS.1') = 'SYS.NOT TESTED' s 
END FOR $ 
C BEGINNING OF TESTING S 
C S 
C ~ L P R G C e D I N G T H c C A L L O N ~ T E s T n o w L e  '71's 
1500 'SYS.PLRG' = 'SYS.TRuE* s 
PERPORU '~1' s 
c s 
C CONTXOL PRECEDING THE CALL ON THE TEST WMXlLE 'T2' S 
1600 'SYS.PLM;' = 'SYS.TRUE' S 
PERFORU *T2* s 
C S 
1700 PERFORM 'GGT.TME' S 
RECORD "PINISHE0 TESTING AT", 'PRT.TIMEw S 
*SYS.TW' - *SYS.TIHZ* - *SYS.TIU' s 
'SYS.CLOQC'(1) INT ('SYS.TIU'/3600) S 
'SYS.TIU9 a 'SYS.TIU1 - 3600*'SYS.CLOQC1(l) S 
'SYS.CUXX'(2) - INT( 'SYS.TIU'/60) S 
'SYS.CUXX'(3) = 'SYS.TIU' - 60*'SYS.CIIXX'(2) S 
RECORD "DURATION " , 'PP3.TIMC' S 
m V E  ALL 5 
RECORD "DO YOU WISH IO SEE TEE FINAL PAUW ISOLATION STATE 7 ", 
"(Y/N) " S 
WAI'LLFOR MANUAL-DATA-fX+NDCO S 
CQID STEP 1705 IF NOa) S 
PERFORM 'PR1NT.DONT I(NOW' S 
PERFQRM ' PRINT. IS' S 
PERFORM 'PR1NT.IS NOT' S 
PERFORM 'PR1W.W BE' S 
PERFORM 'PRINT.WiY BE #OT' S 
1705 RECORD "W YOU WISH TO RERUN  IS PROGRAU? (Y/N)" s 
WAIT-FOR UnNUAL-DA'FA--NDQ) S 
OIJlD STEP 1710 IP No00 S 
RECORD "IP" s 
WPO STEP 1400 S 
1710 RECORD "TERMINATE EQUATE PROGRAU 'DIGITAL-TEST' IP" S 
1715 FINISH S 
TERUINATE EQUATE PROGRAM 'DIGITALTEST' S 
APPENDIX 111 - eRIEDR AND WARNING MESSAGES IN NOPAL SYSTEM 
111.1. INDEXTABLE: 





























- - - - - - - -- - - - 
A10 # I ATLAS I/O HANDLING I 
C I 3 T #  I GEN CODE FOR TESTS I 
C K R #  I DATATYPE CHECKING I 
CYC # I CYCLES DfiEGCING I 
EsH# (ExmRNALSCHEDLTLER I 
# IEXPEEINALSEQUENCING I 
m #   SYNTAXE ERROR CHECK I 
PLB # I USER FUNC LIB HANDLER! 
FTB # 1 USER ATE FUN HANDLER I 
QS# I CODE GEN FOR MSG I 
GWV # I CODE GEN FOR WAVEFORMI 
IN1 # 1 CODE GEN INIT ATICIAS I 
ISQ # ( INTERNAL SEQUENCING I 
ISP # I EgJNC PARA HANDLING I 
Lex# I LWrCAL ANaLYZER 1 
MNT# I THE MAIN PROGRAM I 
RDS # I REDCPCPION ON SUB USE I 
Krm# I REZRIEVE ASS. MEMORY I 
S A P #  I SYNTAX ANALYZER I 
S C D #  1- I 
SAR # I SYNTAX ANAL ( ARITIC1) I 
STL # I SmRE m 1 C  I 
STS # I STORE SPECIFICATION I 
SBL # I SUB USE ANALYSIS 1 
SUS # I SUB USE CHECKING I 
S l M #  I STORE STIlllWLUs I 
x R F #  I m s s  REFERENCE 1 I 
xRT# I m s s ~ C E 2  1 
Note : 
The "#* s ign  above represents  the corresponding 
numbers i n  respect ive error messages. 
111.2. ERlEOR AND WARNING MESSAGES: 
N o t e :  The s ign  w i l l  be used t o  ind ica te  the place where the error or 
warning arises. For example i f  the declared data type of var iab le  A is d i g i t a l  
and it c o n f l i c t s  with t h e  use of  A, which depends on decimal var iab les  B and C ,  
then t h i s  is shown aa 
A = B + C .  
A 
"**WARNING** AIO1: NO BLANKS OUTSIDE SINGLE AND DOUBLE QODTES IN: 'atla8 
s t m t t ' "  
There is no blanks i n  the indicated pos i t ion  of the generated ATLAS 
statement. 
"*rWARNING** A102 : UNABLE rn TRUNCATE PROPERLY. NO BLANKS. AFTER ATLAG 
SICMPP1atlas s tmt # ' "  
This message ind ica tes  that the length of  the generated ATLAS 
statement is too  long and there'is no blank i n  the statement making 
the truncat ion improperly done. 
"**SYSTEM IMPLEMEIWATION ERROR** A103 : PRINT BUFFER OVERPIOW1 (TEXT > 1000)'' 
"**ERROR** CM!lr A m  SUPPORTS ONLY 1 DIM." 
"**ERROR** CKRl: VARIABLE: " var iab le  name " I N  BOOLEAN EXPRESSION WITH TYPE 
NOT "BOOLEANn; AT LINE: stmt #" 
This only occuree i n  t h e  case when the a s se r t i on  contains  a var iab le  as 
an 
argument of a Boolean operator,  i.e. "a* t " 1 "  O r  "An , bu t  the data 
type of 
the var iab le  is not of Boolean. 
EX. 
DCL A: INT; 
... 
ASRC: IF A I B THEN C1120..; 
The error rnessage w i l l  be "**ERROR** VARIABLE : "A" IN. . . ll 
"**ERROR** CKR2: BOOLEAN OPERATOR "A'* HAS ITS ARGWENT OF TYPE NOT. 
"BOOTZANU.AT LINE: stmt #" 
EX. 
DCL A: DIGTAL; 
. . . 
A 
ASRT: IF "A THEN BeO. . . ;  ... 
A 
***ERROR** CKR3 : LHS OF A BOOLEAN OPERATOR HAS DATA TYPE NOT "BOOLEANn; 
AT LINE: stmt #- 
Ex. 
EL A1 DECIMAL; 
A 
EL Bl BOOLEAN$ 
. . . 
ASKPI IF A & 8 'PHEN . * . i  . a *  
A 
Thia is the similar error as above. 
"**ERROR** -4: RHS OF A BOOLEAN OPERATOR HAS DATA TYPE NOT *'800LeAN** ; AT 
LINE: s t m t  #* 
EX. 
DCL A: BOOLEAN; 
DCL Bz INTEGER; 
. . . 
A 
ASRT: IF A & B THEN ... ; ... 
A 
"**ERROR** CCRS: LHS OF A RELATIONAL OPERATOR HAS DATA TYPE "BOOLEAN" OR 
" DIGITAL"; AT LINE: st& #" 
EX. 
DCL A: BOOLEAN(0R DIGITAL); 
A 
DCL Br INT; 
. . . 
AS=: IF A <= B THEN ... ; ... 
A 
Similar ae above. 
"**ERRrDR** CKR6: RHS OF A RALATIONAL OPERAMR HAS DATA TYPE **BOOLEANm* OR 
"DIGITAL*; AT LINE: stmt #" 
Ex. 
DCL A: INTEGER; 
DCL B: BOOLEAN(0R DIGITAL); 
. . . 
ASRT: IF A s B TEiEN . . . I  ... 
N o t e  that there is no magnitute comparison facilities available 
between d i g i t a l  and integer or  between d i g i t a l  and decimal numbers i n  
NOPAL system. 
l1**ERRCIR** CKR7: LHS AND RHS HAVE INCOMPATIBTZ DATA TYPES I N  A BOOLEAN 
EXPRESSION. " 
W. 
DCL A: INT; 
DCL B: BOOL; 
... 
ASRT: IF A = B THEN ...; ... 
[ OR IF A ^=B THEN ... ; . . . I  
N o t e  that t h i s  message occurs  on ly  when the equal  o r  not-equal  s i g n  
is 
used anB it has d i f f e r e n t  type on both sides. 
****ERROR** Q(R8: LHS OF A RELATIONAL OPERAmR HAS ILLEGAL TYPE I N  AN 
ASSEIZTION; AT LINE: s tmt  #" 
EX. 
DCL AJ DIG; 
.. . 
ASRT: A < 100...; ... 
This is the error o n l y  i n  the use  of r e l a t i o n a l  a s s e r t i o n .  
"**ERROR** CKR9: RHS OF A RALATIONAL OPERATTlR HAS ILLECAL TYPE I N  AN 
ASSERTION; AT LINE: stmt #" 
DCL Aa INT; 
DCL B: DIG; 
. e .  
A 
ASRT: A >= B + 3 ...; ... 
A 
H e r e  the error is obvious, i.e., the d e c l a r a t i o n  of B is no t  
compatible w i t h  the use  of B. The opera t ion  "+" is o n l y  de f ined  on the 
oprands of type 'INT" or uDEC". 
"**ERROR** CKRlOr RHS AND LHS HAVE INCOMPATIBLE DATA TYPES I N  'PERMS OF AN 
OPERATOR: *the corresponding opera to r '  I N  AN ASSERTION; AT LINE: stmt 
# 
EX. 
DCL A: I W ;  
DCL B: DIG; 
Note that th is  error is d i f f e r e n t  f r o m t h e  above two. It is a genera l  
error d e t e c t i n g  message r e p o r t i n g  the unequal i ty  of data type i n  an 
a s s e r i o n  i n  terma of an r e l a t i o n a l  opera to r .  The ATLAS compiler 
suppor t s  on ly  the basic b i n a r y  opera t ions  b u t  not the binary-decimal 
automatic conversion. 
***ERROR** CKRl1: (UNUSED) 
"*-R** -2: A DIGITAL OPERATOR HAS LHS OR RHS OF TYPE NOT DIGIT=; 
AT LINE: stmt #* 
Ex. 
DCL A: INT; 
A 
DCL B: DIG; 
... 
ASRT: ABC = A "Q B ... ; ... 
A 
where the operator *a; is one of the digital operators meaning "TAXICAL 
AND*. 
**-**C#R13: A * m T E *  OR *SHUFT1 OPERATOR HAS LEIS NOT OF TYPE 
"D1GII#tw; AT LINE: sbt #* 
EX. 
DCL A? INT; 
... 
A 
ASRT: ABc= A "* 2 ... ; ... 
A 
where "* is the digital operator "ROTATE" . 
***ERIdDR**CKRl4: A *=TE1 OR * S H I F T m  OPERATOR HAS RHS NOT OF TYPE 
"IWTEGER*; AT LINE: stmt #" 
EX. 
DCL A: DIG; 
DCL B: DIG; 
. . . 
A 
ASRT: ABC = A * >  B ... ; ... 
A 
"**ERROR** -5:  AN ARITHMETIC OPERAmR HAS LEIS OF TYPE "DIGITAL" OR 
"BOOLEAN"; AT LINE: stmt #" 
Ex. 
DCL A: BOOL; (or DCL A: DIG; ) 
... 
A A 
ASm:  ABC = A + 1 2 0 . . . ;  ... 
A 
"**ERROR** -6: AN ARITHMETIC OPERATOR HAS RHS OF TYPE "DIGITAL* OR 
"BOOLEANn; AT LINE: Stmt #" 
Ex. 
Similar aa above but RHS intead o f  LHS. 
"**-R** CYCl: (CIRCULAR DEE') r THE F O W I N G  GR2P OF ITERMS IN 
(NOPAL SPECIFICATION I TEST} 'name* ARE CIXUWRLY DEFINED: 
... a list of item names ,.. n 
"*-R** -2: CYCLE MENTIONED ABOVE COULD NOT BE ELIMINATED. 
"*-ING** CYC3: CYCLE MEEPPIONED ABOVE HAS BEW ELIMINATED 
BY CHANGING ENTRY ( *entry #l*, 'entry #2'  ) FEEDM "1- 
CW(IP,IS)] TO 0 IN MATRIX." 
"*-ING** ESHl: CYCLE CONTAINS THE FOLIXIWING ELEMENTS: 
. . . a list of eleuents . . . ** 
"*-ING** ESHZ: A RANGE CONEZICT IN NODE 'node name* 
BETWEEN 'PHE ALREADY ASSIGNED RANGEilrange # '  AND THE NEWLY IMPLIED 
RANGE:*new range # * "  
"**ERROR** ESH3r NO RANGE DETERMINED FOR m P  VARIABLES AT LEVEG1level # '  AT 
CYCLE- 
... a list of nodes ... 
... a list of nodes ... n 
"*-R** ESHS: A CYCLE IS DETECTED- 
. . . a. list of nodes . . . 
I*** ERROR ** ESQ1: TEST *name1 AND DIAGNOSIS 'name* HAVE CONFLICTING 
SUBSCRIPTS. " 
"**ERROR** ESQ2 : (AMBIGUITY) t IN STATEMENT NUMBER 'st* # * GIX)BAL VARIABLE * 
var name1 
HAS BEEN USED MDRE THAN ONCE WITH DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS." 
"**ERROR** ESQ3 : ( INCOMPLETENESS ) : GUIBAL VARIABLE 'var name * IS USED AS 
SO- IN TEST 'test name1 
BflT ITS TARGET DEFINITION NEVER GIVEN ELSEWHERE. " 
we-ING** ESQ4: (POSSIBLE AMBIGUITY): a B A L  VAR *var name* DEFINED AS 
TARGET MORE THAN ONCE IN: {TEST I DIAGNOSES } 'atmt#' 
THEY MUST BE UNDER m L Y  EXCLUSIVE CONDITION." 
'***ERROR** ESQ5 : ( AMBIGUITY) : VARIABLE *var name1 HAS kpRE THAN ONE 
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DATA DECLRRATION." 
"**WARNING** ESQ6 : (POSSIBLE INCOMPLEZENESS ): VAR ' ~ a r  name' DEFINED 
AS TARGET I N  (TEST I DIAGNOSIS} ' n a m e ' ;  BUT NEVER USED." 
"**ERROR** ESQ7: m B A &  VARIABLE *var name' IS AN ARRAY BUT ONE 
DIMENSION IS UNDEPINED." 
"**ERROR** ESQ8: 'name* MUST USE SUBSCRIPT 'sub name' I N  DIMENSION 'dimension 
# ' * "  
"**WARNING** ESQ9: (POSSIBLE INCOMPLETENESS) : TEST M O W  'name1 DOES 
NDT EIAVE ANY DIAGNOSIS. " 
"**EFU?DR** ESQ10: (AMBIGUITY) : T W  WGICAL OPERATORS CONNECT TEST 
MODULE 'm' WITH DIAGNOSIS '-'. 
"*-R** -11: MORE TEiAN ONE TEST S-CT THE SAME DIAGNOSIS WITH / OR * ." 
"**ERRIOR** -12 : ( INcoNSIs'rENcY) : T m  OR MORE TESTS: 
. , . list of names . . . n 
COME AFTER THE DIAGNOSIS 'name' VIA TOGICAL OPERA'PDR APTER OR 
APTER-Nor. " 
"*-I=** -13: (POSSIBLE INCONSISPENCY): BOTH INTEZWXIVENESS AND 
COMPONENT PFmTECJ!ION RELATIONSHIPS EXIST BEWEEN DIAGNOSIS 'mum* AND 
TEST MODULE 'name' I ONLY THE INTEWUYIVE NESS RELATIONSHIP IS 
RETAINED. " 
/******"**ERRDR** -12: IIWXFUGTIVENESS RELATIONSHIP BElWEEN DI-SIS 
' name ' AND TEST ' name ' CANNOT BE MAINTAINED. " */ 
/* "*-Re* -13: ORDER VECTOR FOR NOPAL SPECIFICATION *namev COULD 
NOT BE GENESATED. '' */ 
"**ERROR** PLMl : P A I L  STACK UNDERFUM. COMPILATION DISCONTINUED. '* 
The fa i lu re  stack is filled. Process is forced t o  be stopped. 
" **SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** PLMl : F A I L  STACK UNDERFUM. " 
" * W I N G * *  FLB1: THE FUNCTION 'fun name* IS NOT I N  FUNCIlION LIBRARY." 
@ * * W I N G * *  FLB2: *file nane* CONTAINING THE MISSING FUNCl?IONS SHOULD BE 
INCLUDED AT ATLAS COMPILE TIME." 
"**WARNING** -3: ' f i le nams' DOES NOT EXIST SHOUIS BE INCLUDED AT 
ATLAS COMPILE TIME." 
" * W I N G * *  -4: THE FUNCTION * fun  name* HAS BEEN MULTIPLY DEFINED." 
"**ERROR** FTBlr - ILLEGAL FUNCTION DEFINITION. FUN: the ATE function 
text. " 
This error message tells you that the ATE function you have specified i n  
your NOPAL p r o g r a m  is not matched by the ATE function liberary. You  
better check your function with the defini t ions i n  the liberary. 
n**WARNING** GMGlr I N  STMP NO. *st& # '  "#" REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
AFTER PARAMETER I N  MESSAGE. " 
'***ERRCIR** G W n :  NUMBER O F  AFWJmNTS INVALID I N  BUILT I N  FUN * fun name * AFTER 
'atlas stmt #'." 
This message tells that the user has specified a bui l t - in  function 
w i t h  unmatched # of arguments w i t h  the one that supported by the 
NOPAL system. 
"*-R** GWV2r OP I N  FUNC ' fun name* I N  PARM 'par naem(8)' 
I N  TESP MODULE NO. 'test name' SHOULD BE '=*. ASSUMED.n 
The system corrects t h e  incorrect  use of an operator w i t h  indicated 
funct ion i n  the indicated TEST. An '=' operator  is assumed. 
"**ERROR** GWV3: ILLEGAL USE OF SUBSCRIPT EXPRS FOR VIRTUAL SUBSCRIPT: 
'name'." 
This message tells the illegal use of  subscr ip t  i n  
NOPAL system. The correct use of subscript: is of the form : I or 
1-1. 
"*'ltOJaRNING** -4: UNITS I N  PUNCPION *fun name* PARAMETER DEFINITION 
AND USE DO NOT mTCEI." 
Thia tells the unmatched use of  UNIT(8)  i n  t h e  indicated function 
between use and delara t ion  of t h e  function. 
"**WaRNING** GWV5: UNITS I N  PVNCPXON ' fun name* PARMQZER USE NOT 
REmGNIZED." 
This tells the missing of the UNIT parameter i n  a use of  
c e r t a i n  function ( o r  unrecognized by NOPAL system). 
"**SysJ?m IMPLEMENTAXON ERROR** G W 6 t  REQUIRE ARG STACK OVERFWWI" 
" * V I N G * *  I N I l r  WT POINT 'name* NOT CONNECTED ANY ATE PIN."  
This i nd ica t e s  the incomplete spec i f ica t ion  of connection points .  
(The NOPAL system w i l l  include the corresponding spec i f ica t ion  
automatically , ) 
n**SYsTEM IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** ISP1: VARID NOT FOUND.'var name*." 
"*-R** 1-1: RETUEWED INTSEQ BECAUSE SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES ARE USED 
INCONSISTENTLY IN TEST 'name'." 
This indicates the incorrect use of subscripts within the named test. 
" * * m R * *  IsQ2 : RmUmED FROM INTSEQ B E W S E  A CYCLE EXISTS IN TEST ' name ' . " 
"**ERROR** 1-3: IN TEST 'name' VARIABLE 'name' OCCURS IN MORE THAN 
ONE DATA DCL . " 
"*-ING** rSQ4: IN TEST 'name' PTR VARIABLE 'name' IS GIVEN A VALUE BUT 
CORRESPONDING RECORD IS NOT USED." 
"**ERROR** 1-51 INVALID SUBSCRIPT VARIABLe 'name' IN STATEMENT 'st& be." 
"*-R** I*: IN 'name' VARIABLE 'var naem' USES DIFFERENT 
NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS. " 
*'**ERROR** 1-72 IN TEST 'name* VARIABLE 'var name* OCCURS BOTH AS 
SIMPLE AND ARRAY VARIABLE." 
"*-I=** ISQ8r (POSSIBLE AMB1GUITY)z VARIABLE 'name' OF 
TEST 'name', IS DEFINED MDRE THAN ONCE IN 'list of names'. 
THEY MUST BE EXZUSIVE." 
"*-R** ISQ9: (AMBIGUI'TY): IN ASSERTION 'name' 
OF TEST 'name', THERE ARE IWO OR MORE TARGET VARIABLES: ' liat of 
names' ." 
"*-R** ISQ10 : (AMBIGUITY) : EXPRESSION 'exp* 
PRECEDING THE '=' IN ASSERTION 'name* OP TEST 'name' DOES NOT 
MATCH THE TARGET VARIABU * list of names ' . " 
"**OIIARNING** I S Q 1 1 :  ( 1 N C O N S I ~ C Y ) r  I N  ASSERTION 'name' OF 
TEST ' name * , A =LE IS DECLARED AS TARGET; 
BUT THE RELATION OPERA'RlR IS NOT AN EQUAL SIGN.  
REPLACED BY AN EQUAL SICW." 
"*WARNING** LEX1: INVALID B I T  STRING. STRING ASSUMED. I N  
STATEMENT 'stmt#*, NEAR TEXI! *the nearest context saved*." 
8 .  
This tells the illegal declaration of a b i t  s t r i n g .  
"*-p~** LEm r I N  STATEMENT *shut# ' , NEAR TEXT 'the nearest context  
saved1; *;I OF LAST STATEMENT MISSING. 
EX. 
ASRT: Am..... with no semi.colon(;) 
A 
The missing ";" was inserted, 
"**WARNING** LeX3: I N  STA- *stmt#*, NEAR TEXT 'the nearest con tex t  saved1 
A N U M B E R I S m O ~ .  TRUNCATED." 
EX. 
... A = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 9  ... 
A 
The above number i n  the specification has length greater than 16. 
"**WARNING** LEX4 r I N  STA- ' StmtP ' , NEAR TEXT 
'the nearest context saved*; WPONENT D I G I T S  AFTER 'E1 MISSING I N  A 
NUMBER. 00 ASSUMED." 
This is supposed t o  be "A = 1 ** 2E00;" or "A = 1 ** 2 E O l j n  or sartething 
else. 
The eystem assumes "00" follows the "Em i n  this  case. 
"**WARNING** LEX(LAE4EL)l: NAME/INTEGER WAS TOO LONG. TRUNCATED. IN STATEMENT 
'Stmt * ,  
NEAR 'PBCP *the nearest text savedm1 
"*-ING** LEX(LABEIi)2: ILLEGAL OPERATOR RESPONSE KMWDRD. YES/NO ASSUMED.u 
"**WARNING** LEX(STSPEC)lr END-IAEEZ DIDN'T MA- SPEC-NAME. SPEC-NAME 
ASSUMED." 
"*-ING** LEX(STST1M)l: ID DECLARED NOT FOUND. ITS DECLARATION IGNORED." 
n**WAWYING** LEX( STSTIM)2 : RELATIONAL OP WAS NOT '=' IN A TRIPLET. '=' 
ASSUMED. '' 
"**WARNING** LEX( UWCMPF)l: MIN-LIMIT GREATER THAN MAX-LIMIT. 
MIN-LIMIT SET TO -lE35." 
"**SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** MNTlr SAPIN INPUT RECORD SIZE EXCEZDS 80." 
"**ERROR** RDS1: (AM8IGUOUS): IN STATEMENT NUMBER *st& # '  
- REDUCTION FUNCTION IS NOT USED IN AN ASSERTION." 
"**ERROR** RDS2r (AMBIGUOUS): IN SPA- NUMBER 'stmt # *  
REDUCTION STATEMENT IS IMPRDPERLY USED. " 
"**ERROR** RDS3: (AMBIGUOUS): IN STA- NUMBER 'Stmt # '  
TOO MANY OR TOO PEW ARGumNTS IN THE REWCPION FUNCTION." 
"**ERROR** RDS4: (AMBIGUOUS): IN STATEMENT NUMBER *stmt # *  
THE SECOND ARGUMENT 'name' OF THE REW OF REWCPION 
FUNCTION IS NOF DECLARED AS A FREE SUBSCRIPT." 
"**=R** RDS5 r (AMBIGUOUS ) r IN STATEMENT NUMBER * Stmt # ' 
TEiE FIRST ARGUMENT * nam* OF THE REXK7CTION FUNCTION 
IS NOT A SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE. 
" * * m R * *  RDS6: (AMBIGUOUS): IN STATEMENT NUMBER '8- #', 
THE 'number'--TH SUBSCRIPT 'name' OF VARIABLE 
War name1 IS NOT A SIMPLE VARIABLE OR CONSTANT." 
"**ERRIDR** RDS7: (AMBIGUOUS): I N  STATEMENT NUMBER '8- # '  
MORE THAN ONE DIMENSION MAY BE REDUCED I N  A REDUCTION PVNCTION." 
"**ERRIDR** RDSO : (AMBIGUOUS) : I N  STATEMENT NUMBER ' stmt # * THE SUBSCRIPT 
BEING REDUCED *nam* IS NOT FOUND I N  THE F I R S T  AE#;UMENT 'name'." 
"*-R** -9: (AMBIGUOUS): I N  STATEMENT NUMBER 'Stmt # '  THE LHS *name' 
OF A REMfCTION FUNCTION IS NOT A SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE OR SCALAR." 
"**ERROR** RDS10: (AMBIGr,DUS): I N  STA'ImlENT NUMBER 'St* #* ,  
THE * nunher*--TB SUBSCRIPT 'name * O F  LEIS O F  
A REDUCJ?ION FUNCTION IS NUF A SIMPLE VARIABLE OR CONSTANT." 
"**ERI(IDR** RDS11: ( ~ S 1 S P E N T ) r I N  STATESENP NUMBER '8- # *  
SUBSCRIPT 'name* I N  -HAND S I D E  O F  A REDUCTION 
DEOES NOT APPEAR I N  RIGIFP-HAND S I D E .  " 
"**ERROR** RDS12: (1NCONSISTENT):IN STATEMENT NUMBER '8- # '  
m DIMENSIONALITY O F  LEis IS NOT ONE WeSS THAN THAT O F  RHS." 
"**ERROR** -13: ( IMP-TION): I N  STATEMENT 'stmt # '  T H I S  REDUiCllION 
STATEMENT BE FOUND I N  DICPIONARY TABLE ' D I m  '. " 
'**SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** RTVl: MAX NO. O F  RETRIEVALS EXCEEDED. " 
"**SYSTEM IMPlZXENTATION ERROR** XRT1 I W. O F  REF. ENTRIES PER ROW EXCEEDED 
I N  -2. '* 
"**ERROR** -1: MISSING/INVALID O F  FUNCTION CALL OR SUBSCRIPT O F  A 
SUBSCRIPTED \IARIABtEn 
"**ERROR** -2: MISSING C O W  ':'" 
' * * w R * *  SAP3: MISSING RELATIONAL 0PEFtA"IQR I N  AN ASSERTION" 
"**ERRDR** SAP42 MISSING/INVALID ARITZIMETIC EXPRESSION" 
"*-R** SAP52 MISSING RIGHT P-IS * )' " 
"**ERROR** SAP6: MISSING RELATIONAL OPERATOR IN A BOOLEAN EXPRESSION" 
"**ERROR** -7: MISSING/IMIAtID BOOLEAN EXPRESSION" 
"**ERRDR** SAP8: MISSING LEFT PARENTHESIS * ( '  AE'TER NEGATION SIGN" 
"**ERROR** SAPS: MISSING/INVALID CONNEmR ID IN CONNDIMM" 
"*weRIbDR** SAPlOr MISSING RIGHT TRIANGULAR BRACKET ' > '  IN CONNDIMEX" 
" **ERROR** SAP11 : MISSING/INVALID AFFECTED COMPONENT" 
"**ERROR** SAP12: '& '  AND ' I '  OPERATORS MIXED" 
"**ERROR** SAP13: MISSING RELATIONAL OPERATOR IN A' CONJUNCTION" 
"**ERROR** -14: MISSING VARIABLE ID IN DECLARATION" 
"**ERROR** SAP151 MISSING 'MESSAGE' AE'TER 'OPERATOR' IN KEYWORD DIAGNOSIS 
DEFINITION" 
"**ERROR** SAP162 MISSING C O W  ' r '  AFTER 'OPERATOR MESSAGE* IN KeMJORD 
0-SIS DEFINITION" 
"**ERROR** SAP178 MISSING 0-SIS LABELn 
"**ERROR** SAP18: MISSING DATA TYPE" 
"**ERROR** SAP198 MISSING/IMIALID PUNCTION DIMENSION EXPFUZSSION" 
"**ERROR** SAP208 MISSING RI- PARENTHESIS IN FUNCTION DIMENSION EXPRESSION" 
"*-R** SAP213 MISSING/INVALID E'UNCPION TYPE" 
"**-R** SAP22: MISSING/INVALID ASSflZT1ONw 
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"**ERROR** -23: MISSING THEN IN AN IF-USE" 
"**=R** SAP24: MISSING EQUAL S I W  '=' AFTER A KEXWIRD" 
" * w R * *  -26: MISSING DIAGNiOSIS LABEL AFTER IXXiICAL OPERATORw 
"*-R** SAP271 MISSING MESSAGE LABEL" 
n**ERROR** SAP208 MISSING EQUl4L SIGN '=' AFTER 'ALIAS'" 
"*-R** -29: MISSING MESSAGE SYNONYM APPER *='" 
"**=R** SAP30 : MISSING COElMA ' , ' AFTER MESSAGE SYNONYMn 
"**ERE(ZIR** SAP3lr MISSING/INVALID MESSAGE IN OTHER PARAMETERS OF A 
DIAGNOSISn 
"*-R** SAP32: MISSING/INVALID OPWTDR RESPONSE VARIABLE IDw 
" * * m R * *  SAP331 MISSING/INVALID --REFERENCE ST- LABEL" 
"**ERROR** SAP348 INVALID SPECIFICATION STATEMENT" 
"*-R** -36: MISSING/IMIALID TEXP AFTER '='" 
"*-R** SAP371 MISSING IDENTIFIER" 
"**ERROR** SAP301 MISSING PARENT LABEL AFTER ' ( * "  
"*-R** SAP39: MISSING/INVALID MESSAGE TEXTn 
" * w R * *  -1: THERE IS A CYCLE I N  THE GRAPH. " 
"**ERRLIR** -2: NODES ARE NOT -LE." 
"*-ING** -3: SUBSCRIPT 'name* CONTAINING I0 MUST BE SPLIT." 
"**SYS ERR[IR** SCD4: ILLEGAL CASE." 
"**SYS ERROR** SCD5: TDPOIDS: FOR NODE 'a list of nodes' PARENT COUNT < 0" 
"**SYS ERROR** SCD7: ENDITEX: ITERATION VARIABLe NOT FOUND. 
'# o f  i terat ion' .  " 
"*-ING** SARl: WGICAL C O ~ c p I V E  ( logical connective ) APPEARED 
I N  ARITHMP. AT LINE: stmt #. TEiE WGICAL CONNECTIVE WERE IGNORED." 
Ex. 
A= B 6 C ;  
A 
This is a aytactical error meaning that  the logical connective( s )  
appeared i n  an aritmtic expression. 
"*-IS** SAR2: ILIEGAL OPERATOR LEADING ARITHEXP AT LINE: st& #. 
- "A'. WAS IGNORED. " 
Similar as m e ,  the  logical symbol is discarded . 
"**-R** SAEU: ILLEGAL HEX CONSTANT; ' IS MISSING AT LINE: stmt #." 
meaning that the  d i g i t a l  constant is not properly surrounded by s ingle  
quote "'". 
"**ERROR** SAR4 r ILLEGAL HEX CONSTANT; CONTENT NOT ALLOWED; 
AT LINEsstnrt #." 
EX. 
A = H'OlN* ; 
n 
This ia an obvious mistake. The content of a hexdecimal can only be in 
the 
character set from "Or to "9" and "Aw to "F". 
"**ERROR** SAM: ILLEGAL OCF CONSTANT; * IS MISSING AT LINEtstmt #." 
0 
"**ERROR** SAR6: ILLEGAL OCP CONST24NT; CONTENT NOT ALIDWED; 
Remenber that the content of an octal'constant can only be from "0" to 
W7". 
" * w R * *  SAR7: ILLEGAL BINARY CONSTANT; * IS MISSING AT L1NE:Stnrt #." 
EX. 
A = B'010; 
A 
"*-R** SAR8 : ILLEGAL BINARY CONSTANT; COtWENT NOT A m ;  AT LINES stmt 
# ." 
This is an obvious mistake. The contents allowed in a binary constant 
ia either "0" or "1". 
"**SYSTEM 1-ATION ERROR** STLl r TOO MANY SUBSCRIPTS. " 
"**SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** STMl: NO. OP SUBSCRIPTS EXCEEDED." 
" **SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** ST942 : CONJ. TRIPLETS EXCEEDS 15 ( ' number ' ) . " 
"**SYSTEM I M P ~ T I O N  ERROR** STM3 : EXPR STACK OVERETDW. " 
m * * ~ ~ ~  IMPUEMENTATION ERROR** STS1: Too many subscripts." 
"**WARNING** SBLl: (INCOW-): IN TEST 'name' DIMENSION-'number' 
OF VARIABLE 'var name' IS NOT DECLARED, BOUND UNDECIDED." 
" * * m R * *  SBL2 : ( INCONSISTENT) 1 IN TEST ' ~ ~ '  THE NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS 
FOR VARIABLE 'var name' IS INCONSISTENT DEFINED." 
*'**ERROR** SBW : (AMBIGUOUS): IN STATEMENT NUMBER 'stmt #'  SUBSCRIPT 
DECLARATION IS NUF A SIMPLE ASSERTION." 
"**ERROR** SBL4: (AMBIGUOUS) : IN STATEMENT NUMBER '8tmt # VARIABLE 'var 
name* IS MULTIPLY DECLARED AS FRE SUBSCRIm." 
"**ERROR** SBW t ( INCOMPLETE ) r IN STATEMENT NUMBER ' Stmtt # ' TEiE PARENT LIST 
OF SUBSCRIPT DECLARATION IS MISSING OR NOT ENCIDSED IN QUOTES." 
***ERROR** SBL6: (AMBIGUOUS): IN STATEMENT NUMBER 'stmt # EXCESSIVE BLANK 
APPEARS IN THE PARENT LIST." 
"**ERROR** SBL7: (AMBIGUOUS): IN STATEMENT NUMBER 'stmt # '  IMPROPER USE OF 
IN TEiE PARENT LIST. " 
"**ERROR** SBLO I ( INCOMPLEZE): IN STATEMENT NUMBER ' stmt # '  NULL PARENT LIST 
IS USED." 
"**ERROR** SBLQ(AMB1GOMJS)r IN STATEMENT NUMBER *stmt # *  THE DIMENSION NUMBER 
IS A NOT A POSITIVE INTEGER." 
"**=R** SBL10 : (AMBIGUOUS) : IN STATEMENT NUMBER ' Stmt # ' IMPROPER USE OF . 
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"**ERROR** S B L l l  r ( INCOMPLETE) : I N  STATEMENT NUMBER 'stmt # * SUBSCRIPT 
DECLARATION IS NOT CORRECC, CHECK USE." 
* * m R * *  SBL12 r ( INCONSISTENT) : I N  STATEMENT NUMBER 'stmt # * THE 
UPPER BOUND IS NOT A POSITIVE INTEGER OR *." 
"**ERROR** SBL13 t ( INCONSISTENT) : I N  STATEMENT NUMBER ' stmt # * THE UPPER 
STATEMENT NUMBER ' etmt # * VARIABLE *var name * IS NUP USED AS A 
SUBSCRIPTED WmmBLE IN THE TEST." 
"**ERROR** SBL14: ( INCONSISTENT) : I N  STATEMENT NUMBER * stmt # * DIMENSION 
'ntaibar* OF VARfALBE *var name* IS DOUBLY DEFINED." 
"**WARNING** SBtl5 r (AMBIGUOUS) : I N  STATEMENT NUMBER 'st& # * IN TEST *name* 
PARENT NAME *var name* HAS NEVER APPEARED IN THE TEST." 
"**WAEINING** SUS1: (POSSIBLE INCONSISTENCY): IN STATEMENT MJMBER 'st& $ *  THE 
FRE SUBSCRIPT *-* I N  SOURCE VARIABLE (OR CONNECMR) DOES NOT APPEAR 
AS FRE SUBSCRIPT I N  THE 'FA- VARIABLE." 
"**ERROR**SUS2: (INCONSISTENT): IN STATEMENT NUMBER 'st& # THE FREE 
SUBSCRIPT 'name* IN SOURCE WUUABLE (OR CONNECTOR) DOES NDT APPEAR AS 
PREE SUBSCRIPT I N  'PEE TARGET VARIABLE." 
"**ERROR** SUS3: (1NcONsISTENT)t f N  STA- NUMBER '8- # '  TAI#iET 
VRRIABLES DONUPUSETHE SAME PREE SUBSCRIPTS." 
"*-R** SUS4 r ( INCONSIS'PENT ) : I N  STATEWNT NUMBER etmt # SUBSCRIPT IN 
VARIABLE OR CONNECTOR 'name* DOES NDT FOLW TEE CORRECT SYNTAX." 
"**ERROR** SUSS: (INCONSISTENT): IN STATEMENT NUMBER *stmt #' SUBSCRIPT IN 
CONNECPOR *name1 m E s  NOT FOLLOW THE CORRECP SYNTAX." 
"**WARNING** SUS6 : (POSSIBLE INCONSISTENT) 1 I N  STATEMENT NUMBER * skmk # ' , 
'nuniber*-TIi SUBSCRIPT OF VARIABLE 'var name* IS A SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE 
OR A NON-PREE SUBSCRIPTt RAN& TEST IS NOT PERFOFMZD." 
"**ERROR** SUS7 : ( INCOMPLETE) : IN STATEMENT NUMBER ' stmt # * VARIABLE 'var 
name* IS NOT FOUND IN THE VARIABLE TABLE OR DIMENSION-'numbar', IS NOT 
DEFINED . *' 
"**ERROR** SUSer (INCONSIS'PENT): IN STATEMENT NUMBER 'Stmt # '  THE BOUND OF 
DIMENSION-*number1 OF VARIABLE *name1 WAS DECLARED TO BE *numberll BUT 
' number2 * IS USED HERE. 
"**SYSTEM IMPLEMENTION ERROR** SUSS: PROM SUBUSAG. FAILED FIND WAVEFORM OF 
'stmt # *  OR VARIABLE 'var name' IN MATRIX." 
"**SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** STM1: NO. OF SUBSCRIPTS EXCEEDED." 
"**- IMP-ATION ERROR** STM2 : WNJ. TRIPLETS 15 ( S'PRIPT) . " 
" * * S m  IMPLEMENTATION ERROR** STM3: EXPR STACK -." 
"**ERROR** XRF1: 'name* OCCURS 80TII AS A PARM OF MDDFUN AND IN W B A L  DCL." 
****EXRDR** XRF2: 'name' HAS CONFLICTING DIMENSIONS: '# of dimension 1' IN 
STMP lstmt#ll AND '# of demension 2' IN SPMP 'stmt #Z1 . " '  
"*KWARNING** XRF3: 'name* IS USED AS A mCAL VARIA8m IN TEST 'test name* AND 
AtSO IN DIAGNOSES *diag. name*" 
" * W I N G * *  XRF4: 'stmt#ll, 'name', W I P L Y  DEFINED. THE STMNT DELETED. 
FIRST DEFN. IN STMNT sW#2." 
'***WARNING** X?F5: IN STMNT 'stmt#', 'name' HAD MUVFIPLE CONJUNCTION. 
DELETED. 
"**ERROR** -6: IN SPMNT 'stmt#', 'name* CONJUNCTION BACK REF. COULD NOT BE 
RESOLVED. " 
"**ERROR** lCRF7: IN SPMNT *stmt#*, 'name* NEVER DEFINED. INVALID REFERENCE." 
"**EmOR** XRFO: IN SmlNT *stmt#', *name1 CONJUNCTION BACK REFTRENCES FORM A 
mop. " 
"*xWARNING** XRF9r IN STMNT *stalk#*, 'name* DIAGNOSIS NEVER REFERENCED." 
The error mesaages with the form "**SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
EFtRDR**..." are run-time prompts of NOPAL eystem indicating the  abnormal 
conditions i n  processing. Similarly the messages with the form "**SYS 
E R * *  have the  8- function but i n  the error f i le  [ERRFIL.DAT]. 
P l e a s e  inform appropriate personel about thoae matter and ask for help.  
Those are most likely t o  be system bugs. 
